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Summary

The objectives of this thesis were to: (i) establish exergy analyses of the oil and gas
processing plants on different types of North Sea platforms; (ii) identify and discuss
improvement potentials for each case, compare them and draw general conclusions
if possible; and (iii) define meaningful thermodynamic performance parameters for
evaluation of the platforms.

Four real platforms (Platforms A–D) and one generic platform of the North
Sea type were simulated with the process simulators Aspen HYSYS and Aspen
Plus. The real platforms were simulated using process data provided by the oil
companies. The generic platform was simulated based on literature data, with six
different feed compositions (Cases 1–6). These five platforms presented different
process conditions; they differed for instance by their exported products, gas-to-oil
ratios, reservoir characteristics and recovery strategies.

Exergy analyses were carried out, and it was shown that for the cases studied
in this work, the power consumption was in the range of 5.5–30 MW, or 20–660
MJ/Sm3 o.e. exported. The heat demand was very small and covered by electric
heating for two of the platforms, and higher, but low enough to be covered by waste
heat recovery from the power turbines and by heat integration between process
streams, for the other three platforms. The main part of the power was consumed
by compressors in the gas treatment section for all cases, except Platform B and
Case 4 of the generic model. Platform B had lower pressures in the products than
in the feeds, resulting in a low compression demand. Case 4 of the generic model
had a high content of heavy hydrocarbons in the feed, resulting in large power
demand in the oil export pumping section. The recompression- and oil pumping
sections appear to be the other major power consumers, together with the seawater
injection system, if installed.

The total exergy destruction was in the range of 12–32 MW, or 43–517 MJ/Sm3

o.e. exported. Most exergy destruction was related to pressure increase or de-
crease. Exergy destruction in the gas treatment section made up 8–57% of the to-
tal amount, destruction in the recompression section accounted for 11–29%, while
10–28% took place in the production manifolds. Exergy losses due to flaring varied
in the range of 0–13 MW.

Platforms with high gas-to-oil ratios and high pressures required in the gas
product presented the highest power consumption and exergy destruction.

Several measures were proposed for reduction of exergy destruction and losses.
Two alternatives included use of mature technologies with potential to increase
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iv Summary

efficiency significantly: (i) limit flaring by installation of gas recovery systems, and
(ii) improve gas compression performance by updating/exchanging the compressors.

Several thermodynamic performance indicators were discussed, with Platforms
A–D as case studies. None of the indicators could at the same time evaluate (i)
utilisation of technical achievable potential, (ii) utilisation of theoretical achievable
potential and (iii) total use of energy resources. It was concluded that a set of indi-
cators had to be used to evaluate the thermodynamic performance. The following
indicators were suggested: specific exergy destruction, BAT efficiency on exergy
basis, and exergy efficiency.

The formulation of exergy efficiency for offshore processing plants is difficult
because of (i) the high throughput of chemical exergy, (ii) the large variety of
chemical components and (iii) the differences in operating conditions. Approaches
found in the literature for similar processes were applied to Platforms A–D. These
approaches had several drawbacks when applied to offshore processing plants; they
showed low sensitivity to performance improvements, gave inconsistent results, or
favoured platforms operating under certain conditions. A new exergy efficiency,
called the component-by-component efficiency, was proposed. This efficiency could
sucessfully evaluate the theoretical improvement potential.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Motivation

The well-being of the world’s population depends on uninterrupted availability of
energy resources. Today, fossil fuels make up the bulk of the energy mix. These
energy reserves will be exhausted and they result in greenhouse gas emissions that
most likely are causing climate change.

The share of oil and natural gas as fuel in the world’s total primary energy
mix was 57% in 2012. The share of coal was 30%, while nuclear and renewables
accounted for only 13% [15]1. The primary world energy use by source the last 25
years is shown in Fig. 1.1.

According to the International Energy Agency, natural gas and oil will remain
important to the global energy system for decades. In “Energy Technology Per-
spectives 2012” [36], three different scenarios for 2012 to 2050 are presented: one
with a sustainable energy system and 2 ◦C rise in global temperature; one reflect-
ing pledges by countries to cut emissions and boost energy efficiency, resulting in
4 ◦C rise in global temperature; and one without implementing measures to cut
emissions further, giving a 6 ◦C rise in global temperature. It is forecasted that
the share of natural gas will initially increase, displacing coal and some growth in
nuclear power. In the most optimistic scenario, gas-powered generation will in-
creasingly serve as peak-load power after 2030, while oil use will fall by more than
50% by 2050. However, even in this scenario oil will remain an important energy
carrier in transport and as a feedstock in industry.

In Norway oil and gas extraction make up the major contribution to the coun-
try’s total value creation (more than 23% came from the petroleum sector in 2012).

1Biomass is not included in these statistics.
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In 2011, Norway was the seventh largest exporter of oil and the third largest gas
exporter in the world [4]. The Norwegian greenhouse gas emissions from 1990 to
2011 are shown in Fig. 1.2, distributed on source. From 1990 to 2001, emissions
from oil and gas extraction increased steadily, and from 2001 to 2011 they made
up 25%–28% of the total emissions. The part from offshore oil and gas production,
including power production, flaring, and cold ventilation on production platforms,
accounted for 20%–22%. Power production was the main source of these emissions,
accounting for more than four-fifths of them, while flaring was the second biggest
source [105].

The development on the Norwegian continental shelf is heading towards more
mature fields and longer distances for gas transport. Processing and transport of
produced gas are more energy-demanding than production and transport of liquids,
and gas production accounts for an increasing share on the Norwegian continental
shelf. In addition, the fields’ reservoir pressures are decreasing [4]. These elements
will most probably increase the power consumption, and thereby the emissions, in
this section.

CO2 emissions from fuel combustion in energy-producing industries (which in-
cludes oil and gas extraction) made up 5% of the world’s total CO2 emissions in
2011 [38].

BP Statistical Review of World Energy 2012  
© BP 2012 

Primary energy world consumption 
Million tonnes oil equivalent 

Figure 1.1: Primary world energy use (excluding biomass) by source from 1987 to 2012
given in million tonnes oil equivalents [15].
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Figure 1.2: Greenhouse gas emissions in Norway by source from 1990 to 2011 [105].

1.2 Energy efficiency

One way to enhance energy security and to cut greenhouse gas emissions is to
increase energy efficiency. A process is more energy efficient if it delivers more
products or services for the same energy input, or the same products or services for
less energy input. Thus, increasing energy efficiency can lower the energy demand,
leading to a lower consumption of fossil fuels.

Increasing energy efficiency is widely recognised as a key option in the hands of
policy makers, but according to the International Energy Agency [37] the option
is still not used to its full potential. It states that energy efficiency must help
reduce the energy intensity (energy input per unit of gross domestic product) of the
global economy by two-thirds by 2050, and that the annual improvements in energy
intensity must double, from 1.2% over the last 40 years to 2.4% in the coming four
decades [36]. It also presents increasing energy efficiency in the industry, buildings
and transport sectors as one out of four policy measures that can help limit the
global temperature increase to 2 ◦C through to 2020 [39].

The term ‘energy efficiency’ is used in numerous contexts, and the exact mean-
ing of the term may vary depending on the context. In the field of thermodynamics,
energy efficiency is linked to energy analysis, which is based on the 1st law of ther-
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modynamics. In this kind of analysis, loss of efficiency in a process due to loss of
energy is quantified. The 1st law states that energy is conserved, and in energy anal-
ysis all kinds of energy are treated as equal. For instance, low-temperature thermal
energy is treated as equivalent to high-temperature thermal energy. Furthermore,
energy analysis gives no information on internal losses caused by irreversibilities,
and process units such as throttling valves, heat exchangers or combustion cham-
bers give the impression of being free of losses of any kind [50]. Nevertheless, it
is common to evaluate the energy efficiency of industrial processes using energy
analysis and the 1st law.

The 2nd law of thermodynamics states that in all real processes, entropy is
produced. This implies that the potential to perform work decreases. Moreover,
in reversible processes the entropy production is zero, implying that the potential
to perform work stays unchanged. A combination of the 1st and 2nd laws allows
us to measure this potential, and in exergy analysis this is assessed systematically.
Exergy analysis provides a better evaluation of the utilisation of resources than
energy analysis, and gives the possibility to pinpoint where in a process inefficiencies
occur: both losses to the surroundings and internal irreversibilities.

1.3 Exergy analysis

In exergy analysis, both the 1st and the 2nd Laws of Thermodynamics are taken
into use. Szargut [111] defined exergy the following way:

“Exergy is the amount of work obtainable when some matter is brought to a
state of thermodynamic equilibrium with the common components of the natural
surroundings by means of reversible processes, involving interaction only with
the abovementioned components of nature.”

Thus, high-temperature thermal energy is rated higher than low-temperature en-
ergy, because it provides a higher potential to perform work. Moreover, internal
losses due to irreversibilities are accounted for, and the locations of these process
inefficiencies can be found. As stated by Moran and Shapiro [63], the method of
exergy analysis is particularly suited for furthering the goal of more efficient re-
source use, since it enables the locations, types, and true magnitudes of waste and
loss to be determined, while the energy conservation idea alone is inadequate for
depicting some important aspects of resource utilization.

The concept of exergy has its roots in classical thermodynamics developed in
the 19th century. Important milestones were Carnot’s work published in 1824 on
heat engines [17], where the limitations of converting thermal energy into work
were described, as well as Gibbs’ work from 1873 where an equation for available
work was given that is in correspondence with the present definition of exergy [94].
The modern development of exergy analysis was initiated by Bošnjaković with
the slogan “fight against irreversibilities” in 1938 [114], and the term exergy was
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introduced by Rant in 1953 [94]. In the period 1950 to 1970, the theoretical basis
of exergy analysis was enlargened and many works presenting exergy analysis of
industrial processes were published (see Szargut et al. [114] or Sciubba and Wall [94]
for references to the major contributions). After 1970, there was an exponential
growth of applications of exergy analysis, and Sciubba and Wall [94] argue that the
two main reasons for this are good textbooks developed in the 1960’s and the oil
crisis in 1973 that forced governments and industries to concentrate on the energy
use.

The first exergy analysis of a chemical process was an analysis of a soda plant
presented by Rant in 1947, and another early work was the analysis of an am-
monia oxidation process presented in 1956 by Denbigh [24]. Oliveira and Van
Hombeeck [22] published in 1997 the first exergy analysis of an offshore oil plat-
form. Exergy analysis of other petroleum processes like crude oil distillation and
refining were presented by Cornelissen [19], Rivero et al. [85, 83, 84] and Al-Muslim
and Dincer [3].

In real processes, some exergy destruction will always take place due to practical
limitations. Tsatsaronis and Park [121] defined the unavoidable exergy destruction
of a process component as the exergy that is destroyed when the component is
operated at its maximum efficiency, considering technological limitations that could
not be overcome in the near future, regardless of investment costs. Johannessen et
al. [40, 41] suggested to set a state of minimum entropy production, or minimum
exergy destruction, for a given operation target, and the difference between the
current value and this minimum would be considered as an excess loss.

One line of research developed from the concept of exergy is the exergetic life
cycle assessment. In this approach the concept of exergy is introduced into the
framework of the life cycle assessment and it can be seen as the exergy analysis of
a complete life cycle [19, 20]. The exergy destruction of a product from cradle to
grave is calculated, including the utilisation of raw materials and energy resources
in the production of the product, the production of process equipment used in the
production and exergy destruction related to waste products. Thus it is shown in
which part(s) of the life cycle the depletion of natural resources is most severe.

The concept of exergy can also be used for resource accounting and to describe
the degradation of natural capital [23]. Exergy allows us to value all types of nat-
ural resources, e.g. fossil fuels, minerals, water and biomass, on the same basis.
In the exergoecology approach introduced by Valero, natural resources are assessed
by quantifying the exergy and the exergy costs of the resources. While the exergy
measures the minimum (reversible) work required to extract and concentrate the
materials from a reference environment, the exergy cost accounts for the actual ex-
ergy required for accomplishing the same process with available technologies [124].
The world has a finite number of exergy resources, and the extraction of these
resources implies the use of other exergy resources. As the resources are depleted,
the quantity of exergy resources required to extract more goods increases [23].
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1.4 Offshore oil and gas platforms

The purpose of oil and gas production platforms is to extract, process, and export
petroleum. A typical North Sea offshore platform consists of a processing section,
a utility system, drilling modules, and a living quarter (Fig. 1.3).
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Figure 1.3: Schematic overview of a typical North Sea oil and gas platform. Black arrows
represent material streams, while grey arrows represent energy streams.

In the processing section, well streams consisting of a mixture of light and heavy
hydrocarbons as well as water are separated into produced water, oil/condensate
and gas. The water is purified and discharged or disposed. The petroleum is
processed and delivered at the required quality. In addition, seawater may be
compressed and injected to enhance oil recovery. Power is needed for compression
and pumping, and heat may be needed to ease separation and for gas dehydration.
Power and heat are delivered by the utility system, normally by combusting gas
produced at the platform. The utility system also delivers power to the living
quarter and to the drilling modules.

Different platforms operate under different conditions. Both input and output
material streams may have different temperatures, pressures, compositions and
flow rates, resulting in different boundary conditions for the oil and gas processing
sections. Factors contributing to these differences are:

• product specifications (e.g. specified vapour pressure, dew point, water con-
tent and export pressure);

• operating strategy (e.g. recovery strategy, gas treatment, exported products);

• reservoir characteristics (e.g. reservoir temperature and pressure);

• reservoir fluid properties (e.g. chemical composition, gas-to-oil ratio and
water-to-oil ratio).
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In the petroleum industry, the purpose is to provide customers with a fuel,
which is a carrier of chemical exergy. In the case of offshore platforms, this fuel
only extracted and processed with no chemical reactions involved. Thus, a typical
feature of a petroleum platform is that it has a high throughput of exergy that does
not take part in any thermodynamic conversion, but just passes through the system
(Fig. 1.4). It is important to keep in mind that even if exergy losses and exergy
destruction are low compared to the high throughput of exergy of the system, the
power consumption of platforms in the North Sea vary between approximately 10
MW to several hundred MW, and that CO2 emissions from oil installations account
for one of the major contributions to greenhouse gas emissions in Norway.

As mentioned, increased power consumption is expected on North Sea instal-
lations, illustrating that as the world’s exergy capital is depleting, more exergy is
required in order to extract what remains.
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Figure 1.4: Exergy input, output, destruction and losses for a typical oil and gas platform.

1.5 Research objectives

Given that the decision of using a certain part of the oil and gas reserves is taken,
the extraction of this petroleum should be carried out while destroying a minimum
of exergy. This would maximise the utilisation of the resources and limit greenhouse
gas emissions. One step in this direction is to map the sources to exergy destruction
and exergy losses, and on this basis evaluate options for process improvements.
Another step is to define suitable performance indicators that can motivate optimal
operation. These topics are addressed in this thesis, with focus on the oil and gas
processing on North Sea platforms.
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At the start of this project, no exergy analyses of North Sea type offshore plat-
forms could be found in the literature. The first objective of this thesis was therefore
to establish exergy analyses of the oil and gas processing plants on different types of
North Sea platforms, in order to obtain knowledge on exergy consumption, exergy
flows, exergy destruction and exergy losses on such installations.

The second objective was to use the exergy analyses to identify and discuss im-
provement potentials for each case, to compare cases, and draw general conclusions
if possible.

The third objective was to define meaningful thermodynamic performance in-
dicators in order to evaluate the platforms. Such indicators should make possible
to compare the performance of different platforms regarding resource use and ther-
modynamic perfection.

1.6 Thesis outline

This thesis is organised as a paper collection, and Chapters 2–6 are published or
submitted journal papers. Conclusions are drawn in Chapter 7.

In Chapters 2–4, exergy analyses of offshore processes and discussions of im-
provement options are presented. A thorough exergy analysis of the oil and gas
processing plant on one real North Sea oil platform is performed and discussed in
Chapter 2. A model of a generic North Sea platform exporting oil and dehydrated
gas is established based on literature data, and an exergy analysis is carried out
in Chapter 3. The oil and gas processing plants on four real North Sea offshore
platforms are analysed and compared in Chapter 4.

The topic of Chapters 5–6 is discussion and development of possible performance
indicators for offshore oil and gas processing. In Chapter 5 the focus is on different
types of energy-based and exergy-based indicators, while in Chapter 6 the exergy
efficiency for petroleum systems is discussed in particular, and a new formulation
is suggested.

1.7 List of publications

The publications made during this PhD work are listed below. Most of the con-
ference proceedings were further developed and submitted to journals at a later
stage.
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1.7.1 Conference proceedings

The following articles were presented on conferences and included in the conference
proceedings.

1. M. Voldsund, I. S. Ertesv̊ag, A. Røsjorde, W. He and S. Kjelstrup. Exergy
analysis of the oil and gas separation processes on a north sea oil platform.
Proceedings of ECOS 2010 – The 23rd International Conference on Effi-
ciency, Cost, Optimization, Simulation and Environmental Impact of Energy
Systems, Lausanne, Switzerland, 2010.

2. M. Voldsund, W. He, A. Røsjorde, I. S. Ertesv̊ag and S. Kjelstrup. Evalu-
ation of the oil and gas processing at a real production day on a North Sea
oil platform using exergy analysis. Proceedings of ECOS 2012 – The 25th
International Conference on Efficiency, Cost, Optimization, Simulation and
Environmental Impact of Energy Systems, Perugia, Italy, 2012.

3. M. Voldsund, T.-V. Nguyen, B. Elmegaard, I. S. Ertesv̊ag, A. Røsjorde, K.
Jøssang and S. Kjelstrup. Comparative study of the sources of exergy destruc-
tion on four North Sea oil and gas platforms. Proceedings of ECOS 2013 –
The 26th International Conference on Efficiency, Cost, Optimization, Simu-
lation and Environmental Impact of Energy Systems, Guilin, China, 2013.

4. M. Voldsund, T.-V. Nguyen, B. Elmegaard, I. S. Ertesv̊ag, A. Røsjorde, W.
He and S. Kjelstrup. Performance indicators for evaluation of North Sea
oil and gas platforms. Proceedings of ECOS 2013 – The 26th International
Conference on Efficiency, Cost, Optimization, Simulation and Environmental
Impact of Energy Systems, Guilin, China, 2013.

1.7.2 Journal articles

The following articles are published in or submitted to international journals. These
articles are included as Chapters 2–6 in this thesis.

1. M. Voldsund, I. S. Ertesv̊ag, W. He and S. Kjelstrup. Exergy analysis of the
oil and gas processing a real production day on a North Sea oil platform.
Energy, 55:716–727, 2013.

2. T.-V. Nguyen, L. Pierobon, B. Elmegaard, F. Haglind, P. Breuhaus and M.
Voldsund. Exergetic assessment of energy systems on North Sea oil and gas
platforms. Energy, 62:23–36, 2013.

3. M. Voldsund, T.-V. Nguyen, B. Elmegaard, I. S. Ertesv̊ag, A. Røsjorde, K.
Jøssang and S. Kjelstrup. Exergy destruction and losses on four North Sea
offshore platforms: A comparative study of the oil and gas processing plants.
Energy, accepted for publication.
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4. M. Voldsund, T.-V. Nguyen, B. Elmegaard, I. S. Ertesv̊ag and S. Kjelstrup.
Thermodynamic performance indicators for offshore oil and gas processing:
Application to four North Sea facilities. Oil and gas facilities, submitted.

5. T.-V. Nguyen, M. Voldsund, B. Elmegaard, I. S. Ertesv̊ag and S. Kjelstrup.
On the definition of exergy efficiency for petroleum processes: Application to
offshore oil and gas processing. Energy, submitted.

1.7.3 Book chapter

1. S. Kjelstrup, M. Voldsund and M. Takla. Towards a more resource-efficient
society - The concept of exergy. In R. H. Gabrielsen and J. Grue (eds.),
Norwegian energy policy in context of the global energy situation, pages 117–
126. Novus forlag, 2012.

1.8 Thesis author contributions

This PhD thesis consists of journal articles 1–5.

M. Voldsund (the author of this thesis) has performed the process modelling
and analysis, as well as the writing of journal article 1. The co-authors of this pub-
lication have contributed by defining the problem, helping to choose methodology,
and by thoroughly reading and commenting the manuscript.

Similarly, the work presented in journal article 2 was carried out mainly by
T.-V. Nguyen. The other co-authors, including M. Voldsund, contributed with
scientific discussions and by reading and commenting the manuscript.

Journal articles 3–5 are results of a cooperation between M. Voldsund and T.-
V. Nguyen, and the work loads of these publications were shared equally between
these two authors. Out of the three new installations analysed and introduced in
journal article 3, the modelling and exergy analysis of Platform B was performed
by M. Voldsund, for Platform C it was performed by MSc. student K. Jøssang
under supervision of M. Voldsund, and for Platform D it was performed by T.-V.
Nguyen. The additional calculations for journal articles 4–5, the development of
the new exergy efficiency and the writing of these papers, were done by both M.
Voldsund and T.-V. Nguyen. S. Kjelstrup wrote parts of the discussion in journal
article 4. Kjelstrup and the other co-authors contributed with scientific discussions
and by reading and commenting the manuscripts.
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Abstract

We explore the applicability of exergy analysis as an evaluation and moni-
toring tool for the oil and gas processing on an offshore platform. A real
production day on a particular North Sea platform is analysed. A process
flowsheet is simulated using measured process data. We distinguish between
temperature-based exergy, pressure-based exergy and the mixing part of the
chemical exergy. It is shown that physical exergy in the material streams
mainly is pressure-based exergy, and most exergy destruction is related to de-
crease or increase in pressure. The sub-processes with most destroyed exergy
are the production manifold (4600 kW), the recompression train (4150 kW)
and the reinjection trains (10,400 kW). At this platform 260 kW separation
work is done, where a considerable part is done in the compression trains in
addition to in the separation train. The specific power consumption is 179 ±
3 kWh/Sm3 and the exergetic efficiency is 0.13 ± 0.02. We propose measures
to decrease exergy destruction, and that exergy analysis should be taken into
regular use by the oil and gas industry. This study serve as a showcase on
how to do an exact analysis of an existing offshore platform using measured
process data.

2.1 Introduction

In 2009, gas turbines and diesel engines on oil and gas platforms were responsible
for 21% of Norway’s total CO2-emissions [104]. Most platforms generate their own
power with gas turbines, and the typical power consumption at a North Sea offshore
platform varies from around 10 MW to several hundred MW. There is a general
agreement that the world’s CO2 emissions should be reduced and that the world’s
resources should be utilised in a sustainable way. Improvement of energy efficiency
is a challenge in the petroleum sector, as in the industry in general. The sector
is therefore in need for a tool to monitor the energy performance of the platform
processes.

Today, specific CO2 emissions (CO2 emission per unit produced oil) is often used
as a performance parameter by the oil and gas industry. This parameter reflects the
aim of reducing the world’s CO2 emissions - it encourages energy efficiency and use
of renewable energy sources. However, it does not account for the varying operating
conditions for offshore platforms. Different platforms have different well stream
conditions, different pressure requirements for export oil and injection/export gas
etc. The same platform also operates under varying conditions, e.g. well streams
that change over time.

In Norway, as well as in a number of other countries, the industry has to pay
tax for CO2 and NOx emissions. At the same time increased recovery and extended
lifetimes in mature fields is encouraged. However, measures designed to improve
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recovery often require significant amounts of power and may entail additional emis-
sions to air [72]. The taxes do then punish measures that are encouraged by the
authorities [34].

Exergy analysis is a thermodynamic method which is not yet systematically
used by the oil and gas industry. The exergetic efficiency takes into account the
minimum theoretical work that has to be done for a given process, and gives thus
another perspective than specific CO2 emissions. By using exergy analysis, one can
also calculate the destroyed exergy in different parts of the process and indicate
possibilities for improvement. We want to explore the use of exergy analysis as a
tool for platform performance benchmarking and as an everyday tool to evaluate
performance. We therefore analyse the oil and gas processing a real production day
on a North Sea oil platform. We use measured process data for the specific day
to simulate a process flowsheet for that day and calculate destroyed exergy and
exergetic efficiency. To gain more insight about the process, we also distinguish
between temperature-based exergy, pressure-based exergy and the mixing part of
the chemical exergy. This is the first study using exergy analysis on a North Sea
platform, which is the main motivation for this study.

There is one other exergy analysis of an offshore platform known in the liter-
ature. This is an analysis of the oil and gas processing of a Brazilian platform
performed by de Oliveira Junior and van Hombeeck [22]. On this platform, power
was consumed in order to heat the petroleum for separation, to compress natural
gas and to pump oil to the coast. A heat recovery system was installed in order
to recover heat from exhaust gases for the petroleum heating. Both the petroleum
heating, despite the heat recovery system, and the compression operations gave
considerable exergy destruction. The separation process, that required heating,
was pointed out as a place to do improvements.

The North Sea oil platform we analyse was built more than 20 years ago. The
platform was chosen because it is a relatively simple one, but contains still all
processes typical for such platforms. It exports oil and reinjects gas in the reservoir
for pressure maintenance. The power consumption of the entire platform varies
around 34 MW and in the oil and gas processing part, which is analysed here, it
varies around 24 MW. The boundary conditions of the system are dictated by the
conditions of the well streams, specifications on vapour pressure and water content
for the produced oil, pressure required for the export through the export pipelines,
pressure required in the injection gas and pressure- and temperature specifications
for the fuel gas. Initial studies of the oil and gas processing at this platform were
presented by Voldsund et al. [127, 128].

This is the first study based on measured process data, and it can serve as a
showcase on how to do an exact assessment of a specific platform using exergy
analysis.
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2.2 Theoretical background

2.2.1 Exergy

The exergy of a system is defined as the maximum theoretical work obtainable
when the system interacts with the environment to reach equilibrium. This maxi-
mum theoretical work is obtained when all processes involved are reversible. In all
real processes some exergy will be destroyed. In an exergy analysis of a process,
thermodynamic inefficiencies can be identified. For a comprehensive introduction
to exergy analysis, see the textbook of Kotas [50] or Moran and Shapiro [63]. For a
thorough review of applications of exergy analysis, see the textbook of Dincer [26].
Important quantities in exergy analysis are:

• The product exergy, EP, is the desired result expressed in terms of exergy.

• The utilized exergy, EU, is the resources in terms of exergy used to provide
the product exergy.

• Exergy loss, EL, is thermodynamic inefficiencies of a system associated with
the transfer of exergy with energy and material streams to the surroundings.

• Exergy destruction, ED, is thermodynamic inefficiencies of a system associ-
ated with the irreversibilities (entropy generation) within the system bound-
aries.

For a system in steady state the destroyed exergy for a certain time period, ED, is
the exergy entering the system minus the exergy leaving the system:

ED = W +
∑
k

∫
Tk

(
1− T0

Tk

)
dQk +

∑
j

njej , (2.1)

where W is the work added, Qk the heat transferred into the system at temperature
Tk, T0 the ambient temperature, nj the number of moles in material stream j and
ej the molar exergy in material stream j. Some of the terms in Eq. 2.1 correspond
to product exergy, some correspond to utilized exergy and some correspond to
exergy loss, depending on the system considered, ED = EU − EP − EL.

Exergy in a material stream can be split into physical (thermomechanical) ex-
ergy, chemical exergy, kinetic exergy and potential exergy. Given on molar form,
we have: e = eph + ech + ekin + epot.

The molar physical exergy accounts for deviation from thermal and mechanical
equilibrium with the environment and is given by:

eph = h− h0 − T0(s− s0), (2.2)
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where h and s are the molar enthalpy and entropy, and h0 and s0 are the molar
enthalpy and entropy for the same stream but at T0 and p0, where p0 is the ambient
pressure.

The physical exergy can be divided into temperature-based and pressure-based
exergy, eT and eP, respectively. The most common way to do this is:

eT = h− h(T0)− T0(s− s(T0)), (2.3)

and
eP = h(T0)− h0 − T0(s(T0)− s0), (2.4)

where h(T0) and s(T0) is enthalpy and entropy evaluated at the initial pressure of
the stream and T0.

The molar chemical exergy accounts for deviation from a state with only thermal
and mechanical equilibrium with the environment to a state with also chemical
equilibrium with the environment, and is given by:

ech =
∑
i

xiēi︸ ︷︷ ︸
I

+

(
h0 −

∑
i

xihi,0 − T0

(
s0 −

∑
i

xisi,0

))
︸ ︷︷ ︸

II

, (2.5)

where term I accounts for the molar chemical exergy of each of the components
when they are pure and term II accounts for mixing effects. The symbol xi is the
mole fraction of chemical component i, ēi the molar chemical exergy of pure i, hi,0
the molar enthalpy of pure i at T0 and p0 and si,0 the molar entropy of pure i at
T0 and p0.

The kinetic and potential exergy of a material stream is equal to the kinetic
and potential energy of the material stream.

2.2.2 Process performance parameters

There exists a variety of ways to define performance parameters for industrial
processes based on energy and exergy. We present some parameters that are useful
for oil and gas processing:

• The specific power consumption we define as consumed power per unit oil
produced. As long as all power comes from the same fossil fuel source, this
is proportional to specific CO2 emissions.

• The exergetic efficiency, ε, is:

ε =
EP

EU
. (2.6)
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This parameter takes into account the minimum theoretical work that has
to be done for a given process. The interpretation of EP and EU vary. We
define EP and EU for our system in Section 2.4.2.

• The efficiency defect, δi, of subsystem i is the fraction of the input exergy to
the whole system which is lost through irreversibilities in the subsystem [50]:

δi =
ED,i

EU
. (2.7)

This parameter shows how different subsystems contribute to reduction of
the exergetic efficiency.

2.3 System description

The studied North Sea platform is an oil producing platform that has been in
production for more than 20 years. Two power turbines produce electric power
that covers all power needed at the platform. Fuel gas for the power turbines is
taken from the gas produced at the platform (approximately 3%). In the oil and gas
processing, reservoir fluids are separated into oil, gas and water. The produced oil
is pumped 18 km to a nearby platform for export, the water is rinsed and released
to the sea, and the produced gas is recompressed and reinjected into the reservoir
for pressure maintenance. Pressure maintenance is also achieved by injection of
high pressure water, but this water is provided by a nearby platform. An overview
of the oil and gas processing and characteristics for the studied day are given below.

2.3.1 Process overview

A schematic overview of the oil and gas processing at the studied platform is given
in Fig. 2.1.

A number of production wells are connected to the platform and the well streams
have different temperatures, pressures and oil-, gas- and water fractions. The wells
are connected to the oil and gas processing section via a production manifold. In
the manifold a selection of the wells are set into production. For the day we study,
the pressures of the producing wells vary between 80 and 170 bar. The pressures
are reduced to approximately 70 bar before the streams are mixed. The resulting
stream consists of reservoir fluids with 78 mol% gas, and is sent to a separation
train.

In the separation train gas and water are separated from the crude oil using
gravitational separators and an electrostatic coalescer. The train consists of three
stages where in the first two stages there are three-phase separators, and in the
third stage there is a two-phase separator and an electrostatic coalescer. For each
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Figure 2.1: Process flowsheet of the oil and gas processing for the studied production day.
Gas streams are orange, water streams are blue and oil, condensate or mixed streams are
brown. Well streams (well 7, 16, 23, 24 and 26) enter the process in a production manifold
where the pressures are decreased and the streams are mixed. The resulting mixed stream
enters the separation train where it is separated into gas, oil and water. The water is sent
out of the process, the oil is sent to the export pumping section where it is pumped for
export, high pressure gas is sent to the reinjection trains and low pressure gas is sent to
the recompression train where it is compressed before it is sent to the reinjection trains. In
the reinjection trains the gas is further compressed before it is reinjected into the reservoir.
Fuel gas is taken from the 1st separation stage, and treated in the fuel gas system. It
is combusted in power turbines and in pilot flames in the flare system. There is a drain
system where some small liquid streams are collected and pumped back to the separation
train. It consists of several units, but a simplified version is used in this study.
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separator, the pressure is reduced, so that more gas is released from the oil. The
oil shall meet specifications of basic sediment content, water content and vapour
pressure. In total the pressure is reduced from 71 to 2.8 bar during this section.
Oily water from the separators is sent to a water treatment process where traces
of oil are removed. This process is not included in this analysis. Water from the
electrostatic coalescer is pumped back to the 2nd-stage separator. In contrast to
the platform studied by de Oliveira Junior and van Hombeeck [22], no heating is
required in the separation process.

The remaining, stabilised oil is pumped via two pumps with cooling of the
oil between, to meet the pressure conditions in the transportation pipeline. A
minimum flow is required through the pumps, and to achieve this, some of the oil
is recycled back to right after the 2nd-stage separator.

The gas that is released in each stage in the separation train is sent to the
recompression train. The train consists of three stages, each with a cooler, a
scrubber and a compressor. The gas is cooled for a more efficient compression. The
scrubber is a separator that removes small amounts of condensed liquid. Scrubbing
protects the compressor and allows more optimal compression. In the end of the
train the pressure has reached the 1st-stage separation pressure.

Since the platform is more than 20 years old, and the gas to oil ratio (GOR) in
the feed has changed over time, the flow rates in the recompression train is lower
than what the train was designed for. A minimum flow of gas is required through
the compressors to prevent surging, and some of the gas is therefore recycled around
each stage (anti-surge recycling). The fractions of gas that are recycled are 92%,
69% and 72% in the 1st, 2nd and 3rd recompression stages, respectively.

After recompression, the gas enters the reinjection trains. These are three
parallel trains where the gas is compressed up to injection well pressure. In each of
these trains there are two stages, each with a cooler, a scrubber and a compressor -
the same way as in the recompression train. The train is run at maximum capacity,
so there is no need for anti-surge recycling. High pressure gas leaves the system for
injection back into the reservoir through 5 injection wells.

Fuel gas is taken from the 1st-stage separator and is cooled and fed through a
pressure reducing control valve to a scrubber for liquid removal. After the scrubber,
the gas is heated with an electrical heater before a last possible liquid removal,
before it is sent to the power turbines. Gas for a pilot flame at the flare is also
taken from this section. For normal process conditions, the amount of gas to the
flare from other parts of the processes is negligible.

Condensate from scrubbers throughout the processes is sent back to the 2nd
separation stage, either directly or through a drain system. The drain system
consists of several tanks and small pumps, but is for simplicity looked upon as only
one mixer and one pump in this study.
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2.3.2 Process characteristics

We had available process data measured from 2009 to 2011. Many process variables
change from day to day due to variation in the well conditions and since the oper-
ators switch between different wells during production. To obtain a consistent and
representative flowsheet we decided to use the average values for a period of one
day with stable conditions. We defined the 85 % of the days that were closest to
the median value for selected process variables as ‘normal production days’, since
it was found that with this criterion, days with shutdowns or other major distur-
bances were excluded. The day studied here is one of these ‘normal production
days’. The process conditions were stable throughout this day in the sense that
the standard deviation in measured produced oil flow rate is less than 10 Sm3/h
(for an average flow rate of 132.5 Sm3/h) and the injected gas flow rate measured
in each of the in total 5 injection wells is less than 103 Sm3/h (for an average total
flow rate of 369 ·103 Sm3/h).

The varying well conditions lead to variation in several parameters, which are
important for the performance of the oil platform. The variation in these param-
eters are summarised in Table 2.1. The studied day has a medium gas injection
flow rate, a low oil production flow rate and a high gas injection pressure.

Table 2.1: Process parameters important for the performance of the oil platform for
all normal production days from 2009 to 2011. Maximum and minimum levels of the
parameters are given, together with values for the studied production day.

Process parameter Max Min Studied day

Gas injection flow rate, 103 Sm3/h 323 392 369
Oil production flow rate, Sm3/h 121.6 302.6 132.5
Gas injection pressure, bar 210 240 236

The adiabatic efficiencies calculated from measured inlet and outlet tempera-
tures and pressures for the real production day are given in Table 2.2.

Table 2.2: Adiabatic compressor efficiencies for the production day analysed. The effi-
ciencies are calculated from the measured inlet and outlet temperatures and pressures of
the compressors, given in Table 2.12 and Table 2.13 in Appendix 2.A.

Compressor Adiabatic efficiency Compressor Adiabatic efficiency

Recompression Reinjection B
1st stage 47% 1st stage 64%
2nd stage 69% 2nd stage 57%
3rd stage 56%
Reinjection A Reinjection C
1st stage 64% 1st stage 69%
2nd stage 54% 2nd stage 64%
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2.4 Methodology

2.4.1 Simulation of the process flowsheet

The chemical processes were simulated using the process simulator Aspen HYSYS.
We used the property package where the Peng-Robinson equation of state [77] is
used to calculate thermodynamic properties. This package is the recommended
property package for oil and gas applications [9]. The HYSYS PR option was cho-
sen and liquid densities were calculated with the COSTALD method. The HYSYS
PR option has several enhancements to the original Peng-Robinson equation and
the COSTALD method calculates better liquid densities than the equation of state
[9]. Interaction coefficients were taken from the HYSYS library and the interaction
parameters unavailable from the library were set as estimated by HYSYS. Hypo-
thetical components were used to simulate the heavy oil fractions. Hypothetical
components are made-up components that represent oil fractions that can consist
of a number of different real components.

Mean values for measured process variables like flow rates, temperatures and
pressures for the studied production day were used as input variables in the sim-
ulation together with some values found in documentation of equipment (pump
efficiencies and a pressure drop over a scrubber). The hypothetical components
used to describe the heavy oil fractions and the composition of the oil-, gas- and
water phases were taken as developed by the oil company. It was assumed that
these compositions do not change over time. Other measured process variables
were used to validate the model. Details about the hypothetical components, the
composition of the reservoir fluids, and the measured process variables, used as
input variables and for validation, are given in Appendix 2.A.

2.4.2 Exergy analysis

The ambient temperature was set to 8 ◦C, as this is the average temperature for
the North Sea throughout the year [73].

The exergy destruction in each process unit was found using the exergy balance
of the unit. Exergy in the material streams were calculated creating user variables
in HYSYS programmed with Visual Basic. Physical exergy was calculated as de-
scribed by Abdollahi-Demneh et al. [2]. Temperature- and pressure-based exergy
was calculated by modifying the same code. New code was developed that calcu-
lated the mixing part of the chemical exergy (term II in Eq. 2.5). The component
chemical exergy (term I in Eq. 2.5) was not taken into consideration, since this
exergy only passes through the system. Contributions from kinetic and potential
exergy were neglected.

All cooling in the system is done with cooling water discharged irreversibly to
the sea. The exergy leaving the system in form of thermal energy was therefore
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regarded as destroyed exergy. This means in practice that the system boundaries
were drawn around the points where cooling water and sea water are mixed. The
small amount of heating that is required is done with an electric fuel gas heater.
Since no thermal energy enters the system and all thermal energy leaving the system
was regarded destroyed, the exergy balance (Eq. 2.1) reduced to:

ED = W +
∑
j

njej . (2.8)

For the calculation of the exergetic efficiency, EP was defined as the exergy
difference between process streams leaving and entering the system and EU as
the power delivered to the process units (after electrical and mechanical losses).
This is identical to the exergetic efficiency defined by de Oliveira Junior and van
Hombeeck for their system, except for that they used the exergy of the fuel gas as
utilised exergy, not the power consumption, meaning that they included the power
turbines in the analysis. The exergetic efficiency defined this way corresponds to
the theoretical minimum exergy input required to drive the process with the current
boundary conditions for the material streams, divided by the actual exergy input.
No streams leaving the system were considered as exergy loss, giving EL = 0.

2.4.3 Uncertainty analysis

The dominant contributions to uncertainty in the calculations were the uncertainty
in measured process variables and uncertainty from inaccuracies in the equation of
state.

Uncertainties (with 95 % confidence interval) were determined for all measured
process variables. At the platform, some measurements (fiscal measurements) are
subject to requirements for uncertainty set by the authorities (The Norwegian
Petroleum Directorate and The Climate and Pollution Agency). For these variables
we assumed that the real measurement uncertainties were equal to the set limits.
For the remaining measured variables, uncertainties were taken as set in the oil
company’s own guidelines for accuracy. However, for some of these variables the
uncertainties were adjusted after discussions with the operators of the platform and
in accordance with the authors’ experience with the dataset.

When all errors are independent and random, the magnitude of the uncertainty
σA in variable A is given by:

σA =

√√√√ n∑
i=1

(
∂A

∂xi
σxi

)2

, (2.9)

where A depends on n other variables xi, each with uncertainty σxi
[115]. Prop-

agation of uncertainty from measured variables to the calculated performance pa-
rameters and destroyed exergies was calculated using Eq. 2.9 with the following
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approximation:
∂A

∂xi
=
A(xi + σxi

)−A(xi − σxi
)

2σxi

. (2.10)

The values for A(xi + σxi
) and A(xi − σxi

) were found for each xi by simulating
the process with the value of xi changed and everything else kept constant.

Inaccuracies in calculated destroyed exergy, power consumption and perfor-
mance parameters originating from the chosen equation of state (Peng-Robinson)
were found by focusing on methane, which is a key component in the process.
Enthalpy and physical exergy for methane at relevant temperatures and pressures
calculated with the Peng-Robinson equation of state was compared with enthalpy
and physical exergy for methane at the same temperatures and pressures calcu-
lated with a presumably more accurate equation of state developed by Setzmann
and Wagner [95]. The magnitude of the uncertainty of calculated power consump-
tion was assessed by the difference in calculated enthalpy change for methane with
the two equations of state for the temperature and pressure in and out of the unit.
The magnitude of the uncertainty of calculated destroyed exergy was assessed by
the difference in calculated destroyed exergy, taking physical exergy in, physical
exergy out and (if relevant) power in to the unit into account, for methane with
the two equations of state.

The uncertainty reported, σA,comb, was a combination of the uncertainty from
measurements, σA,m, and the uncertainty from the state equation, σA,eos:

σA,comb =
√
σ2
A,m + σ2

A,eos. (2.11)

2.5 Results

2.5.1 Exergy flows entering and leaving the process

Different types of exergy entering and leaving the process are given in Table 2.3.
The component part of the chemical exergy, term I in Eq. 2.5, is not included in
the analysis. This is a high value due to the high energy content in the oil and
the natural gas, but it has no impact on calculated exergy differences, since the
chemical components entering and leaving each control volume are the same. Term
II in Eq. 2.5 expresses the mixing effects on the chemical exergy and is shown
for each flow. The difference in chemical exergy for the system is due to mixing
effects. When positive, a change in the mixing exergy is the minimum exergy
(work) theoretically required to conduct the separation in the system. A negative
value means that mixing takes place.

We see from Table 2.3 that around 49 MW enter the system in form of phys-
ical exergy in the well streams. This physical exergy is mainly due to high well
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Table 2.3: Mass and exergy flows entering and leaving the oil and gas processing at the
platform for the analysed production day. For chemical exergy only the mixing part is
given (term II in Eq. 2.5). The power exergy is power added to the process units after
electric and mechanical losses (∆H for the units).

Exergy stream Mass flow, Chemical exergy, Physical Power, kW
ton/h mixing part, kW exergy, kW

In
Well 7 90 −1220 7940
Well 16 99 −1840 11,200
Well 23 112 −1680 11,260
Well 24 103 −1780 10,150
Well 26 89 −1500 8810
Power 23,800
Total in 494 −8020 49,350 23,800
Out
Oil export 108 −891 298
Gas injection 310 −6680 50,580
Produced water 68 −1 539
Flare gas 0.3 −6 21
Fuel gas 8 −174 763
Total out 494 −7750 52,210 0

Table 2.4: Percentage of temperature- and pressure-based exergy components in the phys-
ical exergy entering and leaving the process.

Exergy stream Temperature- Pressure- Exergy stream Temperature- Pressure-
based based based based

exergy, % exergy, % exergy, % exergy, %

In Out
Well 7 10 90 Oil export 55 45
Well 16 7 93 Gas injection 4 96
Well 23 9 91 Produced water 97 3
Well 24 7 93 Flare gas 2 98
Well 26 7 93 Fuel gas 2 98
Total in 7 93 Total out 5 95

stream pressures. The percentage of temperature- and pressure-based exergy in
the physical exergy entering and leaving the process is given in Table 2.4, and
we see that the pressure-based exergy dominates the physical exergy in the well
streams. Through process units like pumps and compressors 23.8 MW power enter
the process. The gas injection stream contains around 51 MW physical exergy.
Due to the high injection pressure, this stream is also dominated by pressure-based
exergy, see Table 2.4. Most of the exergy that enter the system, and that is not
destroyed, leave the system with the injection gas. The other streams leaving the
system contain less than 1 MW physical exergy.

2.5.2 Exergy transformations and exergy destruction in each
sub-system

Power consumption, exergy destruction and efficiency defects in the different sub-
processes are given in Table 2.5. The change in different types of exergy in the
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sub-processes are given in Table 2.6. The major destroyed exergies distributed on
the type of process units in each sub-process are given in Fig. 2.2.

Table 2.5: Power consumption, destroyed exergy and efficiency defect for each sub-process
in the oil and gas processing at the platform for the analysed production day. ‘Power
consumption’ is power added to the process units (∆H), after electric and mechanical
losses.

Sub-process Power consumption, Destroyed Efficiency
kW exergy, kW defect, −

Production manifold 0 4600 ± 400 0.195 ± 0.017
Separation train 0.117 ± 0.017 800 ± 200 0.034 ± 0.008
Export section 320 ± 150 240 ± 190 0.009 ± 0.008
Recompression train 4700 ± 30 4150 ± 190 0.173 ± 0.008
Reinjection trains 18, 640 ± 180 10, 400 ± 500 0.43 ± 0.02
Fuel gas system 156 ± 2 508 ± 5 0.0214 ± 0.0004
Total 23, 800 ± 400 20, 700 ± 500 0.867 ± 0.013

Table 2.6: Change in chemical exergy and temperature- and pressure-based exergy for
each sub-process. The power consumption minus the sum of the change in each of these
three exergy types equals the exergy destruction given in Table 2.5.

Sub-process Chemical exergy Temperature- Pressure-based
change, kW based exergy exergy change, kW

change, kW

Production manifold −0.014 −960 −3660
Separation train 50 −280 −590
Export section 0 −50 130
Recompression train 20 140 390
Reinjection trains 190 110 7990
Fuel gas system 4 −30 −320

Table 2.5 and Fig. 2.2 show that exergy destruction take place mainly in the
reinjection trains, the recompression train and in the production manifold. Effi-
ciency defects, cf. Eq. 2.7, for these subsystems are 0.43, 0.17 and 0.19 respectively.
If we compare with de Oliveira Junior and van Hombeeck [22] we see the same high
exergy loss due to compression. In addition they calculated a high exergy loss due
to heating, which we do not have at this platform, since there is no need for heating
to separate the well streams. They did not include the production manifold in their
analysis.

In the reinjection trains the pressure is increased from 70 bar to 236 bar. In
Table 2.5 and Table 2.6 we see that from the 18,640 kW power used in this section,
7990 kW is used to increase pressure-based exergy, 300 kW is used to increase chem-
ical exergy and temperature-based exergy while 10,400 kW is destroyed. Fig. 2.2
shows that the destroyed exergy in the reinjection train is mainly exergy destruction
in compressors and due to cooling, while a small amount of exergy is destroyed in
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mixers. Exergy is destroyed in the compressors because the compressor efficiencies
are not 100%, so all power input is not used to increase the pressure. Some power
is transformed into thermal energy, giving exergy destruction. Higher compressor
efficiencies will give less exergy destruction, but this is only possible up to a certain
point with today’s technology. A large part of this exergy destruction can therefore
be looked upon as ‘unavoidable’. In the coolers thermal energy is removed, and
since the cooling water is mixed irreversibly with the sea, the associated exergy is
destroyed.

The pressure is increased from 2.8 bar to 70 bar in the recompression train. In
Table 2.5 and Table 2.6 we see that for the 4700 kW power used in this section, the
chemical and physical exergy is only increased with 550 kW while the remaining
4150 kW is destroyed. Exergy is destroyed for the same reasons as in the reinjection
train, but in addition there is exergy destruction due to the anti-surge recycling
around the compressors. This recycling gives the largest contribution to the total
exergy destruction in the reinjection train, mainly due to lost pressure in the recycle
streams. In addition, the exergy destruction in the compressors and coolers are
much higher than necessary, since much more gas than necessary is cooled and
compressed. This exergy destruction is a direct result of the fact that there are
different flow rates in this sub-process compared to what the process equipment
was designed for. This is the same situation as observed in a study of an Italian
onshore gas treatment facility by Margarone et al. [58], where the system for power
production was dimensioned for a higher production than the current, due to the
natural depletion of the gas reservoirs.

In the production manifold, the pressures of the well streams are reduced, and
this is the reason for the destroyed exergy. The major part of the exergy destruction
is destruction of pressure-based exergy; 3660 kW.

The efficiency defect of the separation train is only around 0.03, see Table 2.5.
The purpose of the separation train is to separate oil, gas and water, and thus
increase the chemical exergy of the material streams. This is done in several stages
with reducing pressure, so physical exergy is used to do separation work. In Ta-
ble 2.5 and Table 2.6 we see that 870 kW physical exergy is used, and out of this
800 kW is destroyed and 50 kW is transformed into chemical exergy. In Fig. 2.2 the
destroyed exergy labeled ‘valves’ is exergy destroyed only due to pressure reduc-
tion in the main oil stream. The destroyed exergy labeled ‘mixing’ is both exergy
destruction due to pressure reduction, since pressure is reduced in high pressure
streams that are mixed with low pressure streams, and exergy destruction due
to mixing of streams with different temperatures and concentrations. The small
amount of power consumption in the separation train is due to the small water
pump.

The efficiency defect of the fuel gas system is near 0.2 and the amount of
destroyed exergy is 508 kW, see Table 2.5. We see in Fig. 2.2 that this exergy
destruction mainly take place in the electrical heater and in valves. In the electrical
heater 156 kW high quality power is transformed into thermal energy.
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In the export pumping section 320 kW power is used to increase the pressure
of the export oil. The efficiencies of the pumps are low, see Table 2.16, but since
the fluid is liquid, not gas, and the flow rates are low in this section, the exergy
destruction here is low compared to other parts of the process and this sub-process
has the lowest efficiency defect.

2.5.3 Separation work

We can see from Table 2.6 that approximately 260 kW separation work is done.
Both the reinjection trains and the recompression train give significant contribu-
tions to this increase in chemical exergy, in addition to the separation train. The
recompression trains give the highest contribution with 190 kW. The chemical
exergy increases of the separation train and the recompression train are also con-
siderable, with 50 and 20 kW respectively. The scrubbing in the compression trains
is of high relative importance for the overall separation. The high gas to oil ratio
(GOR) at this particular platform gives a high significance to the exergy transfor-
mations and exergy destruction in the compression sections. With high gas flow
rates, high flow rates of condensate are separated in these sections, and this gives
an important contribution to the overall separation of components.

2.5.4 Performance parameters

Calculated performance parameters for the process are given in Table 2.7. The
specific power consumption is proportional to the part of the specific CO2 emis-
sions originating from the oil and gas processing part of the platform when natural
gas is used for power production. The parameter evaluates the power consumption
without taking the boundary conditions of the system into account. The exergetic
efficiency compares the power used in the process with the power needed if all in-
ternal processes were reversible. The management of the process with set boundary
conditions for the material streams is thus evaluated. The specific power consump-
tion and the exergetic efficiency show different features of the process, and both
parameters should be kept low.

Table 2.7: Performance parameters for the oil and gas processing at the platform for the
analysed production day. ‘Power consumption’ is power added to the process units, after
electric losses and mechanical losses in gears etc.

Parameter Value

Specific power consumption, kWh/Sm3 179 ± 3
Exergetic efficiency, - 0.13 ± 0.02
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2.5.5 Accuracy

The calculated uncertainties of destroyed exergy from measurements and inaccu-
racies in the equation of state were of the same order of magnitude. For some sub-
systems uncertainty from measurements dominated, while for other sub-systems
uncertainty from inaccuracies in the equation of state dominated.

The absolute difference between enthalpy calculated for methane with the equa-
tion of state developed by Setzmann and Wagner [95] and the Peng-Robinson equa-
tion of state varied between 0 and 13 kJ/kg for relevant temperatures and pressures
(pressures between 1 atm and 500 bar and temperatures between 25 ◦C and 175
◦C). The same difference for physical exergy varied between 0 and 14 kJ/kg. The
relative deviation of physical exergy varied between 0 and 1.6 × 10−2.

For the mass- and energy balances, the relative deviations between mass and
energy flow in and out of the system were 1.2 × 10−5 and 1.6 × 10−5, respec-
tively. Errors from the mass- and energy balance were negligible compared to the
calculated uncertainties.

The neglect of contributions from potential exergy has no impact on the overall
exergy destruction and exergetic efficiency, since the feed- and product streams
of the process (except for the small fuel gas stream) enter and leave the process
at the same elevation. However, it can be seen in Table 2.18 that the neglect of
height differences has led to a small error in the simulation. Some exergy destruc-
tion might have been assigned to wrong process units, since measured process data
is used as input in the simulation, and we have pressure increases and decreases
due to height differences. The process units are spread on 3 different levels with
a total height difference of approximately 30 m. Physical exergy that in reality is
transferred into potential exergy will give a higher calculated destroyed exergy, and
vice versa. In most cases this error is negligible compared to calculated uncertain-
ties. The exception is the separation train and the export pumping section, where
calculated uncertainties are lower than the contribution from neglect of potential
exergy. However, these sub-processes have small efficiency defects, see Table 2.5,
and the accuracy of these values are thus not critical for the overall results.

It was assumed that the compositions of the different phases in the well streams
were constant over time, so the compositions and hypothetical components devel-
oped by the oil company could be used in the simulation of the process the studied
day. To test the impact on the results, compositions and hypothetical components
developed by the oil company for a nearby reservoir was used. The differences in
the results were mostly within calculated uncertainties.
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2.6 Discussion

Exergy analysis is a systematic approach that localises thermodynamic losses and
quantifies theoretical saving potential. It makes possible to compare the magnitude
of different types of losses. The results presented above can be used directly to
improve the process at this platform as discussed in Section 2.6.1, or they can be
used for evaluation of performance as discussed in Section 2.6.2.

2.6.1 Reduction of exergy destruction

The exergy destruction map in Fig. 2.2 raises some important issues.

Measures should be done to increase compressor efficiencies and to reduce the
anti-surge recycling, for instance by modifying the existing compressors or by re-
placing them with new compressors. Higher efficiencies and design for flow rates
relevant for current and future production are of big importance. Although some
exergy destruction is unavoidable, Table 2.2 shows room for improvement.

The high exergy destruction due to cooling of compressed gas and dissipation
of cooling water (with temperature higher than T0) into the sea indicates that the
potential to exploit this exergy should be examined. The temperatures of the warm
streams are relatively low (between 70 and 150 ◦C, see Fig. 2.1) and the exergy
related to this is therefore hard to utilize due to technical reasons. The demand
for thermal energy is limited at this specific platform, but it should be possible to
eliminate the electric heater in the fuel gas system by heat integration with one
of the warmest compressed process streams. However, waste heat from the power
turbines is available at higher temperatures, and might be preferred for heating
purposes.

Attention should be drawn to the exergy destruction due to pressure reduction
in the production manifold. The possibility to exploit this exergy in ejectors and
expanders should be reviewed. Multiphase ejectors can use the exergy in high
pressure wells to enhance recovery and flow rates in depleted wells [5]. Expanders
for multiphase flow is under development [80, 75, 18, 28, 76], and this might be
an application. Similarly, the exergy destroyed in the valves in the fuel gas system
and in the separation train could have been recovered in expanders. In the fuel
gas system, we have lower potential for savings, but it is easier since we have
expansion of gas, which is a mature technology. For the separation train, it might
be interesting to assess the concept of separator turbines, which in addition to
production of power gives separation with more compact equipment [80, 75].

The suggestions above are of different nature; updating existing process units,
modifying the configuration of the process and developing new process units. The
benefits of the measures proposed are dependent on the remaining lifetime of the
installation, and will always be evaluated against investment costs. The feasibility
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of the suggested measures will also be influenced by the general demand for simple
and compact processes on offshore installations.

2.6.2 Performance parameters and exergy analysis in the oil
industry

In this study we have calculated the exergetic efficiency of the oil- and gas processing
of an existing offshore platform. This parameter can add to the industry’s own
measures of performance, like the specific CO2 emissions. The exergetic efficiency
can be used to both quantify and justify best practices. It can also be used by
the public sector to set standards for performance, that all should adhere to. Such
standards may eventually lead to developments of more energy efficient technologies
and to the best operation of these.

Under the introduction of other power sources for offshore platforms, for in-
stance electric power from land or power from offshore windmills [33], specific CO2

emissions are no longer proportional to specific power consumption. Tax on spe-
cific CO2 emissions encourages the use of renewable power sources, but once such
a source is taken into use, this parameter does not say anything about the perfor-
mance of the process anymore. Specific power consumption will always evaluate
the power demand and exergetic efficiency will always evaluate the management of
the process with given boundary conditions.

We have so far only looked at the oil and gas processing at one platform. We
propose that more platforms should be analysed, to explore the applicability of
exergy analysis when comparing different platforms. We also propose that one
platform should be monitored over time, to see how exergy analysis can be used
to evaluate efforts on adapting to changing process conditions or on increasing the
process efficiency.

2.7 Conclusion

An exergy analysis has been performed on the oil and gas processing on a North
Sea oil platform for a real production day. The day was simulated using measured
process data. The magnitude of changes in different types of exergy was quanti-
fied. It was shown that physical exergy in the material streams are mainly due to
high pressures, and most exergy destruction take place in processes that increase
pressure (compressors and cooling in the compression trains) or decrease pressure
(in pressure reduction valves and recycling). It was also shown that at this partic-
ular platform a large part of the separation work is done in the recompression and
reinjection trains (20 and 190 kW), not only in the separation train (50 kW). The
overall process consumes 23.8 MW electric power. The sub-processes with most
destroyed exergy are the production manifold (4600 kW), the recompression train
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(4150 kW) and the reinjection trains (10,400 kW). The specific power consumption
is 179 kWh/Sm3 and the exergetic efficiency is 0.13. We propose measures to de-
crease exergy destruction, and thus increase the exergetic efficiency, of the process.
We show the usefulness of performing exergy analysis on offshore platforms, and
propose that this should be taken into regular use by the oil and gas industry.
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Nomenclature

e molar exergy, J/mol
ē molar chemical exergy of pure component, J/mol
E exergy flow, kW
h molar enthalpy
n molar flow rate, mol/s
P pressure, bar
Q heat, kW
s molar entropy, J/mol-K
T temperature, K
W work, kW
x mole fraction, -
δ efficiency defect, -
σ uncertainty

Subscript
ch chemical
comb combined uncertainty
D destruction
eos related to equation of state
i chemical component, subsystem
j mass stream
k heat transfer
L loss
m related to measurements
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P product
U utilised
0 environmental temperature and pressure

Superscript
P pressure-based
ph physical
T temperature-based

2.A Process flowsheet

The simulation of the process flowsheet of the oil- and gas processing at the studied
platform is explained in detail in this appendix. Fig. 2.1 in Section 2.3 showed the
simulated process flowsheet. Details regarding the simulation are listed in 2.A.1,
while input data are given in 2.A.2 and the validity of the simulation is discussed
in 2.A.3. The reported uncertainties for measured process variables are the 95 %
confidence intervals for the measurements, determined as described in Section 2.4.3.

2.A.1 Simulation details

When simulating the process flowsheet, the following simplifications and manipu-
lations were done:

• In the real process there are two separators in the 1st separation stage; one
normal and one test separator (both are continously in use). For simplicity
they were merged into one separator.

• The HYSYS separators overpredicted the separation of water and oil in the
separation train, so in the simulation a part of the separated water from each
of the separators was split off and added to the oil stream, to correct for this.

• In the drain system small amounts of liquid from knock out drums in the
flare system and from scrubbers with low liquid flow rates are collected in
a reclaimed oil sump. When the liquid here reaches a certain level, it is
pumped to the 2nd separation stage. For simplicity this was simulated as
a small pump that continously pumps liquid from the scrubbers to the 2nd
separation stage. Since we study a normal production day with a stable
production, we neglected liquid from the flare system.
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2.A.2 Input data

The feed of the system is reservoir fluids, and hypothetical components were used
to simulate these fluids. The properties of the hypothetical components are given
in Table 2.8. The composition of each phase in the reservoir fluids are given in
Table 2.9. This description of the reservoir fluids is developed by the oil company.

Table 2.8: Molecular weight, M , normal boiling point, Tb, and ideal liquid density, ρid.liq.,
for the hypothetical components used to describe the heavy oil fractions.

Name M , g/mol Tb,
◦C ρid.liq., kg/m3

HypoA-1 81 73 721.2
HypoA-2 108 99 740.1
HypoA-3 125 152 774.6
HypoA-4 171 230 817.1
HypoA-5 247 316 859.3
HypoA-6 388 437 906.2
HypoA-7 640 618 988.5

Table 2.9: Composition of the three phases of the reservoir fluids, given as molar fractions.

Component Gas Liquid Water

CO2 9.18e-3 8.61e-3 0
Methane 0.83 0.78 0
Ethane 6.81e-2 6.41e-2 0
Propane 3.74e-2 3.55e-2 0
i-Butane 5.71e-3 5.52e-3 0
n-Butane 1.34e-2 1.30e-2 0
i-Pentane 4.28e-3 4.39e-3 0
n-Pentane 5.51e-3 5.80e-3 0
H2O 0 0 1
N2 9.18e-3 8.61e-3 0
HypoA-1 9.07e-3 1.34e-2 0
HypoA-2 3.47e-3 1.17e-2 0
HypoA-3 7.14e-4 1.49e-2 0
HypoA-4 0 1.24e-2 0
HypoA-5 0 9.01e-3 0
HypoA-6 0 5.22e-3 0
HypoA-7 0 3.44e-3 0

The reservoir fluids enter the process from the wells through the production
manifold. The flow rates of oil, gas and water in each well stream were initially set
as the allocated flow rates calculated by the oil company, given in Table 2.10. After
all the input parameters of the rest of the process were set, these flow rates were
scaled so that the simulated flow rates of export oil, injection gas and produced
water fitted with measured flow rates for these streams, given in Table 2.11. The
values of these measured flow rates are more exact than the allocated flow rates.
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Table 2.10: Allocated flow rates of gas, oil and water for each well stream for the studied
production day.

Well Gas Oil Water
103 Sm3/h Sm3/h m3/h

7 57.6 20.6 13.8
16 87.5 27.2 1.5
23 80.5 21.1 13.9
24 81.9 40.1 1.9
26 71.3 23.5 5.4

Table 2.11: Measured flow rates in process streams leaving the platform.

Produced fluid Unit Flow rate

Export oil Sm3/h 132.5 ± 0.4
Injection gas 103 Sm3/h 369 ± 17
Produced water Sm3/h 67 ± 5

Temperatures, pressures and flow rates that were set as measured throughout
the process are given in Table 2.12, Table 2.13 and Table 2.14. In the reinjection
trains, the total gas flow rate is determined by the measured gas injection rate.
Flow rates are in addition measured several places through each of the injection
trains, and the flow rate of each train is set to make the simulated flow rates as
close to all of the measured flow rates as possible (least squares). Measured and
simulated flow rates in this sub-process are given in Table 2.15. In the export
pumping section and fuel gas system, not enough process variables were measured,
so the efficiencies of the export pumps were found from the performance curves of
the pumps, and the pressure drop over the fuel gas cooler was taken from the cooler
data sheet, see Table 2.16. Efficiencies of the small pump in the drain system and
the water pump were set to the assumed value 75 %, and pressure drops over all
separators where this was not given by measured pressures were set to 0 kPa.

2.A.3 Validation

Measured flow rates are compared with simulated flow rates in Table 2.15 and
Table 2.17. The simulated flow rates were within the uncertainty of the measured
flow rates, when the uncertainty was known.

A measured pressure in the separation train was compared with a simulated
pressure in Table 2.18. The deviation between these numbers is due to the fact that
height differences are not included in the simulation, as discussed in Section 2.5.5.
The pressure difference corresponds to a height difference of 17 m within the sep-
aration train. This is however of minor importance for the overall results.
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Table 2.12: Measured temperatures for the studied production day. Where values other
than measured values are used in the simulated process flowsheet, for instance because
measured values were not available for the studied day, this is indicated in footnotes.

Description Temperature, ◦C Description Temperature, ◦C

Production manifold Export pumping
From well 7, valve, in 85.8 ± 1.0 2nd pump, in 48.1 ± 1.0
From well 16, valve, in 84.7 ± 1.0 Reinjection, Train A
From well 23, valve, in 87.1 ± 1.0 1st cooler, out 28.0a

From well 24, valve, in 81.0 ± 1.0 1st compressor, out 94.0 ± 1.0
From well 26, valve, in 79.6 ± 1.0 2nd cooler, out 28.0 ± 1.0
From well 7b 76.6 ± 1.0 2nd compressor, out 77.1 ± 1.0
From well 16b 75.6 ± 1.0 Reinjection, Train B
From well 23b 71.3 ± 1.0 1st cooler, out 28.0 ± 1.0
From well 24b 76.8 ± 1.0 1st compressor, out 95.6 ± 1.0
From well 26b 74.3 ± 1.0 2nd cooler, out 28.0 ± 1.0
Separation train 2nd compressor, out 74.4 ± 1.0
Gas from 1st separatorb 73.6 ± 1.0c Reinjection, Train C
Gas from 2nd separatorb 59.2 ± 1.0 1st cooler, out 30.0d

Gas from 3rd separatorb 46.9 ± 1.0 1st compressor, out 93.4 ± 1.0
Recompression train 2nd cooler, out 30.0d

1st cooler, out 39.9 ± 1.0 2nd compressor, out 80.7 ± 1.0
1st compressor, out 104.9 ± 1.0 Fuel gas system
2nd cooler, out 21.0 ± 1.0 1st scrubber, gas out 35.0 ± 1.0
2nd compressor, out 111.8 ± 1.0 2nd scrubber, in 63.0 ± 1.0
3rd cooler, out 24.0 ± 1.0
3rd compressor, out 146.5 ± 1.0

aThis temperature is not measured for the studied production day, so the set point of the cooler
is used.

bAfter heat loss.
cThe weighted mean based on mass flow rate for the two separators that in the simulated flowsheet
is merged into one.

dThis temperature is not measured and the set point for the cooler is not known for the studied
production day, so the set point for the cooler a few weeks earlier is used.

In Table 2.19 the measured power consumption of each compression train is
compared with the summed enthalpy change, ∆H, over the compressors in each
train. The differences between the power consumption and the enthalpy changes
are electric and mechanical losses. The numbers indicate that 84 - 90 % of the
power consumed in each train end up in the process streams, and this is considered
realistic.
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Table 2.13: Measured pressures for the studied production day. Where values other
than measured values are used in the simulated process flowsheet, for instance because
measured values were not available for the studied day, this is indicated in footnotes.

Description Pressure, bar Description Pressure, bar

Production manifold Reinjection, Train A
From well 7, valve, in 130.1 ± 1.3 1st compressor, in 68.8 ± 0.7
From well 16, valve, in 113.0 ± 1.1 1st compressor, out 137.4 ± 1.4
From well 23, valve, in 165.1 ± 1.7 2nd compressor, in 137.5 ± 1.4a

From well 24, valve, in 87.6 ± 0.9 2nd compressor, out 236 ± 2
From well 26, valve, in 88.8 ± 0.9 Reinjection, Train B
From well 7, valve, out 73.0 ± 0.7 1st compressor, in 68.9 ± 0.7
From well 16, valve, out 73.0 ± 0.7 1st compressor, out 139.8 ± 1.4
From well 23, valve, out 73.1 ± 0.7 2nd compressor, in 139.1 ± 1.4
From well 24, valve, out 72.7 ± 0.7 2nd compressor, out 236 ± 2
From well 26, valve, out 72.3 ± 0.7 Reinjection, Train C
Separation train 1st compressor, out 131.9 ± 1.3
1st separator, in 70.4 ± 0.7b 1st compressor, in 66.1 ± 0.7
2nd separator, in 8.50 ± 0.08 2nd compressor, in 129.2 ± 1.3
3rd separator, in 2.80 ± 0.03 2nd compressor, out 236 ± 2
Water pump, out 8.77 ± 0.09 Fuel gas system
Recompression train 1st scrubber, in 38.8 ± 0.4
1st compressor, in 2.41 ± 0.02 2nd scrubber, in 38.4 ± 0.4
1st compressor, out 5.72 ± 0.06 2nd scrubber, gas out 38.0 ± 0.4
2nd compressor, in 5.20 ± 0.05 To flare 9.30 ± 0.09
2nd compressor, out 18.75 ± 0.19 To turbine 18.25 ± 0.18
3rd compressor, in 18.29 ± 0.18 Drain system
3rd compressor, out 70.0 ± 0.7 Drain pump, out 8.52 ± 0.09c

Export pumping
1st pump, out 13.30 ± 0.13
2nd pump, in 12.81 ± 0.13
2nd pump, out 32.1 ± 0.3

aThis pressure was measured to 137.5 < 1.4 bar, but can not be higher than the pressure out
from the 1st separator, so in the simulation it is instead set to 137.4 bar.

bThe weighted mean based on mass flow rate for the mesured values in the gas flow from the two
separators that in the simulated flowsheet is merged into one.

cThis is the pressure measured in the most recent pumping period.
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Table 2.14: Measured flow rates set in the simulated process flowsheet for the studied
production day.

Description Unit Flow rate

Separation train
Water from 1st separator Sm3/h 54 ± 5
Water from 2nd separator m3/h 12.6 ± 1.3
Water pump, out m3/h 0.53 ± 0.05
Recompression train
1st compressor, in m3/h 7100 ± 700
2nd compressor, in m3/h 5800 ± 600
3rd compressor, in m3/h 1560 ± 160
Export pumping section
1st pump, out m3/h 230 ± 20
2nd pump, out m3/h 176 ± 18
Fuel gas system
To flares Sm3/h 335 ± 14a

To power turbines Sm3/h 9630 ± 170

aSum of pilot flame for high pressure and low pressure flare, where it is assumed that half of the
measured flow rate for low pressure flare is for pilot flame while the rest is from other places in
the system, and is negligible these places.

Table 2.15: Measured and simulated flow rates of gas for the studied production day in
the reinjection trains.

Description Measured Simulated
flow rate, m3/h flow rate, m3/h

Train A
1st compressor, in 1210 ± 120 1140
1st compressor, out 750 ± 70 750
2nd compressor, in 510 ± 50 503
Train B
1st compressor, in 1300 ± 130 1213
1st compressor, out 770 ± 80 790
2nd compressor, in 530 ± 50 529
Train C
1st compressor, in 2400 ± 200 2348
2nd compressor, in 1040 ± 100 1059

Table 2.16: Efficiencies, η, of pumps in the export pumping section found from the per-
formance curves of the pumps, and pressure drop, ∆P , of cooler found from cooler data
sheet.

Process unit Variable Value

Booster export pump η, % 55
Main export pump η, % 48
Fuel gas cooler ∆P , kPa 50
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Table 2.17: Measured and simulated flow rates of gas for the studied production day in
the separation train. The uncertainties for the two last gas flows in the separation train
are not known, because the flow rates are lower than what the flowmeters are designed
for.

Description Measured flow rate, ton/h Simulated flow rate, ton/h

Gas from 1st separator 320 ± 30a 318
Gas from 2nd separator 8.1 10.4
Gas from 3rd separator 2.2 2.2

aThe sum of the gas flow from the two separators that in the simulated flowsheet is merged into
one.

Table 2.18: Measured and simulated pressure for the studied production day in the sepa-
ration train.

Description Measured pressure, bar Simulated pressure, bar

Oil from electrostatic coalescer 4.25 ± 0.04 2.80

Table 2.19: Measured power consumption in compression trains and sum of simulated
enthalpy change, ∆H, over the compressors for each train.

Compressor train Measured power consumption, kW Sum of simulated ∆H, kW

Recompression 5200 ± 100 4703
Reinjection A 5550 ± 110 4781
Reinjection B 5940 ± 120 5008
Reinjection C 9800 ± 200 8847
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Abstract

Oil and gas platforms in the North Sea region are associated with high power
consumption and large CO2 emissions, as the processing and utility plants suf-
fer from significant changes in production rates and performance losses over
the field lifespan. In this paper, a generic model of the overall offshore sys-
tem is described: its thermodynamic performance is assessed by performing
an exergy accounting and rules of thumb for oil and gas platforms are derived.
Simulations are built and conducted with the tools Aspen Plus R©, Dynamic
Network Analysis and Aspen HYSYS R©. 62–65% of the total exergy destruc-
tion of an offshore platform is attributable to the power generation and waste
heat recovery system, and 35–38% to the oil and gas processing. The variabil-
ity of the feed composition has little effect on the split of the thermodynamic
irreversibilities between both plants. The rejection of high-temperature gases
from the utility and flaring systems is the major contributor to the exergy
losses. These findings suggest to focus efforts on a better use of the waste heat
contained in the exhaust gases and on the ways in which the gas compression
performance can be improved.

3.1 Introduction

The oil and gas extraction sector was responsible for nearly 26% of the total green-
house gas emissions of Norway in 2011 [106], since the combustion of natural gas or
diesel oil for power generation on offshore installations produces significant amounts
of carbon dioxide. The environmental impact and the energy intensity of these fa-
cilities are expected to increase in the coming years, as a direct consequence of
greater onsite energy use to separate and transport oil and gas to the shore and to
inject gas or water into the reservoirs for enhanced oil recovery [14, 109, 110]. As
environmental awareness has increased in recent decades, more attention has been
paid to the ways in which the greenhouse gas emissions and the energy demand of
industrial activities can be reduced, by for instance promoting efficiency measures.

However, oil and gas platforms are usually designed for the early life of a
petroleum field. The onsite processes suffer from significant changes in production
flows and operating conditions over time. They become inevitably less performant,
besides the normal process of efficiency reduction due to aging. The performance
of this type of facilities is generally expressed in terms of environmental impact,
such as the amount of carbon dioxide produced per unit of oil equivalent, or with
energy metrics, such as the specific power consumption per unit of oil produced
[110, 128].

Svalheim and King [110] stressed the large energy demand of the compression,
pumping and injection (gas or seawater) processes and pointed out the benefits
that resulted from applying energy-efficiency measures (e.g. operating gas turbines
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at high load and reducing flaring practices). Their study mentioned that the per-
formance of an offshore platform can be defined as the ratio of the gas consumed
onsite to the quantity of oil and gas exported onshore. It was emphasised that the
interest of this indicator is limited, as each oil field has different natural character-
istics (e.g. gas-to-oil ratio, well-fluid composition, field size): comparing different
facilities based on this metric could therefore be misleading.

The other indicators discussed by Svalheim and King [110] are also based either
on environmental impact studies or on conventional energy assessments. The latter
illustrate the changes from one form of energy to another within a given system and
derives from the 1st principle of thermodynamics. This approach has limitations as
it does not allow the quantification of the irreversibilities of a system, since energy
cannot be destroyed. This shortcoming can be addressed by conducting an exergy
analysis, which is based on both the 1st and 2nd principles of thermodynamics.

Unlike energy, exergy can and to a certain extent is destroyed in real pro-
cesses. An exergy analysis reveals the locations and extents of the thermodynamic
irreversibilities present in a system, and exergy destruction accounts for fuel use
throughout successive processes. This method is described in Bejan et al. [13, 12]
and has been applied extensively to evaluate the performance of various industrial
processes [130, 83, 22, 127, 128, 48, 49, 50, 44].

However, there are only a few studies on exergy and offshore processes and
relatively little information exists regarding the thermodynamic inefficiencies of
the complete offshore plant. Examples of exergy analyses on oil platforms are
the studies by Oliveira and Van Hombeeck [22] and by Voldsund et al. [127, 128].
Oliveira and Van Hombeeck carried out an exergy analysis of a Brazilian petroleum
plant and focused exclusively on the separation, compression and pumping mod-
ules. Their study indicated that the most exergy-consuming processes were the
petroleum heating and the gas compression steps, whereas the separation step had
the lowest exergetic efficiency.

Voldsund et al. [127, 128] used a similar approach and simulated the oil and gas
processing plant of a Norwegian offshore platform. The sub-systems investigated
in their research comprised the separation, recompression and reinjection trains,
as well as the fuel gas and oil export processes. Their work demonstrated that
the largest exergy destruction took place in the gas reinjection and recompression
trains.

The literature seems to contain neither generic analyses considering both the
processing and utility systems, nor investigations of the effects of different reservoir
fluid compositions on the platform performance.

The goal of this study is to help address these gaps: this paper aims therefore
at deriving generic conclusions on the thermodynamic performance of oil and gas
platforms in the North Sea region. This research work is originally part of a larger
project dealing with the optimisation of electrical energy production on offshore
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platforms and builds on previous work conducted by the same authors [70]. Three
main steps were followed in this study:

• development and validation of a generic model of North Sea oil and gas off-
shore platforms to generate realistic and reliable production profiles;

• simulation of various operating conditions and well-fluid flows to investigate
the overall system behaviour and evaluate the material and energy flows;

• analysis of the energy and exergy consumption patterns with fluctuations of
the reservoir fluid composition.

The methodology and the model developed are described and documented in
Section 3.2. Section 3.3 reports the results obtained for different simulation cases,
which are discussed and criticised in Section 3.4. Concluding remarks are outlined
in Section 3.5.

3.2 Methodology

3.2.1 System description

Reservoir fluids are complex multiphase mixtures with a large variety of chemical
components. They contain (i) petroleum, also named crude oil, which exhibits a
high content of heavy hydrocarbons, (ii) natural gas, which is mostly methane and
light hydrocarbons, and (iii) water. Efficient offshore separation of the oil, gas
and water phases is required to maximise the oil production and to minimise its
contents of water and gas.

Crude oil is transported to the shore, via pipelines or shuffle tanks, while pro-
duced water is cleaned and either discharged overboard or injected into the reser-
voir for pressure maintenance. Gas may (i) be exported to the coast via a specific
pipeline network to be treated onshore, (ii) reinjected into the reservoir via dedi-
cated wells to enhance the oil production or (iii) injected into the oil wells to ease
the reservoir fluid lift. Variations and differences across oil and gas platforms may
be related to:

• reservoir characteristics (e.g. temperature and pressure, gas-to-oil (GOR)
and water-to-oil (WOR) ratios);

• reservoir fluid properties (e.g. chemical composition, thermophysical proper-
ties, critical point);

• technical requirements (e.g. crude oil content of gas and water, export tem-
perature and pressure);
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• technological choices (e.g. number of trains, gas export, gas lift, system
consideration).

However, the conceptual design of these offshore facilities stays similar: al-
though design differences exist from one platform to another, gas purification and
exportation, wastewater treatment and seawater injection are the most common gas
and water processing technologies in the North Sea region. Moreover, as North Sea
crude oil and natural gas have a low content of carbon dioxide, hydrogen sulphide
and salt, neither desalting nor sweetening units are necessary onsite. According to
[14, 21, 74], a typical offshore oil and gas platform of this region consists of the
following sub-systems:

• Production manifold

• Crude oil separation

• Oil pumping and export

• Gas recompression and purification

• Gas compression and exportation

• Wastewater treatment

• Seawater injection

• Power generation and heat recovery

• Heating, ventilation and air conditioning (HVAC)

• Miscellaneous utilities (e.g. sewage)

The model of the generic offshore platform developed within this study includes
the aforementioned processes, excluding the HVAC system and the connected util-
ities (Fig. 3.1 and Fig. 3.2), which may differ significantly from one platform to
another. It was built based on the system configurations presented in the open
literature: [14, 42, 57, 78] for the crude oil processing, [57, 78] for the gas treat-
ment process and [1, 125] for the water processing. Gas lift and injection were not
considered within this study.

The approach of this work assumes an oil and gas processing plant designed for
each simulation case investigated, as one of the goals of this study is to provide
a basis for comparison between various reservoir fluid compositions. Therefore,
the off-design behaviour of the processing plant was not investigated whereas the
part-load behaviour of the gas turbines was considered. The design conditions for
each component and sub-system modelled in this work are presented further (Table
3.1).
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3.2.2 System model

Fluid modelling

Crude oil contains hydrocarbons ranging from light alkanes to heavy aromatics,
naphtenes and paraffins and various impurities such as nickel, nitrogen and sul-
phur compounds. Complete compositional analyses of this mixture are rarely car-
ried out, which means that the exact chemical composition is unknown. In general,
petroleum is characterised by carrying out a true boiling point (TBP) analysis,
which gives an approximation of its physical and chemical properties. Molecular
weight, viscosity, specific density and gravity are measured, while thermal prop-
erties such as heating value and thermal conductivity are estimated by empirical
correlations. Petroleum is modelled as a group of known and hypothetical (also
called pseudo-components) whose properties are derived from the true boiling curve
[42, 1].

In this study, crude oil was modelled as a mixture of 83 chemical compounds:
CO2, H2O, O2, N2, Ar, H2S, 47 hydrocarbons and 29 pseudo-components. It
had the following bulk properties: an American Petroleum Institute (API) gravity
of 39.9, a specific gravity of 0.826, a density of 825.5 kg/m3 and a content of
light hydrocarbons of 27.2 vol%. It was assumed that it is extracted along with
associated free gas, with this molar composition: 4.37% N2, 1.34% CO2, 75.7%
CH4, 7.22% C2H6, 6.70% C3H8, 3.89% n-C4H10 and 3.70% n-C5H12. Standard
air, with a molar composition of 77.29% N2, 20.75% O2, 1.01% H2O, 0.92% Ar
and 0.03% CO2, and standard seawater, with a molar concentration, in mol/L, of
0.002 HCO−3 , 0.525 Cl−, 0.024 SO2−

4 , 0.045 Mg2+, 0.013 Ca2+, 0.450 Na+ and 0.01
K+, were considered. The reservoir fluid compositions are presented further in this
work (Table 3.2).

Processing plant model

The reservoir fluid is transferred to the platform complex via a network of pipelines
and a system of production manifolds (1). The individual streams pass through
choke boxes, which consist of valves and chokes, in which they are mixed and
depressurised to ease further gas and liquid separation in the separation train (2).

Oil, gas and water are separated by gravity in three stages. Since low pressures
and high temperatures ease the separation of these three phases, the pressure of
the well-fluid is decreased by throttling valves and its temperature is increased by
preheating with a heat medium at the inlet of each stage. The two first stages
consist of three-phase separators, the third one consists of a two-phase separator
and an electrostatic coalescer. It was assumed that the gravity separators are
continuously operated, that physical equilibrium is reached and that no solids are
entrained in the gas vapour phase. The power needed to sustain the electric field
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in the coalescer is ignored, because its contribution to the total power consumption
is negligible.

The oil from the separation train enters the export pumping system (3), after
having been mixed with oil and condensate that is removed in other parts of the
processing plant. It is then pumped and stored in a tank, where the last traces of
gas and water are removed by flashing, and finally exported onshore (4).

The gas leaving the separation and oil pumping steps is cooled by heat exchange
with seawater, is sent to a scrubber where condensate and water droplets are partly
removed and is recompressed to the pressure of the previous separation stage (5).
Wet gas enters at the bottom of a packed contactor, in which water is captured by
physical absorption with liquid triethylene glycol (TEG).

The water content of the gas after this dehydration (6) is usually below 0.01
mol%, which prevents severe corrosion issues in gas pipelines. The wet glycol is
depressurised to nearly atmospheric pressure and cleaned of water vapour in a
desorption column. A small fraction of dry natural gas is sent for stripping in this
unit in order to increase the glycol purity to at least 98.5 mol%. Regenerated glycol
is pumped to its initial pressure and preheated before re-entering the absorber.

Most of the dry gas is sent to the compression train (7) where it is cooled
and scrubbed to further remove heavy hydrocarbons, and compressed for storage
and export to the shore. A certain fraction of the dry gas is usually recycled to
control the volume of gas entering the compressors and to prevent surge issues. The
remaining gas that is not processed is used for power generation directly onsite (8).
It is expanded through a succession of valves and combusted with air in gas turbine
engines.

The water from the separation and purification trains, also denoted produced
water, enters hydrocyclones in which suspended particulates and dissolved hydro-
carbons are removed. It then passes through valves and flows through degassers
where the last oil and gas traces are recovered before disposal to the sea (9).

In parallel with the oil and gas processing, seawater is treated on the platform for
further injection into the reservoir, in order to sustain high pressure conditions and
to enhance oil production. The injection fluid must meet strict quality requirements
to prevent corrosion and reservoir degradation: it is thus cleaned before being
pumped into the reservoir (10). The seawater injection train includes a succession
of filters to remove solid impurities such as sand particles and algae, deoxygenation
towers to reduce the oxygen content, booster and high pressure pumps.

Utility plant model

The electrical power required onsite is produced by gas turbines, fuelled with a
fraction of the natural gas extracted along with oil, and atmospheric air (11).
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These engines are typically selected on the basis of the maximum expected power
demand. They must also, because of the specific features of an offshore plant,
satisfy those major requirements:

• high compactness (e.g. small weight and footprint, to lower the capital costs
of the oil and gas platform);

• high reliability and availability (e.g. robust gas turbine operation, since the
production flows may vary significantly);

• high fuel flexibility (e.g. adaptability to different types of fuels while main-
taining an acceptable efficiency).

Hence, the selection of a gas turbine for offshore applications may be a com-
promise between these three criteria and the engine thermal efficiency. In general,
the electrical demand of an offshore platform is supported by multiple and redun-
dant gas turbines running in part-load conditions, which gives additional benefits
in terms of plant flexibility and reliability. In this study, the utility system was
modelled as two twin-spool gas turbines complemented by power turbines sharing
equally the electrical power supply. They are based on the performance character-
istics of the SGT-500 engines developed by SIEMENS [96], which are claimed to
be highly suitable for offshore and marine applications.

The compressor off-design characteristics are derived by applying a stage-stacking
analysis [99, 66, 103]. The calculations of the isentropic efficiency of each stage are
based on the assumption, presented in Templalexis et al. [116], that total pressure
drop can be distinguished in three different components, namely profile (primary)
losses, secondary losses and shock losses. Calculations of the primary losses are
based on the approach developed in Lieblein [54] and additional losses due to annu-
lus drag, tip clearance and trailing vortices are included based on Saravanamuttoo
et al. [87]. The turbine off-design performance is derived by applying the method
introduced in Stodola [107] and in Traupel [117].

The waste heat from the exhaust gases is partly used to increase the temper-
ature of a heating medium, such as glycol-water or hot oils, and the remaining is
released to the atmosphere via the stack (12). The heating medium circulates in
a closed-loop system and provides the heat required on the platform. The highest
temperature level of the different process modules is generally found at the reboiler
of the desorption column, where triethylene glycol and water are separated. Sea-
water is processed on the platform as a cooling media, to decrease the amount of
heavy hydrocarbons entrained with natural gas in the recompression process, and
to prevent foaming and low loads in the separation system.
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3.2.3 System simulation and validation

Simulation basis

The process simulations (Fig. 3.2) were carried out with Aspen Plus R© version 7.2
[6], with the exception of the power generation and the glycol dehydration systems.
Simulations of the production manifolds, petroleum separation, oil pumping, gas
recompression and flaring were based on the Peng-Robinson (PR) equation of state
(EOS) [77], while simulations of the water purification and injection processes were
based on the Non-Random Two Liquid (NRTL) model [81], which is more suited
for electrolyte system modelling. Glycol dehydration was simulated with Aspen
HYSYS R© [7], using the glycol property package, claimed to predict more accurately
the behaviour of the triethylene glycol-water mixture [8]. Power generation was
simulated by using the in-house tool Dynamic Network Analysis (DNA), which is a
program developed at the Technical University of Denmark [27]. The assumptions
and parameters are based on the compilation of various data from literature ([42,
110, 78, 56, 132, 21, 57, 25]) (Table 3.1).

Table 3.1: Process design assumptions.

Reservoir fluid 71◦C and 16.5 MPa
Production manifold Pressure levels: 12 MPa and 7 MPa
Separation train Pressure levels: 7 MPa, 2.9 MPa, 0.72 MPa

and 0.18 MPa
Temperature levels: feed temperature (1st stage),
between 65 and 85◦C (others)
Pressure drops: 0.5-0.3-0.05 bar (3-phase separators),
0.05-0.02 bar (mixers), 0.25-0.1-0.025 bar
(heat exchangers), 0.5-0.3-0.05 bar (flash separators)

Crude oil/glycol heat exchangers Temperature increase (cold side): 5 K, ∆Tmin = 10 K
Compression train Intermediate pressure level: 11.4 MPa

Recycling: 75 m3/hr
Gas/seawater heat exchangers Temperature outlet (hot side): 30-20◦C, ∆Tmin = 10 K
Centrifugal compressors ηis = 63-67%, ηmec = 93% (recompression train),

ηis = 65%, ηmec = 95% (compression train)
Centrifugal oil pumps ηpp = 62%, ηdr = 98% (export train)
Centrifugal water pumps ηpp = 81%, ηdr = 98% (injection train)
Produced water/seawater heat exchangers Temperature outlet (hot side) = 25◦C, ∆Tmin = 10 K
Skim vessel/degasser Operating pressure: 1.2 bar
Glycol contactor Packed column, operating pressure: 7 MPa
Glycol regenerator 1.2 bar, 5 stages, kettle reboiler: 204.4◦C,

overhead condenser: 98.5◦C
Glycol/glycol heat exchangers Pressure drops: 0.2-0.025 bar
Waste-heat recovery system Temperature outlet (cold side): 210-220◦C
Seawater injection Standard volume flow rate: 1300 Sm3/hr
Seawater quality Oxygen level: 10 ppb, solids content: 5 ppm
Cooling water Standard volume flow rate: 2400 Sm3/hr
Flaring-to-fuel gas ratio 12.4 vol% (based on statistical data from

the Danish Energy Agency [21])
Export and injection pressures 12.5 MPa (seawater), 14.5 MPa (oil) and 18.5 MPa (gas)
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Case studies

Six cases were investigated within this study, corresponding to the same processes
and operating conditions – but with different reservoir fluid compositions and loads
(Table 3.2). As emphasised by Svalheim and King [110], production flows are
strongly time-dependent: it is thus unlikely to find, for one platform, six distinct
situations with sensibly similar flow rates and sensibly different gas-to-oil (GOR)
and water-to-oil (WOR) ratios. In practice, the operating pressures and tempera-
tures of the separation train are adapted to the reservoir fluid composition. Each
simulation case was defined on the same well-fluid molar flow rate, fixed at 18450
kmol/hr, as well as identical design conditions (Table 3.1).

Case 1, referred as the baseline case in the rest of this study, was intended to
represent a reservoir fluid containing oil, associated free gas and water with a cut
of 15 mol%. Gas- and water-to-oil ratios were chosen based on the production data
of different oil platforms operating in the North Sea region in order to simulate a
volatile oil. Case 2 and Case 3 differ from Case 1 by the content of water, which
was increased by 10 mol% points and decreased by 5 mol% points, respectively.

Cases 4,5 and 6 were intended to represent three different types of oils, re-
spectively black, near-critical (NC) and condensate, which differ in their content of
heavy hydrocarbons [132]. Black oil has a low API gravity, a large fraction of heavy
hydrocarbons, and a relatively low content of methane, whereas near-critical and
condensate oils are characterised by a high API gravity (≥40◦) and light hydrocar-
bons content. The latter are generally located at greater depths, which results in
higher reservoir pressures [89, 132]. These differences in physical properties across
petroleum reservoirs were not considered in the process modelling, and the impact
of this assumption is briefly discussed further (Section 3.4).

Table 3.2: Simulation specifications – reservoir fluid properties.

Case 1 Case 2 Case 3 Case 4 Case 5 Case 6

Flow
Mass (t/hr) 738 757 963 1783 649 543
Volume (m3/hr) 2044 1750 2153 2567 2093 2147

Mole fraction
CH4 49.2 42.9 49.0 29.5 59.0 62.2
C2H6 4.70 4.10 6.30 3.60 6.72 6.64
C3H8 4.70 4.10 4.03 2.00 3.82 3.18
n-C4H10 3.40 3.00 3.53 3.90 3.09 2.26
n-C5H12 1.40 1.20 2.35 3.30 2.21 1.52
n-C6H14 0.60 0.50 2.36 2.80 1.55 1.12
CO2 0.90 0.80 0.02 0.02 1.11 0.26
N2 2.80 2.50 1.55 0.30 0.47 2.01
C7+ and others 12.3 10.7 15.9 39.6 7.01 5.81
H2O 20.0 30.2 15.0 15.0 15.0 15.0

Exergy
ēch (GJ/kmol) 1.88 1.64 2.31 4.32 1.54 1.37
ēph (MJ/kmol) 7.87 6.90 7.81 6.26 8.66 9.04

Ė (GW) 9.62 8.40 11.9 22.2 7.91 7.04
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Error analysis

Simulation results and calibrated values presented in the open literature, in [57, 56,
22, 127, 128, 96], were used to validate the models and tools developed within this
work. Eight model variables were tested (Table 3.3) and the relative errors were
calculated based on the following definition:

ε =

∣∣∣∣vsimulation − vexpected

vexpected

∣∣∣∣ . (3.1)

Table 3.3: Error analysis parameters.

Parameter Unit Description

V̇water Sm3/hr Produced water flow

V̇gas Sm3/hr Export gas flow

V̇oil Sm3/hr Export oil flow
P MW Power consumption
ṁexh kg/s Exhaust gas flow
ηth % Gas turbine – thermal efficiency
Texh

◦C Gas turbine – exhaust gas temperature
TIT ◦C Gas turbine – turbine inlet temperature

Sensitivity analysis

Operating parameters, such as gas and oil export pressures, seawater injection flow
rate, and pressure differ from one platform to another, depending on the physical
properties of the oil field and on the pipeline network requirements. Moreover,
different technological choices such as the selection of the gas compressors (e.g.
centrifugal, radial or axial, depending on the volume flow and pressure ratio per
stage) and of the oil pumps (e.g. centrifugal or positive displacement) apply for each
platform. The effects of these different machine characteristics were investigated in
a parametric study (Table 3.4), based on the values discussed in [35, 108, 22, 127,
128].

Table 3.4: Sensitivity analysis parameters.

Parameter Description Base value Lower Upper

ηpp (%) Centrifugal oil pump efficiency 62 55 78
ηis (%) Isentropic efficiency (compression) 65 45 80
ηis (%) Isentropic efficiency (recompression) 63–67 45 80

3.2.4 Exergy analysis

An exergy analysis was performed on the offshore platform system to identify the
process units with the greatest internal irreversibilities, based on the following
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assumptions. The dead state conditions are taken to be T0 = 5◦C, p0 = 1 atm
and a chemical composition of X0, as defined in the model of Szargut [112]. The
system works in steady-state and no exergy is accumulated.

Flow exergy

As enthalpy and entropy, exergy is a property which can be defined for every stream
of matter [13]. The specific exergy of a material stream e is a function of its physical
eph, chemical ech, kinetic ekn and potential ept components and is defined as:

e = eph + ech + ekn + ept. (3.2)

Kinetic and potential contributions on the flow exergies were assumed to be negli-
gible toward physical and chemical exergies. Physical exergy is related to temper-
ature and pressure differences from the dead state, and the values were computed
from the process simulations by applying the Peng-Robinson and Non-Random-
Two-Liquid thermodynamic equations of states:

eph = (h− h0)− T0(s− s0), (3.3)

where h and s are the specific enthalpy and entropy of a stream of matter per
unit-of-mass, respectively. Chemical exergy is related to deviations in chemical
composition from reference substances present in the environment, and was cal-
culated based on the model of Szargut [65, 112] for pure substances, and on the
heuristic correlations of Rivero [85] for hypothetical components:

ech,c = βNHVc +
∑

zmech,m, (3.4)

where NHVi stands for the Net Heating Value, zj the mass fraction of metal impu-
rities, ech,c the corresponding chemical exergy and β the chemical exergy correction
factor.

Exergy destruction and losses

The internal irreversibilities of a given system result in exergy destruction, which
can be calculated from the global exergy balance [13]:

Ėd =
∑

Ėi −
∑

Ėo

=
∑(

1− T0

Tk

)
Q̇k − Ẇcv +

∑
ṁiei −

∑
ṁoeo, (3.5)

where Ėd, Ėi and Ėo are the destroyed, input and output exergy rates, respectively,
ṁ is the mass flow rate of a stream of matter, and Q̇k and Ẇcv the time rates of
energy transfer by heat and work (Q̇ ≥ 0 indicates heat transfer to the system,
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Ẇ ≥ 0 work done by the system). The subscripts i and o denote inlet and outlet
and the subscript k the boundary of the component of interest.

Alternatively, the exergy destruction rate can be determined from the Gouy-
Stodola theorem [12]:

Ėd = T0Ṡgen, (3.6)

where Ṡgen is the entropy generation rate.

The exergy losses, unlike the exergy destruction, do not result from internal
irreversibilities of a system, but rather from the rejection of exergy to the envi-
ronment without any practical use. They are also denoted external irreversibilities
and are for instance associated with waste streams [13, 86]. The lost exergy is
destroyed by reaching equilibrium when being mixed into the environment and the
exergy loss rate Ėl is defined as:

Ėl =
∑

Ėrejected. (3.7)

Exergy efficiency and irreversibility ratio

The exergy destruction rate Ėd,k within a specific process component k can then

be related to the exergy destruction rate within the whole system Ėd by calculating
the exergy destruction ratio y∗d, defined as:

y∗d =
Ėd,k

Ėd

. (3.8)

Similarly, the exergy loss rate Ėl,k within a specific process component k can be

related to the exergy loss rate of the whole system Ėd by calculating the exergy
loss ratio y∗l , defined as:

y∗l =
Ėl,k

Ėl

. (3.9)

The thermodynamic performance of a given component k can be expressed by
defining its exergetic efficiency ηk and by identifying the fuel and product of inter-
est. It should be emphasised that fuel and product exergies Ėf,k and Ėp,k of the

component k are not necessarily equal to its input Ėi,k and output Ėo,k exergies.

ηk =
Ėp,k

Ėf,k

= 1− Ėd,k + Ėl,k

Ėf,k

. (3.10)

The definitions of exergetic fuels and products for the components and sub-systems
investigated within this study are extensively discussed in Bejan et al. [13] and in
Kotas [48, 49, 50].

Alternatively, for systems such as physical separation plants or that include
dissipative devices, the relationship between the irreversibilities of a system and its
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total exergy input can be expressed with the exergy loss ratio λ, as defined in Kotas
[49, 50]. It derives from the exergetic efficiency definition proposed by Grassmann
[31] and represents the proportion of the total exergy flowing into the control volume
that is lost through irreversibilities. The criteria λ is denoted irreversibility ratio
in the rest of the study to avoid confusion with the exergy loss ratio y∗l defined in
Bejan et al. [13].

λ =
İ

Ėi
, (3.11)

where İ is the rate of irreversibilities of the investigated system.

3.3 Results

3.3.1 System simulation and analysis

Process simulation

The offshore platform model was used to investigate the six case studies in order
to obtain the net oil, gas and water production flows (Table 3.5) and the electrical
energy demand of each module (Table 3.6). The power consumption of the offshore
platform ranges from 22.6 MW to 31.1 MW and the maximum value is obtained
with black oil as input (Case 4 ), as the power demand of the oil pumping section
increases sharply. Results indicate that the major electricity consumer is generally
the compression train, which is responsible for 42% to 56% of the total power
demand in the remaining cases.

The seawater injection process ranks second with a share of 17% to 23% and
a power demand of about 5.3 MW. Seawater pumped to a pressure of 12.5 MPa
for further injection into the reservoir is not extracted through the oil and natural
gas wells and does not enter the separation train. As the water purification and
injection processes are not integrated within the other onsite systems, crude oil,
produced oil, gas and water do not flow through this section of the platform. The
electrical energy demand of this process is therefore independent of the composition
and flow rate of the reservoir fluid. It depends exclusively on the flow rate of the
seawater required for pressure maintenance and on the pressure level requirements.

The third greatest power demand of the offshore facility is either the gas re-
compression process or the oil pumping, depending on the amount of gas extracted
along with oil. The power consumption of these compressors is smaller in the
cases with a high gas-to-oil ratio (Cases 5 and 6 ): this suggests that most of the
associated gas, rich in light hydrocarbons such as methane and ethane, exits the
separation train at the first stage and bypasses the booster compressors.

Case 4 is characterised by a different power consumption profile: the oil pump-
ing section has the greatest demand, accounting for about 41% of the total plant
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consumption. The results suggest that the additional power needed to pump the
surplus of oil overcomes the decrease of power required in the gas compression
section. The duty of the recompression train also increases in this specific case,
because hydrocarbons of intermediate molecular weight (e.g. butane, pentanes,
hexanes and heptanes) are not flashed at the first separation stage but at the sec-
ond and third ones. This results in larger recycle flows between the separation and
recompression modules and thus in a significant increase of the power and cooling
demands of this section.

In contrast, a greater water fraction has a negative feedback on the electrical
energy demand of the processing plant, since water is directly removed in the three-
phase separators and only small amounts are carried through the plant. The effect
of a higher water fraction in the wet gas leaving the recompression train is limited:
the power demand of the dehydration process slightly increases because of the larger
glycol flow in the absorption-desorption loop to reduce the water content of gas to
the required specification.

Table 3.5: Net oil, gas and water production flow rates of the offshore platform system.

Simulation cases
Case 1 Case 2 Case 3 Case 4 Case 5 Case 6

Oil (export)
Molar (Mmol/hr) 3.2 3.0 4.5 9.9 2.3 1.7
Volume (Sm3/hr) 614 548 843 1962 407 316
Mass (t/hr) 508 451 686 1628 325 255

Gas (export)
Molar (Mmol/hr) 11.1 9.7 10.8 5.9 12.9 13.6
Volume (kSm3/hr) 262 228 255 139 305 319
Mass (t/hr) 234 203 223 118 267 273

Produced water
Molar (Mmol/hr) 3.4 4.7 2.1 1.7 2.3 2.3
Volume (Sm3/hr) 60.9 85.2 38.0 30.2 41.4 41.6
Mass (t/hr) 61.0 85.3 38.0 30.2 41.5 41.6

Table 3.6: Power consumption (values expressed in (MW)) of the processing plant.

Simulation cases
Case 1 Case 2 Case 3 Case 4 Case 5 Case 6

Compression 10.8 9.5 10.4 6.0 12.3 13.1
Recompression 2.8 4.1 4.7 6.9 3.5 3.0
Oil pumping 4.0 3.6 5.5 12.9 2.7 2.1
Seawater injection 5.3 5.3 5.3 5.3 5.3 5.3

Total (MW) 22.9 22.6 26.0 31.1 23.8 23.5
Total (MJ/Sm3

oil) 134 148 111 57.1 211 268
Total (MJ/trf ) 112 107 97 63 132 156
Total (MJ/m3

rf ) 40 46 43 44 41 39
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Error analysis

The separation, gas recompression and injection process models were verified against
literature [57, 56, 22, 127, 128, 96] and the error analysis showed an average devia-
tion smaller than 7–8% for all tested variables (Fig. 3.3). The maximum difference
was found in the prediction of the power consumption of the processing plant. For
loads above 50%, which is the region of interest, the maximum relative error was
found in the prediction of the gas turbine thermal efficiency and was around 3.7%.
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Figure 3.3: Minimum, average and maximum relative error ε (%) for the tested model
variables (Table 3.3).

Sensitivity analysis

A sensitivity analysis on three parameters (Table 3.4) was conducted to illustrate
the trends of the power consumption profile as a function of the efficiencies of
the gas compressors and of the oil export pumps. The results suggest that the
total power demand is mostly sensitive to the efficiency of the gas compressors in
the compression train (Fig. 3.4). The power demand between a state-of-the-art
centrifugal compressor operated near its design point and a poorly designed one,
or operated at part-load, can vary from 3 to 9 MW. This difference is significant in
all cases but is particularly marked in Case 5 and Case 6, where near-critical and
condensate oils are processed. The variations in power demand with the efficiencies
of the oil pumps are comparatively small, with the exception of the black oil case
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where the electrical power demand of the export train is much more significant
(Fig. 3.5). Similar trends are found with the variations of efficiencies of the gas
recompressors, although they are less marked than with the gas compressors (Fig.
3.6).
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3.3.2 Exergy analysis

Exergy flows

The results of the combined process simulations and exergy accountings (Table
3.7) indicate that the produced water and exhaust gases from the power generation
system have a small specific exergy content. Operations such as compression and
pumping, which aim at increasing the physical exergy of the gas and oil flows, have
a minor impact on the total specific exergy of these streams. The input and output
exergies of the offshore platform system are dominated by the chemical exergy
content of the oil and gas streams, which ranges from 43 to 48 MJ/kg and is at
least 100 times as great as their physical exergy (Table 3.2). Most of the exergy
found at the outlet of the offshore platform system is thus carried by these two
streams, independently of the case considered.

Exergy destruction, losses and efficiencies

The total destroyed exergy on the overall offshore platform, i.e. including both the
processing and the utility plant, is between 68 and 84 MW, with 62–65% of this
being attributable to the gas turbines and waste heat recovery and 35–38% to the
oil, gas and seawater processing plant (Table 3.8). The largest exergy destruction
of the complete system lies, in any case, in the combustion chambers of the gas
turbines and amounts to almost 50% of the total exergy destruction of the platform.
It can be split into thermodynamic irreversibilities due to mixing of natural gas
and compressed air and to the combustion process by itself. This exergetic analysis
demonstrates that the variability of the well-fluid composition has a moderate effect
on this result, but, on the opposite, has a significant impact on the share of exergy
destruction across the processing plant.

The total exergy destruction of the processing plant exclusively is between 24
and 32 MW. The maximum exergy destruction is found in Case 4 (31.6 MW), which
is characterised by a crude oil poor in light hydrocarbons, while the minimum is
found in Case 6 (23.9 MW), featured by a crude oil with a high gas content. A
comparison of the specific exergy destruction per unit of mass, actual volume and
exergy input is presented further (Table 3.12).

The results also indicate that the largest thermodynamic irreversibilities of the
processing plant occur in the production manifold and in the gas compression sys-
tems, followed by the recompression and separation modules (Table 3.9). In con-
trast, the contributions from the wastewater treatment and the seawater injection
processes are negligible, and the exergy destruction taking place in the oil pumping
step is moderate in most cases. The latter is significant only when black crude oil
enters the platform (Case 4 ) because of the higher content of heavy hydrocarbons
and larger oil flow at the inlet of the export pumping section.
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Table 3.8: Exergy destruction (values expressed in (MW)) of the offshore platform.

Simulation cases
Sub-system, component Case 1 Case 2 Case 3 Case 4 Case 5 Case 6

Production manifold 6.01 5.25 6.10 6.07 6.32 6.75

Separation 3.49 3.60 4.36 8.41 2.37 1.82
Heaters 0.85 0.73 1.16 2.32 0.63 0.47
Throttles 1.87 1.62 2.56 5.40 1.19 0.92
Mixers & others 0.77 1.25 0.64 0.69 0.55 0.43

Recompression 2.88 4.85 3.54 3.32 3.61 3.30
Coolers 1.92 3.00 1.80 1.23 2.10 2.07
Throttles 0.15 0.20 0.13 0.07 0.18 0.11
Compressors 0.62 0.82 1.04 1.58 0.74 0.60
Mixers & others 0.19 0.82 0.57 0.44 0.58 0.52

Glycol dehydration 3.18 3.23 2.75 1.76 3.24 3.68

Fuel gas and flaring 1.23 1.39 1.48 1.42 1.52 1.53

Gas compression 4.78 4.20 4.62 2.61 5.48 5.80
Coolers 1.57 1.35 1.50 0.69 1.86 1.95
Compressors 2.92 2.57 2.83 1.63 3.33 3.56
Mixers 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02
Throttles 0.27 0.27 0.27 0.27 0.27 0.27

Oil pumping 2.29 2.29 2.94 7.69 1.06 1.12
Pumps 1.14 1.02 1.60 3.64 0.73 0.60
Coolers 1.03 1.27 1.34 4.05 0.33 0.52
Throttles & others 0.12 0.10 0.12 0.21 0.07 0.05

Wastewater treatment 0.11 0.20 0.07 0.06 0.07 0.07

Seawater injection 0.23 0.23 0.23 0.23 0.23 0.23

Processing plant 24.2 25.2 26.1 31.6 23.9 24.3

Power generation 40.8 40.2 43.4 47.8 41.5 41.3
Compressors 2.87 2.82 3.12 3.61 2.92 2.92
Turbines 4.55 4.51 4.74 5.00 4.59 4.59
Combustion chamber 33.0 32.6 35.1 38.7 33.4 33.2
Others 0.40 0.40 0.43 0.47 0.41 0.41

Heat carrier circulation 3.41 3.37 3.55 3.79 3.43 3.42

Utility system 44.2 43.6 47.0 51.6 44.9 44.7

Platform 68.4 68.8 73.1 83.2 68.8 69.0
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The exergy destruction within the production manifold is caused by the well-
fluid depressurisation from 16.5 to 7 MPa without generation of any useful product.
The second greatest irreversibilities are found at the gas compression section: they
are mainly due to the poor performances of the gas compressors and to the recycling
around these components to prevent surging. Significant exergy destruction also
takes place in the recompression step because the streams flowing out of the sepa-
ration train are mixed at different temperatures and compositions before scrubbing
and throttling.

Table 3.9: Exergy destruction ratio of the offshore platform (excl. utility system) y∗d (%).

Simulation cases
Sub-system Case 1 Case 2 Case 3 Case 4 Case 5 Case 6

Production manifold 24.8 20.8 23.4 19.2 26.4 27.8
Separation 14.4 14.3 16.7 26.6 9.9 7.5
Recompression 11.9 19.2 13.6 10.5 15.1 13.6
Dehydration 13.1 12.8 10.5 5.6 13.6 15.1
Fuel gas and flaring 5.1 5.5 5.7 4.5 6.4 6.3
Gas compression 19.8 16.6 17.7 8.3 22.9 23.9
Oil pumping 9.5 9.1 11.3 24.4 4.4 4.6
Wastewater treatment 0.5 0.8 0.3 0.2 0.3 0.3
Seawater injection 1.0 0.9 0.9 0.7 1.0 0.9

The exergy losses of the offshore platform are nearly constant in all cases: they
are related to effluent streams rejected into the environment without being val-
orised, such as flared gases, discharged seawater, wastewater and exhaust gases
from the gas turbine systems (Table 3.10). Approximatively 60% of the total ex-
ergy losses is due to the direct rejection of high-temperature exhaust gases to the
environment, while about 30% is associated with the flaring and ventilation of nat-
ural gas throughout its processing. The remaining 10% is related to the exergy
content of cooling and wastewater discharged overboard: these exergy losses are
comparatively small, as the discharged streams are rejected at nearly environmen-
tal conditions (Table 3.11). The exergy losses associated with exhaust gases are
higher in Case 3 and Case 4, as the mass flow rate of exhaust gases increases with
the power demand of the processing plant.

Table 3.10: Exergy losses (values expressed in (MW)) of the offshore platform.

Simulation cases
Waste stream Case 1 Case 2 Case 3 Case 4 Case 5 Case 6

Exhaust gases 18.5 18.3 20.4 23.4 19.1 18.9
Cooling water 2.46 2.81 2.80 5.17 2.21 2.09
Flared gases 10.5 10.4 11.4 13.0 10.8 10.7
Wastewater 0.85 1.21 0.33 0.28 0.36 0.37

Platform 32.3 32.7 34.9 41.9 32.5 32.1

A comparison based on the irreversibility ratio λ suggests that the offshore pro-
cessing becomes less performant with increasing gas-to-oil and water-to-oil ratios
(Table 3.12). It also indicates that the total exergy destruction and losses within
the offshore platform represent only 0.5–1.5% of the total exergy flowing into the
system.
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Table 3.11: Exergy loss ratio of the offshore platform y∗l (%).

Simulation cases
Waste stream Case 1 Case 2 Case 3 Case 4 Case 5 Case 6

Exhaust gases 57.3 56.0 58.5 55.8 58.8 58.9
Cooling water 7.62 8.59 8.02 12.3 6.80 6.51
Flared gases 32.5 31.8 32.7 31.0 33.2 33.3
Wastewater 2.63 3.70 0.95 0.67 1.11 1.15

Table 3.12: Specific exergy destruction, losses and irreversibility ratios.

Simulation cases
Irreversibilities Case 1 Case 2 Case 3 Case 4 Case 5 Case 6

Ėd (MW) 68 69 73 83 69 69
ed (MJ/trf ) 334 327 273 168 382 457
ed (MJ/m3

rf ) 120 142 122 117 118 116

Ėl (MW) 32 33 35 42 33 32
el (MJ/trf ) 158 156 130 85 180 213
el (MJ/m3

rf ) 57 67 58 59 56 54

Total (MW) 101 102 108 125 101 101
Total (MJ/trf ) 491 483 404 253 562 670
Total (MJ/m3

rf ) 177 209 181 175 174 170

λ (%, internal) 0.71 0.82 0.61 0.37 0.87 0.98
λ (%, total) 1.05 1.21 0.91 0.56 1.28 1.43

In the baseline case, the gas turbine system, the gas compression and the oil
pumping processes have a low exergetic efficiency, of about 27%, 42% and 37%
respectively, as a result of large thermodynamic irreversibilities associated with
chemical reaction and heat transfer in the first process, and with mixing and friction
in the second and third ones. No meaningful exergetic efficiency could be defined
for the production manifold and the gas flaring modules. They mainly consist
of arrangements of mixers and throttling valves, which are dissipative by design:
they destroy exergy without generating any useful product. Alternatively, as the
exergetic product is null, it may be argued that the exergetic efficiency is 0.

This exergetic analysis shows that exergy is introduced onsite in the form of
raw materials (crude oil, fuel air, seawater and chemicals) and exits in the form of
valuable products (oil and gas sent onshore) and waste streams (produced water,
exhaust and flare gases) (Fig. 3.7). The chemical exergy of the reservoir fluid flows
through the offshore platform system and is separated into the oil and gas chemical
exergies with only minor destruction in the processing plant, as no chemical reac-
tions take place. On the opposite, chemical exergy is consumed to a great extent in
the utility plant, as a fraction of the produced natural gas is used and combusted
in the gas turbines.
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Possibilities for improvement

Generic recommendations for improvement of the platform performance can be
derived from the exergy analysis. The overall goal is to reduce or eliminate the
exergy destruction and losses of the plant and the main ones are ranked as follows:

1. Combustion chambers of the gas turbines (chemical reaction, mixing, friction,
heat transfer)

2. Exhaust gases from the waste heat recovery system (high temperature and
large physical exergy)

3. Flared and vented gases from the processing plant (large chemical and phys-
ical exergy contents)

4. Production manifold (mainly due to depressurisation)

5. Compressors in the gas compression train

The largest thermodynamic irreversibilities are found at the combustors. In
theory, the exergy destruction taking place in the combustion chambers could be
reduced by decreasing the overall air-to-fuel ratio [13]. However, it implies that the
combustion temperature increases toward the adiabatic flame temperature, which
causes significant thermal stress and impacts the lifetime of the components.

The exhaust gases leaving the waste heat recovery system are rejected at high
temperature to the atmosphere, which represents a substantial loss of physical
exergy. The excess heat contained in the flue gases could be partly recovered for
producing electricity, by using a bottoming cycle such as an organic Rankine cycle.
The stack temperature and the exergy loss of the platform system would decrease in
consequence. The waste heat recovery system could in theory be further improved:
the heat carrier is heated from 200◦C to 220◦C, suffers severe pressure drops in the
closed-loop system, and the large temperature gaps with the exhaust gases of the
gas turbine are responsible for a significant exergy destruction associated with heat
transfer. However, as the highest temperature requirement of the processing plant
is found at the kettle reboiler of the glycol desorber (about 200–205◦C), integrating
a direct heat exchange between the glycol/water mixture and the flue gases would
have a limited positive impact.

The third main source of exergy destruction/losses is associated with flared
gas from the processing plant: continuous flaring should therefore, if possible, be
limited. The gases sent for flaring could be recovered in the processing plant:
this presents the combined benefits of decreasing the exergy losses, reducing the
environmental impact of the offshore facility and recovering more gas for sale.

The irreversibilities taking place in the production manifold could a priori
hardly be reduced with the current set-up of offshore processing since a lower pres-
sure of the well-fluid is required at the inlet of the separation train. Higher pressure
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levels in the separation train would lead to smaller exergy destruction rates in the
production manifold train, although this might result in lower gas recovery and
conflict with the process constraints of other system sections. The integration of
multiphase flow expanders would allow energy recovery from the throttling steps
and would lead to smaller exergy destruction rates. However, it is a challenge to
design such devices which could stand the processing of multiphase mixtures (oil,
water, gas and sand) on the long term. Implementing them in the separation train
might be easier, as most of the water-sand mixture is removed in the first-stage
separator.

Substantial exergy destruction is associated with the gas compression train, as
the compressors typically used on oil offshore platforms are featured by a relatively
low isentropic efficiency and gas recirculation, since flow variations are expected
and surge must be prevented. The sensitivity of the total power consumption of
the processing plant to the compressors efficiency emphasises the importance of
this system section: its performance could be increased by re-wheeling (removal
and replacement of the compressor internals), implementing variable speed drive
systems, using alternative control methods and adjusting the stagger angle of vanes.
Another possibility is to integrate compressors of different sizes in parallel so that
the majority of them is operated near their optimal operating point.

3.4 Discussion

3.4.1 Comparison with literature

The process simulation results are in accordance with the findings of Svalheim and
King [110], who stated that the gas compression, oil pumping and seawater injection
steps are the most energy-consuming steps. It was suggested to use the produced
water extracted along with oil and gas instead of treated seawater [79], but it was
also emphasised that the hydrocarbon content of the wastewater emulsion might
result in plugging issues. Further research and quality control of the treated water
are thus necessary before this option becomes viable [1].

The present results on the thermodynamic performance of oil and gas platforms
can be compared to the results of Voldsund et al. [127, 128], which were introduced
in Section 3.1. They considered a real-case offshore facility located in the North
Sea region, processing a crude oil rich in methane (78%) and producing about 370
kSm3/hr of natural gas, 135 Sm3/hr of oil and 67 Sm3/hr of water. In this regard,
the most similar case investigated within this work was Case 6. The power de-
mand was about 18.5 MW without seawater injection, which is about 20% smaller
than the value calculated and presented in their paper. This difference is mainly
imputable to the assumptions on the isentropic efficiency of the gas compressors
in the present study, which was at first set to 65% and varied by conducting a
sensitivity analysis. In their work, the isentropic efficiency was between 47% and
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69% in the recompression train and between 54% and 69% in the compression sec-
tion. Other differences are the total volume of gas processed in the gas compression
section, which is about 15% larger, and the final pressure level, which is 23.5 MPa.

Furthermore, the comparison between these two research works also suggests
that the gas compression-treatment process is one of the most exergy-destructive
steps of a typical oil offshore processing. Similarly, the recompression and separa-
tion steps rank next, while the exergy destruction taking place in the oil export
pumping is generally negligible. The main discrepancy lies in the accounting of the
exergy associated with overboard discharge of cooling water. It is in the present
work accounted as an exergy loss whereas it is considered as exergy destruction in
their study, because of a different choice of the system boundaries. They suggested
to focus on the gas compression and injection train, by for instance eliminating anti-
surge recycling. One of the main emphases was on the performance improvement
of this system section, since a more efficient gas process would induce a reduction
of the power consumption and a lower exergy destruction in both the oil processing
and power generation plants. There was on overall a good correspondence between
the findings of both works.

Oliveira and Van Hombeeck [22], who investigated a real-case Brazilian oil plat-
form, also stressed the great power demand and the significant exergy destruction
associated with the gas compression step. However, the authors pointed out the
importance of the crude oil heating operations taking place within the separation
module. The considerable exergy consumption in the feed preheating is responsible
for a furnace demand of about 25 MW exergy for a feed of 450 t/hr, which differs
strongly from the findings of Voldsund et al. [127] and the present results. These
discrepancies are mainly due to the temperature differences between the North Sea
and the Brazilian feeds flowing out of the oil reservoir. The feed characteristics
at the inlet of the separation train were 7.4◦C and 10.78 bar in their work and
the well-fluid should therefore be heated before oil, gas and water separation. On
the opposite, it was about 65–75◦C at the inlet of the first-stage separator in the
present work and in the study of Voldsund et al. [127, 128]. These differences
in results and conclusions suggest that offshore platforms located in different oil
regions (e.g. North Sea, Gulf of Mexico, Brazilian Basin) may, with respect to
process and exergy considerations, present highly different characteristics.

Finally, energy conservation measures on offshore installations, such as waste
heat recovery, are discussed in the works of Kloster [46, 47]. It was also argued that
the replacement of simple cycle gas turbines by combined cycle ones would be the
most significant energy efficiency measure for oil and gas platforms, as this would
greatly reduce their fuel consumption and CO2-emissions. Moreover, the addition
of a bottoming steam cycle, as suggested, could improve the performance of the
overall platform in both design and part-load conditions, while maintaining a high
flexibility of the power generation units.
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3.4.2 Significance and limitations of the study

The results of this paper may be used as guidelines to predict the major sources
of thermodynamic irreversibilities of a North Sea oil and gas platform. However,
caution should be exercised in drawing conclusions for cases presenting different
design setups. Although gas export is the preferred gas processing technology in
the North Sea oil region [14], processing routes such as gas injection are practiced on
several platforms [21] to support the reservoir pressure and enhance oil recovery. It
is for instance the case of the oil platform investigated in Voldsund et al. [127, 128].
It may be difficult to estimate the exergy destruction profile for these cases, since it
depends on factors such as the injection pressure, the compression train efficiency
and the gas recirculation. The power demand and the exergy destruction are
nonetheless expected to increase because the injected gas must be compressed to
a higher pressure than in the reservoir to induce oil flowing [128, 32]. Similar
reasoning applies to the gas lift process: the difference being that the gas is injected
into the well flow in the wellhead to decrease the specific gravity of the reservoir
fluid.

Another possible difference across offshore platforms is the inventory of gas tur-
bine units. The study on which this work builds on, conducted by the same authors
[70], considers two twin-spool and a single one-spool gas turbines. It is shown that
the utility system accounts for about 67.3% of the total exergy destruction, which
is similar to the results presented in this paper. This indicates that the exergy de-
struction share between the processing and the utility plants is moderately affected
by the number and type of the power generation units. However, if no waste heat
recovery system is integrated after the gas turbines, the exergy losses are expected
to be greater, because the flue gases would be released to the environment at a
higher stack temperature.

The present findings may also be used for making qualitative estimates on the
magnitude of exergy destruction for different compositions and operating condi-
tions. The investigations carried out in this work were made at specific temper-
atures and pressures of the reservoir and processing systems, which may not be
encountered in actual cases. In practice, temperatures and pressures of the sepa-
ration train are adjusted to control the oil and gas flows in each stage to prevent
foaming, to ensure a minimum circulating flow and to enhance the recovery of
light hydrocarbons. One of the main aims is to reduce the power consumption of
the recompression system while reaching the desired crude oil vapour pressure at
the outlet of the export pumping train. Pressure levels are generally lower and
temperature levels in the reservoir as the API gravity of oils increases (heavy oils)
[56, 132]. This suggests that the exergy destruction in the production manifold,
the separation train and the recompression system may be slightly underestimated
in this study.

Finally, a conventional exergy analysis, as conducted in this work, does not
allow:
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• the evaluation of interactions and cost flows among the system components
and processes, as it does not consider their mutual interdependencies [44];

• the assessment of the environmental impact of this facility, as the exergy
losses associated with the emissions of pollutants are neither proportional to
their toxicity, nor to the exergy costs related to their treatments [92].

Several methods have been proposed over the last decades to increase the level
of details and accuracy of an exergy analysis, with the examples of the extended
exergy accounting method [92, 93], the exergoeconomic [122, 120] and the advanced
exergy-based analyses [44, 60]. The readers are referred to these references for more
extensive explanations of these concepts. Future work will address the limitations
of the exergy analysis method by applying these approaches to the specific case of
an oil and gas platform.

3.5 Conclusion

A generic North Sea offshore platform was modelled in order to establish rules of
thumbs for oil and gas platforms of that region. The material outflows and energy
requirements under different sets of production flows were predicted and validated.
This overall model includes power generation, oil and gas processing, gas purifi-
cation and seawater injection sub-models. The first sub-model was calibrated by
use of published data from SIEMENS while the others were verified by comparison
with open literature.

Six simulation cases were investigated to analyse the effects of different gas-to-
oil and water-to-oil ratios on the thermodynamic performance of this integrated
system, based on the exergy analysis method. Exergy is destroyed with a split of
about 65%/35% for the utility system (power generation and waste heat recovery)
and the oil, gas and water processing, respectively. Exergy losses are mostly due
to the rejection of high-temperature exhaust gases from the cogeneration plant to
the environment and on flaring practices. However, the exergy destruction and loss
rates represent only 0.5 to 1.5% of the total input exergy because of the inherently
large chemical exergy content of oil and natural gas.

At identical design conditions, the irreversibility ratio of an offshore platform is
higher with increasing gas-to-oil and water-to-oil ratios, suggesting that the thermo-
dynamic performance of this overall system is optimal with low well-fluid contents
of gas and water.

Although the exact values of exergy destruction would differ from one platform
to another, it is suggested that significant inefficiencies and possibilities for per-
formance improvement of the system exist. Recovering more thermal exergy from
the exhaust gases, limiting or eliminating flaring practices and monitoring the gas
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compression trains could increase the thermodynamic performance of conventional
oil and gas offshore platforms.
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Nomenclature

e specific exergy (mass), J/kg
ē specific exergy (molar), J/mol

Ė exergy rate, MW
h specific enthalpy (mass), J/kg

İ irreversibilities rate, MW
P power, MW
p pressure, MPa
s specific entropy (mass), J/(kg·K)

Ṡ entropy rate, MW/K

V̇ Standard volume flow, Sm3/hr
y component/sub-system exergy ratio
z pollutant mass fraction

Abbreviations
API American Petroleum Institute
ASPEN Advanced System for Process Engineering
DNA Dynamic Network Analysis
EOS equation of state
GOR gas-to-oil ratio
HVAC heating, ventilation and air conditioning
NC near-critical
NHV net heating value, kJ/kg
NRTL non-random-two-liquid
PR Peng-Robinson
TBP true boiling point
TEG triethylene glycol
TIT turbine inlet temperature, ◦C
WOR water-to-oil ratio

Greek letters
β chemical exergy correction factor
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∆T temperature approach, K
ε relative error
η efficiency
λ irreversibility ratio

Superscripts
∗ relative
ch chemical
kn kinetic
ph physical
pt potential

Subscripts
0 dead state
c chemical specie
comp compressor
cv control volume
d destruction
dr driver
exh exhaust
f fuel
gen generation
i inlet
k component
l loss
m metal
mec mechanical
min minimum
o outlet
p product
pp pump
rf reservoir fluid
th thermal
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Abstract

The oil and gas processing plants of four North Sea offshore platforms are anal-
ysed and compared, based on the exergy analysis method. Sources of exergy
destruction and losses are identified and the findings for the different platforms
are compared. Different platforms have different working conditions, which
implies that some platforms need less heat and power than others. Reservoir
properties and composition vary over the lifetime of an oil field, and therefore
maintaining a high efficiency of the processing plant is challenging. The results
of the analysis show that 27%–57% of the exergy destruction take place in the
gas treatment sections, 13%–29% take place in the gas recompression sections
and 10%–24% occur in the production manifolds. The exergy losses with flared
gas are significant for two of the platforms. The exact potential for energy sav-
ings and for enhancing system performances differs across offshore platforms.
However, the results indicate that the largest rooms for improvement lie in
(i) gas compression systems where large amounts of gas may be compressed
and recycled to prevent surge, (ii) production manifolds where well-streams
are depressurised and mixed, and (iii) in the installation of flare gas recovery
systems.

4.1 Introduction

Oil and gas processing on North Sea offshore platforms consumes substantial amounts
of power and has a significant environmental impact, being responsible for about
26% of the total greenhouse gas emissions of Norway in 2011 [105]. Onsite processes
on offshore facilities suffer from significant performance losses over the lifetime of
the installation, as a consequence of substantial variations of the reservoir proper-
ties (e.g. pressure and temperature) and of the production flow rates and composi-
tion (e.g. gas-to-oil and water-to-oil ratios, crude oil properties). These off-design
conditions lead to the use of control strategies such as anti-surge recycling [110],
and thus to greater power consumption and larger exergy destruction. Moreover,
as the oil production decreases with time, energy-intensive techniques such as gas
and water injection are employed to enhance oil recovery from the reservoir. It
is therefore challenging to maintain a high performance of the overall system over
time, while optimising the oil and gas production.

Svalheim and King [109] stressed the large power demand of the gas compression
and water injection processes over the lifespan of the oilfield. To the knowledge of
the authors, it is the only study in the open literature that investigates the life of
field variations of the energy demand of oil and gas facilities. The variations are
due to changes in field pressure, water-to-oil and gas-to-oil ratios over the lifetime
of the field. Their studies also emphasised the benefits that resulted from applying
best practices in energy management (e.g. gas turbine operation near design load,
reduction of flaring and venting practices, and integration of waste heat recovery).
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Similarly, Kloster [46, 47] argued that these measures could and did contribute to
significant energy savings and a reduction of the CO2-emissions of the Norwegian
oil and gas installations. A mapping of the thermodynamic inefficiencies is useful,
as it indicates room for improvements in a rational manner. Such information
can be obtained by carrying out an exergetic analysis, which is based on both the
1st and 2nd laws of thermodynamics. The exergy of a system is defined as the
maximum theoretical ability to do work when it interacts with the environment,
and is, unlike energy, not conserved in real processes [50]. An exergy accounting
reveals the locations and extents of thermodynamic irreversibilities present in a
given system, and these irreversibilities account for a greater fuel use throughout
successive processes [13].

Oliveira and Van Hombeeck [22] conducted an exergy analysis of a Brazilian
oil platform which included the separation, compression and pumping modules but
not the production manifolds. Their work showed that the least exergy-efficient
subsystem was the oil and gas separation, while the most exergy-consuming ones
were the petroleum heating and the gas compression processes. Voldsund et al.
[126] carried out an exergy analysis of a Norwegian oil platform and considered the
production manifold, the separation and recompression processes, the fuel gas sub-
system and the oil pumping and gas reinjection trains. Their study demonstrated
that the largest exergy destruction took place in the production manifold and in the
gas reinjection systems. There were no considerable petroleum heating operations
on this platform, since the feed temperature was high enough for separation of the
specific oil by pressure reduction only, and thus there was no exergy destruction
due to heating operations. Nguyen et al. [71] conducted a generic analysis of Nor-
wegian oil and gas facilities. Their work suggested that the production manifold
and gas compression trains were generally the most exergy-destructive parts, fol-
lowed by the recompression and separation modules. It was also shown that these
results were particularly sensitive to the compressor and pump efficiencies, as well
as to the petroleum composition.

The similitude and discrepancies in the results of these studies suggest that dif-
ferences in the design setup and in the field conditions may affect the locations and
extents of the thermodynamic irreversibilities of the overall system. The literature
appears to contain no systematic comparison of the sources of exergy destruction
for oil and gas platforms. Therefore, in this work, the platform analysed by Vold-
sund et al. [126] is compared with three other North Sea offshore platforms, which
have not been studied in this manner before. The variations of the reservoir fluid
composition over the life cycle of each field are not investigated, but it is worth
emphasising that the four platforms operate at a different production period of an
oilfield (peak and end-life). The work was carried out in three main steps:

• simulation and investigation of the platforms;

• exergy accounting;
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• comparison of the four platforms, based on the outcomes from the two pre-
vious steps.

The present paper is part of two projects dealing with modelling and analy-
sis of oil and gas producing platforms. It builds on previous works conducted by
the same authors and is structured as follows: Section 4.2 describes the followed
methodology, with a strong emphasis on the system description and on the simi-
larities and differences between the four cases. Section 4.3 presents a comparison
of the results obtained for each platform. The results are discussed in Section 4.4
and are followed by concluding remarks in Section 4.5.

4.2 Methodology

4.2.1 System description

The purpose of an offshore platform is to extract, process and export petroleum. A
typical offshore platform consists of a processing plant, utilities, drilling modules,
and a living quarter. The focus of this study is the processing of oil and gas, which
takes place in the processing plant. All power and heat that are needed in the
processing plant are delivered by power turbines and heat recovery systems that
are part of the utilities, normally by combustion of the natural gas produced at
the platform. A flare gas system, which is also a part of the utilities, handles gas
released during unplanned over-pressuring of plant equipment and small volumes of
waste gas that cannot be easily captured and returned to the system for processing.

The structural designs of the processing plants on the four platforms are simi-
lar. Meanwhile, different reservoir fluid characteristics and reservoir properties, as
well as different requirements for the products, have resulted in dissimilar temper-
atures, pressures and flow rates throughout the process, and different demands for
compression, heating, cooling and treatment.

Below we give a generalised overview of the oil and gas processing plant for the
studied platforms, present key information on the platforms, to indicate the main
differences between them, and list process data that are important to explain the
different results for the platforms.

A generalised overview of the processing plant

An overview of the processing plants on the four platforms, with subsystems and
material streams, is shown schematically in Fig. 4.1. This figure shows the common
overall set-up of the processing plants. The detailed process set-ups are illustrated
in Figs. 4.7–4.10. Well fluids from several producing wells (1) enter one or more
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Figure 4.1: A generalised overview of the processing plant on the four North Sea platforms.
The arrows represent one or several mass streams while the blocks represent subsystems.
Dotted arrows and blocks are not present at all four platforms. Flared and vented gases
come from several sections of the processing plant and are not shown in the figure for
readability.

production manifolds where pressure is reduced and streams from the different wells
are mixed. The mixed streams (2) are sent to a separation train where oil, gas and
water are separated in several stages by reducing pressure in each step, and where
heating may be required.

Oil or condensate (3) is sent to the main oil/condensate treatment section where
it is pumped for further export (4). Produced gas is compressed in a recompression
train to match the pressure of the stream entering the separation train (2). This
compression is done in several stages, each stage with a cooler, a scrubber and a
compressor. Condensate from the recompression train is sent back to the separation
train, while compressed gas is sent to the gas treatment section.

The produced gas is treated differently on the four platforms, with different
demands for compression and dehydration, depending on the properties of the gas
and on whether the product (5) is to be exported or used for enhanced oil recovery.
This can be performed either with gas injection, where gas is injected into the
reservoir in order to maintain a high pressure, or gas lift, where gas is injected in
the wells in order to reduce the density of the well-streams. On one of the platforms
additional gas is imported (9) and compressed in this section. Condensate from the
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gas treatment is either recycled to the separation train or pumped, dehydrated and
exported (6) in a separate condensate treatment section. Fuel gas is taken from
one of the streams with produced gas, treated in a fuel gas system and sent (8) to
the power turbines, and for two of the platforms also to the flares for pilot flames.

From each of the subsystems shown in Fig. 4.1, except from the seawater injec-
tion system, some gas may be sent to the flares, in urgency cases and/or in order
to maintain a stable production. The amount of flared gas is normally negligible
compared to the main hydrocarbon flows, representing less than 2% of the total
exergy of the crude oil and gas flows. In special cases large amounts of gas may be
flared to avoid emergencies.

Produced water (7) is treated and either discharged to the sea or injected into
another reservoir. Seawater (10) may be compressed for injection into the producing
reservoir for enhanced recovery (11).

Key information on the studied platforms

The studied platforms are labelled Platform A, B, C and D, and their main char-
acteristics are given below:

• Platform A has been in production for approximately 20 years and is charac-
terised by a high gas-to-oil ratio. Oil is pumped to a nearby platform while
gas is injected into the reservoir for pressure maintenance. Water injection
is also used as a recovery technique, but the injection water is produced at
another platform, and is therefore not taken into consideration in this analy-
sis. Produced water is discharged to the sea. Platform A was investigated in
previous works of the same authors and more details of the analysis can be
found in [126].

• Platform B has been in production for approximately 10 years. It has high
reservoir temperature, pressure and gas-to-oil ratio and produces gas and
condensate through pressure depletion. The exported gas is not dehydrated.
Produced water is injected into another reservoir for disposal. Power con-
sumption is small because of a relatively low compression demand. There
is some heat integration between process streams with cooling- and heating
demand.

• Platform C has also been in production for approximately 10 years. It pro-
duces oil with high viscosity, and heating is required to ease the crude oil-
water separation. The heating demand is met by waste heat recovery from
the exhaust gases exiting the gas turbines, and by heat integration with other
process streams. Gas lift and gas injection are used as recovery strategies:
however, the gas-to-oil ratio of this field is small and gas is therefore im-
ported. Produced water is discharged to the sea. A flare gas recovery system
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is installed. An exergetic assessment of this platform was also presented by
Jøssang [43].

• Platform D has been in production for approximately 20 years, and gas, oil
and condensate are exported. The treatment of condensate is due to a high
propane content in the reservoir fluid and is done to prevent recirculation
of medium-weight alkanes in the separation and recompression trains. Both
gas and condensate are dehydrated. Condensate and gas are mixed at the
outlet of the condensate treatment section and are exported in the same
pipeline network. Heating is required to enhance separation of oil, gas and
water, for regenerating the glycol used for dehydration, and for fractionating
condensate. Gas lift and water injection are used to enhance oil recovery.
A thermodynamic analysis of this platform with focus on production of an
end-life oil field is presented by Nguyen et al. [69].

The gas-to-oil ratios and product flow rates for each of the studied platforms
are given in Table 4.1. Volume flows are estimated at a temperature of 15 ◦C and
a pressure of 1.013 bar. These conditions are denoted standard and are used as a
norm by e.g. the Norwegian Petroleum Directorate. It should be noted that the
choice of these conditions only impacts the values of the volume flows, and is not
related to the choice of the reference conditions for the energy and exergy analyses.

Table 4.1: Gas-to-oil ratios and product flow rates for the studied oil and gas platforms.
Gas-to-oil ratio is given on a standard volume basis.

Platform A Platform B Platform C Platform D

Gas-to-oil ratio, - 2800 3200 360 230
Exported oil/condensate, Sm3/h 133 239 1105 271
Exported gas, 103 Sm3/h - 761 - 7.9
Injected gas, 103 Sm3/h 369 - 363 -
Lift gas, 103 Sm3/h - - 22 49.4
Produced water, Sm3/h 67 12 250 1110
Injected seawater, Sm3/h - - - 890

Process details

Temperatures and pressures for key streams are given in Tables 4.2 and 4.3. The
values given as range (e.g. 64–111 for Platform B, Table 4.2) mean that the reservoir
fluids are extracted through different wells, which are located at different depths
and are thus operated at different temperatures. The following points are essential
for a better understanding of the outcome of the analysis:

• Pressure is reduced in the production manifold and the separation train. Well
stream pressures, p1, and pressures into the separation train, p2, vary between
the platforms, while pressure out of the separation train, p3, ranges between
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1.7 and 2.8 bar for all platforms, due to vapor pressure requirements for the
oil/condensate export.

• Temperatures at the outlet of the production manifold, T2, are higher for
Platforms A and B than for Platforms C and D. No heating is required in
order to separate the well streams of the first two platforms, while the low
temperature together with the petroleum characteristics make heating neces-
sary for the latter two. Export pipelines are subject to practical constraints
such as limitations on the operating temperatures, and low temperatures at
the inlets of the pumps and compressors are preferred for efficient operation.
Thus, the well stream temperatures have effect on the heating demands, and
also to a certain extent on the cooling demands of the platforms.

• In the export pumping section the pressure of the produced oil or condensate
is increased from p3 to p4. The magnitude of p4 depends on the export
requirements.

• The gas treatment section differs across the platforms, depending on the
conditions of the incoming gas, and the planned use of it. On Platforms A,
C and D the pressure is increased from p2 to p5, since the produced gas is
to be injected, used for gas lifting or exported at a pressure higher than p2.
On Platform B the gas is not compressed. Since the well-stream pressure
is high, the operators can allow a pressure at the outlet of the production
manifold higher than the pressure required for export, so p5 is lower than p2.
For a detailed overview of the structural design of this section in each of the
platforms, we refer to Figs. 4.7–4.10.

• The imported gas on Platform C is compressed from p9 to p5 in the gas
treatment section.

• On Platform D seawater is pressurised from p10 to p11 and injected.

Since flow rates throughout the process change over the field lifetime, some parts
are run at lower flow rates than the process equipment was designed for. To avoid
compressor surging in this situation, gas is recycled around the compression stages,
to keep a minimum flow rate through the compressor. The recycled gas is also sent
through the cooler and the scrubber of the compression stage (see Figs.4.7–4.10 for
the exact process set-up), to keep a low temperature and remove the liquid resulting
from the cooling. Gas recycling only takes place within a given sub-system (e.g.
recompression or compression). The gas recycling rates around compressor stages
in the various compression sections of the four platforms are given in Table 4.4.
There is anti-surge recycling in the recompression trains of all platforms, while in
the gas treatment section there is recycling of the imported gas in Platform B and
of the produced gas in Platform D.
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Table 4.2: Pressures (bar) in key streams throughout the processes. Stream numbers refer
to Fig. 4.1.

Stream number (type) Platform A Platform B Platform C Platform D

1 (reservoir fluids) 88–165 123–155 13–111 15–187
2 (reservoir fluids) 70 120 46a, 7b, 13c 7.8d, 7.9e, 8c

3 (oil/condensate) 2.8 2.4 2.7 1.7
4 (oil/condensate) 32 107 99 19
5 (treated gas) 236 118 184 179
6 (condensate) - - - 179
7 (produced water) 9 61 7.2 1.3
8 (fuel gas) 18 37 39 21
9 (gas import) - - 110 -
10 (inlet seawater) - - - 8.5
11 (injection seawater) - - - 127f, 147g

aFrom high pressure manifold.
bFrom low pressure manifold.
cFrom test manifold.
dFrom platform manifold.
eFrom subsea manifold.
fPressure level 1.
gPressure level 2.

Table 4.3: Temperatures (◦C) in key streams throughout the processes. Stream numbers
refer to Fig. 4.1.

Stream number (type) Platform A Platform B Platform C Platform D

1 (reservoir fluids) 80–87 64–111 51–72 49–74
2 (reservoir fluids) 74 106 62a, 69b, 65c 59d, 64e, 63c

3 (oil/condensate) 55 62 97 63
4 (oil/condensate) 50 56 76 45
5 (treated gas) 78 35 75 81
6 (condensate) - - - 68
7 (produced water) 73 78 72 55
8 (fuel gas) 54 50 61 59
9 (gas import) - - 4.4 -
10 (inlet seawater) - - - 19
11 (injection seawater) - - - 57

aFrom high pressure manifold.
bFrom low pressure manifold.
cFrom test manifold.
dFrom platform manifold.
eFrom subsea manifold.
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Table 4.4: Anti-surge recycle rates in the various compression sections of the studied oil
and gas platforms, given as percentage (%) of the flow through the compressors.

Platform A Platform B Platform C Platform D

Recompression train 69–92 4–34 32–44 65–75
Gas treatment, produced gas 0 - 0 5–35
Gas treatment, import gas - - 22 -

4.2.2 Process simulation

One typical production day was simulated for each platform. The simulations were
built on measured values and on values assumed or found in documentation of
equipment. The measured values used for Platforms A, B and D are mean values
for the simulated day, while the values for Platform C are measured at 12:00.
The simulated production days were days with stable conditions, meaning that
the standard deviations for the flow rates throughout the day for exported oil or
condensate were either lower than 10 Sm3/h or 3% and the standard deviation of
produced gas was lower than 2% (Table 4.5). The basic data used in the simulations
is available in the literature [126] for Platform A, in the supplementary information
of this paper (Appendix 4.B) for Platforms B and C, and it is confidential for
Platform D.

Table 4.5: Standard deviation in measured flow rates of produced oil, condensate and
gas for Platforms A, B and D for the simulated days. The values given for Platform C
(marked with *) are maximum deviation through the day from the value measured at
12:00.

Platform A Platform B Platform C Platform D

Exported oil, Sm3/h 9 7 8* 2.2
Exported oil, % 7 3 0.7* 0.80
Lift-, injected or exported gas, Sm3/h ≤ 0.8·103 8·103 6·103* 55·103

Lift-, injected or exported gas, % ≤ 0.2 1.1 1.7* 0.7

Platforms A, C and D process oil and gas, and the Peng-Robinson equation of
state (EOS) [77] was selected. Platform B mainly processes gas and light liquid
hydrocarbons, and the Soave-Redlich-Kwong EOS [97] was used. The process sim-
ulations of Platforms A and C were carried out with Aspen HYSYS [7] version 7.3.
Platform D was simulated with Aspen Plus [6] version 7.2 using the Peng-Robinson
EOS and the Non-Random Two Liquid model [81], with the exception of the glycol
dehydration system that was simulated using the glycol property package of Aspen
HYSYS.

The test manifold was merged together with the 1st stage separator in the sim-
ulations of Platforms A and B, while it was included as an independent separator in
the simulations of Platforms C and D. Crude oil mixtures contain a large variety of
chemical compounds, from hydrocarbons such as light alkanes and heavy aromat-
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ics, to impurities such as nickel and vanadium. Detailed compositional analyses of
these mixtures are rarely carried out, and crude oils are thus modelled as mixtures
of known and unknown, named hypothetical components. Light- and medium-
weight hydrocarbons are represented by known components such as light alkanes
and alkenes. On the contrary, the components forming the heavy fractions of the
crude oil are not modelled individually, but are lumped into the fictive groups of
components. A given hypothetical component corresponds therefore to several real
components, and displays the thermophysical and chemical properties of a given
fraction of the crude oil. In this work, the hypothetical properties were obtained
from the operators for the Platforms A, B and C, while they were derived from
crude oil assays and measurements for Platform D. The numerical tolerance limits
of the process models were set so that the relative deviations between in and out
flows of the systems were smaller than 2·10−5 both for mass and energy for all four
platforms.

4.2.3 Exergy analysis

Exergy accounting

An exergy accounting was performed to identify the sources of thermodynamic
inefficiencies in the four cases investigated. The exergy of a stream of matter is
defined as the maximum theoretical work obtainable when the stream of matter
interacts with the environment to reach equilibrium. This maximum theoretical
work is obtained when all processes involved are reversible.Internal irreversibilities,
that take place in all real processes, are responsible for exergy destruction in the
oil and gas processing units. The exergy destruction can be calculated from an
exergy balance [50, 13]. For an open control volume in steady-state conditions, the
exergy destruction rate, Ėd, is defined as the difference between the rates of exergy
entering and leaving a system:

Ėd = ĖQ + ĖW +
∑

ṁinein −
∑

ṁouteout, (4.1)

where ĖW and ĖQ are the rates of exergy accompanying work and heat entering the
system. For simplicity we name these variables power and heat exergy in the rest
of this study. The symbols ṁ and e represent the mass flow rate and the specific
exergy of the stream of matter. Out of the exergy streams leaving the system,
some streams are not useful, and is therefore discharged to the environment. Such
streams can be identified as exergy losses.
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Exergy transfer

The exergy transported with a material stream, e, can be expressed as the sum of
its kinetic, ekin, potential, epot, physical, eph, and chemical components, ech [50]:

e = ekin + epot + eph + ech. (4.2)

The specific physical exergy accounts for differences in temperature and pressure
with the ambient temperature and pressure (T0, p0) without changes in chemical
composition. It is defined as:

eph = (h− h0)− T0(s− s0), (4.3)

where h and s are the specific enthalpy and entropy calculated at the stream con-
ditions and h0 and s0 at ambient temperature, T0, and pressure, p0. The specific
chemical exergy accounts for differences in chemical composition with a reference
environment and can be expressed as:

ech
mix =

∑
i

xie
ch
i︸ ︷︷ ︸

I

+h0 −
∑
i

xihi,0 − T0

(
s0 −

∑
i

xisi,0

)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

II

=
∑
i

xie
ch
i,mix︸ ︷︷ ︸

III

, (4.4)

where term I represents the chemical exergy of the pure components, with xi the
mass fraction and ech

i the specific chemical exergy. Term II corresponds to the
decrease of chemical exergy due to mixing effects, with hi,0 the enthalpy of pure
component i at ambient conditions, and si,0 the corresponding entropy. Term III
denotes the chemical exergy of the components in the mixture, with ech

i,mix the
specific chemical exergy of component i in the mixture. The specific potential and
kinetic exergies are equal to the potential and kinetic energies, respectively.

Exergy transferred as work (e.g. electric or mechanical work) is equal to the
amount of work:

ĖW = Ẇ , (4.5)

and exergy transferred as heat is determined by the Carnot efficiency, and is for
temperatures above the ambient given by:

ĖQ =

(
1− T0

T

)
Q̇. (4.6)

The symbol Ẇ denotes work transfer and Q̇ denotes transfer of thermal energy.
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Calculation details

The ambient pressure and temperature used in the calculation of physical ex-
ergy were 1 atm and 8 ◦C, which is the average air temperature for the North
Sea [73]. The chemical exergy of the pure components were taken as presented by
Szargut [114] for the real chemical components. They are calculated following the
method and correlations of Rivero [85] for the hypothetical components. Poten-
tial and kinetic exergy were assumed negligible in comparison with chemical and
physical exergy in the present cases.

The control volume chosen for the exergy analysis on the four platforms includes
the process modules shown in Fig. 4.1, with the components presented in Figs.
4.7–4.10. The exergy destruction taking place in the heaters in Platforms B and
C is assigned to the separation sub-systems, as the heating demand results from
the temperature requirements in that section. The following sub-systems are not
considered in this work, as they are not part of the processing plant as such, or
contribute only to a minor extent to the total exergy destruction of the plant.

• The seawater lift, which includes the pumps required to lift the seawater on-
site and to bring it to the pressure of the cooling water distribution system;

• The cooling medium system;

• The pilot flares and flare headers, where the unusable gas, released by pressure
relief valves in several parts of the plant (e.g. separation and fuel gas sub-
systems), is burnt off with air and rejected to the atmosphere;

• The produced water treatment, where chemicals such as biocides are mixed
with produced water to ease separation with impurities;

• The gas lift, where the pressure of the gas streams is decreased to match the
wellhead pressure and ease petroleum production.

In the present work, the term exergy destruction refers to the irreversibilities
taking place within the control volume under study (internal irreversibilities). The
term exergy losses refers to the irreversibilities outside this control volume, i.e. the
ones taking place when waste exergy streams are dissipated to the environment.

For instance, the flare headers are considered as a part of the utility plant of
an oil and gas platform. They are therefore not included in the control volume
and all the chemical exergy in flared gas is counted as a loss. In the case of the
coolers, the irreversibilities caused by the pressure drops on the gas and water side,
as well as with heat transfer, are accounted as exergy destruction. The increase in
temperature-based exergy on the cooling medium side is accounted as an exergy
loss.
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4.3 Results

The exergy input of the oil and gas processing plants, as well as the useful and lost
exergy outputs, are given in Table 4.6. The exergy input consists of the exergy
flowing with the well streams, the imported gas, and the heat and power exergies.
The useful exergy output includes the exergy flowing with the export streams, gas
for injection and lift, and fuel gas. The useful exergy output corresponds to 99.5%–
99.8% of the exergy input. Such values are often referred to as the total exergy
efficiencies. The exergy flows associated with the heat and power inputs to the
processing plants are 0.05%–1.8% of the magnitude of the exported exergy flows.

The fuel gas is counted as useful output, even though it is not an exported
product, because the focus of this study is the processing plants, and not the
overall platforms. The fuel gas exergy represents 0.3%–8% of the exported exergy.
The fuel gas is consumed to produce power for the drilling modules (where the
loads vary significantly from day to day) and for the living quarter, as well as heat
and power for the processing plants.

The main sources of exergy losses on the four studied platforms include the dis-
charge of produced water, the release of flared and vented gases to the atmosphere,
and the rejection of cooling water to the sea. The exact amount of exergy losses
with flared and vented gases varies from day to day, as gas flaring is not practiced
continuously and is subject to significant variations over days. For the days we
study, the chemical exergy of the flared gases are significant at Platforms A and D,
while exergy losses with produced water are significant in the cases of Platforms C
and D.

The power and heat exergy, which are consumed in each subsystem for the four
platforms, are presented in absolute numbers and per oil equivalent (o.e.) in Figs.
4.2 and 4.3, respectively. The unit oil equivalent is used by oil and gas companies
as a way to present into a single measure the production of oil, gas and condensate.
It is considered that 1 unit of volume of oil has roughly the same energy content as
1 unit of volume of condensate, or as 1000 units of volume of gas. The production
manifolds are not included in Figs. 4.2 and 4.3, because no heat or power exergy
is consumed there on any of the platforms, since the only processes taking place in
the manifolds are mixing and throttling. For the remaining subsystems it is shown
that:

• Power is mainly used for compression in the recompression sections, gas treat-
ment sections and oil/condensate sections.

• On Platform D a significant amount of power is also used for increasing the
seawater pressure for further injection.

• No power is required in the gas treatment section on Platform B, at the
difference of the three other platforms, because the feed pressure (p1) at
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the inlet of the separation subsystem is high enough to meet the export
specifications (p5).

• In the separation section on Platform C, approximately half of the exergy
used for crude oil heating comes from heat integration with other product
streams, while the other half comes from waste heat from the power turbines.

• The heating demand of the gas treatment and oil/condensate treatment sec-
tions on Platform D (in the dehydration processes) is met by recovering waste
heat from the power turbines, electrical heating, and to a minor extent by
heat integration.

• Power used for heating in the fuel gas systems is less than 1% of the total
power consumption for each of the platforms.

• Power and heat exergy consumed per oil equivalent is highest for Platform
A, followed by Platform D, while it is relatively small for Platforms B and C.

• The power exergy consumed per oil equivalent is particularly high in the gas
treatment section on Platform A with 520 MJ/o.e.

In Fig. 4.4 exergy destruction in each subsystem for each of the platforms are
given and in Fig. 4.5 the same values are given as percentage for each platform. In
general, the highest contributions to exergy destruction are due to:

• throttling in production manifolds and separation trains;

• irreversibilities in coolers;

• inefficiencies in compressors and anti-surge recycling.

A more detailed investigation of Fig. 4.5 shows the following about the locations
and sources of exergy destruction on the four platforms:

• Exergy destruction in production manifolds represents 10–24% of the total
exergy destruction at the four platforms.

• Exergy destruction due to throttling in separation trains accounts for 2–12%.

• Exergy destroyed in compressors amounts to 28–40%, with the exception of
Platform B where it amounts to only 13%.

• On Platform B, 33% is due to cooling in the gas treatment section.

• Exergy destruction due to pressure loss in recycled streams amounts to 4–15%
for the four platforms.

• Exergy destruction in the crude oil heater makes up approximately 6% and
5% respectively for Platforms C and D.
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• The exergy destruction in the oil/condensate export system of Platform A
accounts for 1%, while for Platforms B–D it accounts for 6–10%.

• Exergy destruction in the fuel gas, produced water handling and seawater
injection systems are of minor importance compared to the other studied
systems.

The exergy destroyed per exported oil equivalent in each subsystem for the four
platforms are shown in Fig. 4.6. Platforms A and D have clearly more inefficien-
cies per oil equivalent than Platforms B and C. They are older than the other two
platforms and have export flow rates that are low compared to their peak produc-
tion. Platform A has a high gas-to-oil ratio (2800), injects gas and exports only
oil. The injection of gas makes a high oil recovery from the reservoir possible but
is responsible for considerable power consumption and exergy destruction:

• The large amount of gas that is not exported gives high exergy destruction
per exported oil equivalent in the production manifold (125 MJ/o.e.).

• In the recompression train, recycling of gas to prevent compressor surging
has led to almost constant flow rates, and thus exergy destruction, even if
the amount of oil in the separation train has decreased.

• The high exergy destruction per exported oil equivalent in the gas treatment
section (245 MJ/o.e.) is because here a significant amount of compression
work is done to produce gas that is not exported but used for enhanced oil
recovery.

Platform D has a low gas-to-oil ratio (230), uses gas and seawater for lift and
injection, and exports oil, gas and condensate. The high exergy destruction per
exported oil equivalent (178 MJ/o.e.) results from the large amount of power
required to compress the gas.

4.4 Discussion

4.4.1 Accuracy

The main results of this study are estimates for heat and power exergy consump-
tion, exergy destruction and exergy losses. The accuracy of these results, i.e. the
closeness to the true values, depends on the accuracy of the simulations and on the
energy and exergy calculations. The following points may affect the accuracy: (i)
the variations of the process variables throughout the day, (ii) measurement uncer-
tainties, (iii) accuracy of the equations of state, (iv) accuracy of correlations used
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in calculation of chemical exergy and (v) selection of standard state for chemical
exergy calculations.

There are natural variations in the feed compositions, temperatures, pressures
and flow rates, which lead to variations also in other process variables throughout
the system. However, steady-state conditions were assumed in the calculations.
As described in Section 4.2.2, the measured values considered in the simulations
for Platforms A, B and D were day-averaged, and this results in a levelling of
inconsistencies due to lag effects of the system. In the case of Platform C, the
measured values were taken at a specific point of time so for this platform there is
a higher possibility for inconsistent data. All four platforms are simulated on days
with stable conditions, and this both limits lag effects and gives small standard
deviations over the day.

An overview of measurement uncertainties is given in Table 4.7. The authorities
have set requirements for the uncertainties of fiscal measurements, e.g. export flow
rates and fuel gas consumption. The measurement uncertainties for such variables
were assumed to be equal to the limits set in the requirements. The values for
the measurement uncertainties for other process variables were assumed based on
guidelines set by the oil company, discussions with the operators and the authors’
own experiences. In most cases, the measurement uncertainties were larger than
the standard deviations of the variables over the day, so the latter were therefore
not taken into consideration in this study.

The Peng-Robinson [77] and the Soave-Redlich-Kwong [97] equations of state
(EOS) were used to calculate the enthalpies and entropies of each stream. Both were
conceived to estimate the vapour-liquid equilibrium properties and fugacities of
hydrocarbon mixtures, and they are widely used for modelling petroleum processes.
The Soave-Redlich-Kwong EOS was initially designed to describe the behaviour of
small and non-polar molecules in vapour phase, making it particularly suitable for
modelling gas processes. However, it was inaccurate for calculations of hydrocarbon
properties in liquid phase. This was improved in the Peng-Robinson EOS [123, 98].
The Soave-Redlich-Kwong EOS was chosen for the simulations of Platform C, which
mostly processes gas, and the Peng-Robinson EOS for the simulations of Platforms
A, B and D.

For the calculation of heat and power exergy consumption and exergy losses,
uncertainty originating from measurements and from the equation of state are
most relevant. A detailed analysis of the impact of these points were performed for
Platform A [126]. Uncertainty originating from the equation of state was evaluated
by comparing values obtained for methane from the equation of state used in the
simulation, with values obtained from a presumably more accurate equation of
state. The total uncertainties originating from these two error sources were lower
than 10% for the power consumption and exergy destruction in the production
manifolds, recompression and gas treatment sections. The uncertainties for the
separation and export sections were higher (Table 4.8). For all four platforms,
the processes are similar, the measurements are of the same type, and the same
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or similar equations of state were used as for Platform A. These points suggest
that the uncertainties of the calculated heat and power consumption and exergy
destruction for Platforms B–D are of the same magnitude as for Platform A.

Table 4.7: Measurement uncertainty assumed at 95% confidence level for process variables.

Process variable Uncertainty

Pressure 1.0%
Temperature 1.0 ◦C
Electric power 2%
Oil/condensate export flow rate 0.3%
Gas export flow rate 1.0%
Fuel gas flow rate 1.8%
Flare gas flow rate 5%
Other flow rates 10%

Table 4.8: Uncertainty of total power consumption and total exergy destruction for Plat-
form A [126], expressed in %.

Power Exergy destruction

Production manifold - 9
Separation 15 25
Export section 47 40a

Recompression 0.6 5
Gas treatment 1 5
Fuel gas system 1 1

aMisprint in [126]. For exergy destruction in export section, the uncertainty should be 100 kW.

The method of Rivero [85] was used to calculate the chemical exergy of hy-
pothetical components, based on the lower heating value and on the elemental
composition of each crude oil fraction. Szargut presented a similar expression,
which takes fewer elements into account and this equation is claimed to have a
mean accuracy of 0.5% [114]. The petroleum correlations used to estimate the
lower heating value have an accuracy of 1% [102]. The correlations are based on
the elemental composition and the specific gravity of each crude oil fraction, and
these properties are not exactly known. Petroleum assays for blends containing the
specific crude oils were used instead, and this gives additional error to the exergy
of the hypothetical components.

The reference environment of Szargut [114] was used in this study. It is worth
noticing that the model of Kotas [50], which is based on a previous model of
Szargut, predicts a standard chemical exergy three times larger for water, but
displays similar values for hydrocarbon compounds. However, the model of Kotas
has a reference atmosphere with a relative humidity of 28%, while the relative
humidity is 70% in the model of Szargut. Since the platforms are located offshore,
the model of Szargut is considered to be most realistic.
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The accuracy of the calculated exergy of waste streams (exergy losses), as well
as the exergy of feed and export streams, do mainly depend on the calculation
of chemical exergy of the hypothetical components, and on the uncertainty of the
exported flow rates. The exergy losses associated with produced water does in
addition have a strong dependency on the choice of reference environment.

4.4.2 Suggestion of process improvements

The four platforms compared within this study are of the North Sea platform
type. They illustrate the diversity among these facilities, with production of heavy
and viscous oil to condensate and gas, and with different product specifications,
reservoir conditions, and operating strategies. The mapping of the thermodynamic
irreversibilities shows where exergy is destroyed in the system and hints therefore
to process route improvements.

Production manifold

Significant quantities of exergy are destroyed in the production manifold in any
case. It is therefore expected that most North Sea platforms present this behaviour,
and this is supported by the findings of the generic analysis conducted by Nguyen et
al. [71]. The two platforms where this exergy destruction is the lowest (Platforms
B and D) are characterised by a small difference between the inlet pressures of the
choke valves and of the 1st stage separators. The first one has the highest gas-to-
oil ratio (3200), and condensate-gas separation can be started at a relatively high
pressure (120 bar). On the opposite, the second one has the lowest gas-to-oil ratio
(230), but the highest water production (1110 Sm3/h). It is run at the end-life of
the production field, and the pressure at the inlet of the production manifold has
therefore decreased.

A first possibility for improving these systems is to design the production man-
ifolds at several pressure levels, as done on some platforms. Gas can be recov-
ered at higher pressures, meaning that a smaller amount of exergy is destroyed by
throttling, and lower compression power is required. It would also limit mixing of
well-streams with different compositions, and ease phase separation. As the reser-
voir pressure decreases with time, inflowing streams can be rerouted to another
manifold when their pressure becomes lower. However, the selection of the number
of manifolds, and of the pressure levels, is a compromise between the supplemen-
tary equipment cost (capital cost), the operating costs (smaller power demand and
larger gas export) and the oil production (smaller liquid production).

Other possibilities are to integrate multiphase expanders, which would reduce
the exergy destruction taking place in the expansion process and generate addi-
tional power, or multiphase ejectors that can use exergy in high pressure wells to
increase production in depleted ones. However, the design of such equipment is
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a challenging task because the well-streams contain sand, hydrogen sulphides and
other impurities, and this could cause corrosion and reduce the lifetime of these
components.

The overall benefits of measures on production manifolds are linked to the
development of the feed composition over time. High pressure gas contains more
pressure-based exergy than high pressure liquid.

Gas treatment

The present comparison suggests that the gas treatment process often is the major
exergy-destroying sub-system. It results from combined effects of the inefficiencies
of the turbomachinery components, and of the temperature gap between the cooling
water and hot gas streams. These trends were observed for all platforms where
there was a need for gas compression, both with and without anti-surge recycling.
This illustrates that designing and operating a highly efficient gas compression
process is critical for reaching a high performance of the overall processing plant.
However, it is challenging to maintain a high performance because the gas flow rates
decrease with time, resulting in compressors run in off-design conditions. Svalheim
[109, 110] and Bothamley [14] proposed various measures, such as re-wheeling the
compressors when large amounts of gas must be recycled to prevent surge. The
integration of several but parallel trains would also result in higher energy savings,
since varying flow rates can be handled by closing or opening parallel trains, and
the compressors will be run for a longer period near their nominal point.

The exergy destruction taking place in the coolers placed before the compressors
is partly caused by the anti-surge recycling, as larger gas flow rates need to be
cooled before being recompressed. Smaller amounts of exergy may be destroyed
with a better match of the water and gas flow rates and temperatures. The exergy
discharged from the gas streams may be recovered, although it may be difficult to
recover heat at these temperature levels (30 to 150 ◦C). Further integration with
the heating systems present on the facilities may be investigated.

Process–utility integration

The interactions between the utility system and the processing plant should be in-
vestigated in further details. A comparison with the Brazilian platform investigated
by Oliveira and Van Hombeeck [22] shows the differences across platforms located
in different oil regions. On the four North Sea platforms studied in this work, the
heating demand was limited, and waste heat from the exhaust gases was enough to
cover it. The gas turbines were designed to provide the required electrical power,
but a large amount of excess heat is discharged into the environment, as it is re-
covered only to a moderate extent. On the opposite, on the Brazilian platform, the
oil separation process has a significant heating demand, and recovering waste heat
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from the gas turbines was not sufficient. A furnace was therefore complementing
the heat recovery system.

The heating demand depends, among other factors, on (i) the initial feed tem-
perature, which is lower in the Brazilian Gulf than in the North Sea, (ii) the
viscosity of the crude oil (iii) the content of medium-weight hydrocarbons, which
is much higher for the oil extracted on Platform D than conventional light oil, (iv)
the integration of processes such as CO2-capture by chemical absorption, glycol
dehydration and condensate fractionation. These energy efficiency measures are
discussed in the works of Kloster [46, 47] and of Nguyen et al. [71]. Replacing
conventional combustion technologies to combined cycles may be one of the most
significant measures for improving the efficiency of oil and gas platforms. Cogener-
ation technologies together with a high level of process integration, may be relevant
for platforms with a high heat demand. The integration of bottoming cycles would
improve the efficiency of the complete system, at the expense of higher capital costs
due to higher space requirements. Such solutions are already in use on other North
Sea installations [4].

Flaring, cooling water and produced water

Losses with flaring vary from day to day, but for some platforms the total amount
of exergy dissipated with these gas losses can be significant throughout the year.
Such losses can be reduced with the use of gas recovery systems, as already done
on Platform C.

Little can be done to recover exergy from the produced and cooling water flows,
since their chemical exergy is hardly usable, and their temperature is relatively low
(50–75 ◦C). Kloster [46] suggested to use the produced water extracted along with
oil and gas instead of treated seawater or to re-use the cooling water for enhanced
oil recovery water injection, as done on some platforms, to reduce the pumping
and water demands. However, the hydrocarbon content of the wastewater may
be problematic, as it could cause plugging, and re-using the produced water for
injection is only possible for platforms operated on fields with a high water-to-oil
ratio.

4.4.3 Significance and limitations

We have mapped the exergy destruction and losses in the oil and gas processing
plants of four oil and gas platforms. The present findings are in accordance with
the results of Svalheim and King [110], who stated that the gas compression step
is the most energy-demanding steps. They can also be compared to the previous
findings of Bothamley [14] who focused on the variety of offshore processing options
in different oil regions. The findings of this paper may be used for estimating
qualitatively the locations and extents of thermodynamic irreversibilities on North
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Sea oil and gas platforms, although caution should be exercised when other design
setups are considered, or if the compositions of the well-streams differ strongly.

Moreover, the four platforms present significant differences among each other:
the well-fluid composition differs from one facility to another, different products
are exported and gas is sometimes used for lift or injection, and processes such
as condensate treatment and gas dehydration are not always installed. A direct
comparison is therefore made difficult. However, it should be noted that, although
significant differences can be found between the four platforms, general trends can
be observed. Significant exergy destruction takes place in the compressors and cool-
ers in any case, and the gas recirculation to prevent surge has a significant impact
for platforms with decreasing oil and gas production. The results depend on factors
such as (i) the efficiency and the control strategies of the turbo-machinery compo-
nents (ii) the integration of additional subsystems and (iii) the outlet specifications
of the processing plant.

The integration of gas dehydration has little impact on the total exergy destruc-
tion of the platform. The irreversibilities taking place in the glycol absorber and in
the regenerator are small in comparison to the ones taking place in the compressors
and coolers, because of the small flow rate of tri-ethylene glycol. The integration of
an additional condensate treatment section results in a smaller power consumption,
compared to the case where no separate section is integrated [53].

Finally, the differences between the platforms analysed in this study and the
Brazilian case shows that caution should be exercised when extending the present
conclusions to platforms in other regions of the world. This suggests that each
oil platform should be assessed individually, to pinpoint major sources of exergy
destruction on that specific facility.

4.5 Conclusion

Exergy analyses were performed on the oil and gas processing plants on four North
Sea oil and gas platforms, which differ by their operating conditions and strategies.
The comparison of the sources to exergy destruction and exergy losses illustrated
the large exergy destruction associated with the gas treatment and production
manifold systems, ranging above 27% and 10%, respectively. The fuel gas and
seawater injection processes represent less than 3% each in every case. For two of
the platforms the exergy losses due to flaring were significant.

However, the contributions of the recompression, separation and oil export sec-
tions vary across the different platforms. Although the precise values of the exergy
destruction rates differ from one platform to another, the results indicate that the
largest rooms for improvement lie in (i) gas compression systems, (ii) production
manifolds, and (iii) flared gas recovery.
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Nomenclature

e specific exergy, J/kg
h specific enthalpy, J/kg
ṁ mass flow rate, kg/s
p pressure, Pa
s specific entropy, J/kgK
x mass fraction, -

Ė exergy rate, W
Q thermal energy, kJ
T temperature, K
W work, kJ

Abbreviations
EOS Equation of state

Superscripts
ch chemical
kin kinetic
mix mixture
ph physical
pot potential
Q thermal energy
W work

Subscripts
d destruction
i component
in inlet
l loss
out outlet
0 dead state
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4.A Process Flowsheets

The process flowsheets of each of the platforms are shown in Figs. 4.7 – 4.10.
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Figure 4.7: Process flow diagram of the processing plant of Platform A. Gas streams are
shown with orange arrows, water streams with blue arrows, and oil, condensate and mixed
streams are shown with brown arrows.
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Figure 4.8: Process flow diagram of the processing plant of Platform B. Gas streams are
shown with orange arrows, water streams with blue arrows, and oil, condensate and mixed
streams are shown with brown arrows. Symbol explanations can be found in Fig. 4.7
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Figure 4.9: Process flow diagram of the processing plant of Platform C. Gas streams are
shown with orange arrows, water streams with blue arrows, and oil, condensate and mixed
streams are shown with brown arrows. Symbol explanations can be found in Fig. 4.7
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Figure 4.10: Process flow diagram of the processing plant of Platform D. Gas streams are
shown with orange arrows, water streams with blue arrows, glycol is shown with purple
arrows, and oil, condensate and mixed streams are shown with brown arrows.
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4.B Supplementary information: Process modelling

4.B.1 Platform A

All details on process data, except for the cooling water system, for Platform A can
be found in Ref [126]. The process flowsheet is given in Fig. 4.7 in Appendix 4.A.
Details for the cooling water system are found in Table 4.9.

Table 4.9: Pressure, p, pressure drop, ∆P , temperatures, T , and mass fractions, x, from
the oil company’s documentation of the cooling system set in the simulation of the cooling
water system of Platform A.

Process unit Variable Value

Cooling medium to coolers p, bar 7.8
Pressure drop on cold side in coolers ∆p, bar 0.5
Cooling medium to coolers T , ◦C 17
Cooling medium from all coolers mixed T , ◦C 37.7
Cooling medium, TEG weight fraction xTEG, - 0.3
Cooling medium, water weight fraction xwater, - 0.7
Seawater to export cooler T , ◦C 8.0

4.B.2 Platform B

The process at Platform B was simulated for a real production day with stable and
typical process conditions. The process flowsheet of Platform B is given in Fig. 4.8
in Appendix 4.A.

Composition data was available for (i) the reservoir fluids at the start of the field
lifetime and (ii) the export gas from a few months before the simulated production
day. To simulate the well streams, the composition of the reservoir fluids was
used, but to get the correct water-to-oil ratio, water was mixed in, while to get the
correct gas-to-oil ratio, gas with the composition of the export gas was removed.
The compositions of the three fluids used to simulate the well streams are given in
Table 4.10. Hypothetical components (developed by the oil company) were used to
describe the heavy fractions of the reservoir fluids, and the properties set for these
hypothetical components are given in Table 4.11. Calculated flow rates of the gas,
condensate and water phases in each well stream are given in Table 4.12. Calculated
flow rates are flow rates for each phase in the three-phase well streams estimated
by the oil company. Measured flow rates of exported gas, exported condensate and
produced water are given in Table 4.13. The well stream flow rates of each phase
were set such that the flow rates of the simulated product streams of the process
fitted with the measured product streams in Table 4.13 after all other input data
in the simulation was set. The more uncertain calculated flow rates of the well
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streams in Table 4.12 were used to set the ratio of flow from the different wells for
each of the phases.

Table 4.10: Composition of fluids used for simulation of feed streams of Platform B. The
composition of gas is a measured composition of the exported gas a few months before
the simulated production day. The composition of reservoir fluids is the composition of
the reservoir at start the start of the field lifetime.

Component Gas Reservoir fluids Water

Nitrogen 1.89·10−3 1.80·10−3 0
CO2 3.78·10−2 3.53·10−2 0
Water 0 0 1
Methane 0.831 0.801 0
Ethane 6.98·10−2 7.00·10−2 0
Propane 3.02·10−2 3.09·10−2 0
i-Butane 4.56·10−3 4.80·10−3 0
n-Butane 9.04·10−3 1.01·10−2 0
i-Pentane 2.71·10−3 3.50·10−3 0
n-Pentane 2.91·10−3 4.00·10−3 0
HypoB-1 1.03·10−2 5.10·10−3 0
HypoB-2 0 7.90·10−3 0
HypoB-3 0 8.50·10−3 0
HypoB-4 0 4.90·10−3 0
HypoB-5 0 4.50·10−3 0
HypoB-6 0 3.10·10−3 0
HypoB-7 0 2.00·10−3 0
HypoB-8 0 1.20·10−3 0
HypoB-9 0 8.00·10−4 0
HypoB-10 0 6.00·10−4 0
HypoB-11 0 3.00·10−4 0
HypoB-12 0 1.00·10−4 0

Measured temperatures, pressures and flow rates set within the process are given
in Table 4.14, while values set based on assumptions and information from docu-
mentation of the equipment are given in Table 4.15. The following simplifications
were done in the simulation:

• In the real process there is an additional test separator in the 1st separation
stage. This separator was merged into the main 1st stage separator.

• All identical parallel coolers, pumps and scrubbers were merged into one.

• The individual delivery and return temperatures of the cooling medium from
each of the coolers was set to the measured delivery temperature and the
temperature of the mixed cooling medium from all coolers (Table 4.14), un-
less this gave a temperature difference betweem inlet gas and outlet cooling
medium lower than 10 ◦C. In the latter case the temperature was set to give
a difference of 10 ◦C.
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Table 4.11: Molecular weight, M , normal boiling point, Tb, ideal liquid density, ρid.liq.,
critical temperature, Tc, critical pressure, pc, critical volume, Vc, and acentric factor, ω,
for the hypothetical components used to describe the heavy oil fractions of Platform B.

Component M , g/mol Tb, ◦C ρid.liq., kg/m3 Tc, ◦C pc, bar Vc, m3/kmol ω, -

HypoB-1 85.65 68.75 664.5 234.2 29.69 0.37 0.296
HypoB-2 91.13 91.95 741 255 34.49 0.3938 0.454
HypoB-3 104.3 116.7 765.5 279.3 30.35 0.4153 0.492
HypoB-4 118.9 142.2 778 302.2 26.38 0.4571 0.534
HypoB-5 140.1 176.3 790.7 331.6 22.35 0.5269 0.594
HypoB-6 167.5 217.6 805.5 365.2 19.12 0.6203 0.669
HypoB-7 197.5 255.9 818 397.8 16.87 0.7285 0.747
HypoB-8 229 291.1 828.9 429 15.3 0.8467 0.825
HypoB-9 256.6 318.6 838.6 454.5 14.38 0.952 0.89
HypoB-10 289 349.8 849.1 483 13.61 1.081 0.963
HypoB-11 336 390.1 861.8 521.5 12.81 1.271 1.059
HypoB-12 403.6 439 876.9 573.2 12.09 1.555 1.177

Table 4.12: Calculated flow rates of the gas (103 Sm3/h), oil (Sm3/h) and water (Sm3/h)
phases in each well stream entering the production manifold at Platform B. These flow
rates are estimated by the oil company, based on measurements, and they have a high
uncertainty.

Well Gas Condensate Water

5 153.9 73.61 1.72
6 88 41.9 0.76
11 136 65.1 1.53
12 10.6 5.09 0.11
13 42.1 22.64 0.37
14 180.3 85.94 1.85

Table 4.13: Measured flow rates, F , in process steams leaving Platform B.

Produced fluid Variable Value

Exported condensate F , Sm3/h 238.9
Exported gas F , 103 Sm3/h 761
Produced water F , m3/h 12.6
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• The gas fraction in the oil from the phase splitter was modified by splitting
a part of the gas outlet stream and adding it to the oil stream.

• Pressure drops in tubes and separators and heat losses from tubes were ne-
glected. Pressure drops in heat exchangers, where this was not a function of
measured pressures (Table 4.14) were set to 1.0 bar.

Measured process variables are compared with simulated process variables in Ta-
ble 4.16. The following points can be noted:

• The simulated temperature of the 1st stage separator is within the uncertainty
of 1◦C (Table 4.7) of the measured value, while the simulated temperatures
of the 2nd and 3rd stage separators deviated with 7.5 and 5.1 ◦C from the
measured temperatures. These temperatures are strongly dependent on the
amount of condensate from the wet gas scrubber, and given that the temper-
ature measurements are correct, the reason for the deviation is assumed to
be too high condensate flow from the wet gas scrubber, which indicate that
the feed composition is not correct. Decreasing the flow rate of condensate
with 2/5 gives the measured temperatures in the separators. Decreasing the
liquid flow rate at the outlet of the wet gas cooler with 2/5 gave less than
1% change in the exergy destruction in this unit, while changing the temper-
atures in the separators to the measured ones, resulted in increased exergy
destruction in the coolers in the recompression train with 20% and decreased
exergy destruction the compressors in the recompression train with 3.6%.
Other changes were less than 1%.

• All simulated flow rates were within the uncertainty of 10% (Table 4.7) of
the measured values.

• Simulated pressure of water and oil entering the water and 1st oil pumps,
are 2.4 bar, while the measured values are 3.75 and 3.86 bar, respectively.
These deviations are found because height differences are not taken into con-
sideration in the simulation. As discussed for Platform A [126], this has little
impact on the overall results.
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Table 4.14: Measured values for pressure, p, temperature, T , and flow rate, F , set in the
simulated process flowsheet of Platform B.

Process stream Variable Value Process stream Variable Value

Production manifold Recompression
Well 5, valve, in p, bar 131.2 1st compressor, in p, bar 2.26
Well 6, valve, in p, bar 155.2 1st compressor, out p, bar 9.35
Well 11, valve, in p, bar 127.4 2nd compressor, in p, bar 8.90
Well 12, valve, in p, bar 123.2 2nd compressor, out p, bar 27.88
Well 13, valve, in p, bar 124.4 3rd compressor, in p, bar 27.15
Well 14, valve, in p, bar 145.9 3rd compressor, out p, bar 62.87
Well 5, valve, out p, bar 122 4th compressor, in p, bar 61.87
Well 6, valve, out p, bar 121.3 4th compressor, out p, bar 118.4
Well 11, valve, out p, bar 122.4 Condensate pump, out p, bar 5.7
Well 12, valve, out p, bar 121.1 1st cooler, out T , ◦C 29.4
Well 13, valve, out p, bar 121.7 1st compressor, out T , ◦C 101.3
Well 14, valve, out p, bar 121.6 2nd cooler, out T , ◦C 31.6
Well 5, valve, in T , ◦C 109.6 2nd compressor, out T , ◦C 115.1
Well 6, valve, in T , ◦C 107 3rd cooler, out T , ◦C 30.0a

Well 11, valve, in T , ◦C 110.1 3rd compressor, out T , ◦C 95.5
Well 12, valve, in T , ◦C 63.9 4th cooler, out T , ◦C 35.0a

Well 13, valve, in T , ◦C 101 4th compressor, out T , ◦C 88.4
Well 14, valve, in T , ◦C 110.5 1st compressor, in F , m3/h 7200
Separation 2nd compressor, in F , m3/h 1200
1st separator p, bar 119.6 3rd compressor, in F , m3/h 1410
2nd separator p, bar 27.8 4th compressor, in F , m3/h 650
3rd separator p, bar 2.4 Flare system
Phase splitter, gas out F , Sm3/h 74,000 To flare F , m3/h 94.3
Water pump, out p, bar 61.06 Condensate export
Fuel gas system 2nd pump, in p, bar 18.78
After inlet valve p, bar 39 2nd pump, out p, bar 106.7
Fuel gas cooler, out T , ◦C 29.8 Condensate cooler, out T , ◦C 49.4
Fuel gas heater, out T , ◦C 49.8 2nd pump, out T , ◦C 56.4
To power turbines F , Sm3/h 2300 Cooling system
Gas treatment Cooling medium, delivery p, bar 12.9
Wet gas scrubber p, bar 118.2 Cooling medium, delivery T , ◦C 24.5

Wet gas cooler, out T , ◦C 32 Cooling medium, returnb T , ◦C 55

aSet point for cooler.
bMixed return cooling medium from all coolers.

Table 4.15: Values for efficiency, η, overall heat transfer coefficient, U , heat transfer
surface area, A, temperature, T , Pressure, p, mass fraction, x, and electric work, Wel,
assumed or from documentation from process equipment for Platform B.

Process unit Variable Value Source

Separation
Water pump η, % 75 Assumed
Recompression
Cross heat exchanger Overall UA, kJ/◦C-h 580,000 Assumed, operators
Condensate export
1st pump η, % 55 Pump performance curves
Cooling system
Cooling medium xMEG, - 0.35 Documentation of cooling system
Cooling medium xwater, - 0.65 Documentation of cooling system
Fuel gas system
Fuel gas heater Wel, kW 0 Assumed, system description
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Table 4.16: Measured values for temperature, T , Pressure, p, and flow, F , compared with
simulated values for Platform B.

Process stream Variable Measured value Simulated value

Separation
1st separator T , ◦C 105.5 105.8
2nd separator T , ◦C 86.9 79.4
3rd separator T , ◦C 67.3 62.2
1st separator, water out F , m3/h 4.8 4.3
3rd separator, water out F , m3/h 7.8 8.3
Water pump, in p, bar 3.75 2.4
Gas treatment
Wet gas scrubber, out F , 103 Sm3/h 690 720
Condensate export
1st pump, in p, bar 3.86 2.4
1st pump, out F , m3/h 250 250
2nd pump, out F , m3/h 250 250

4.B.3 Platform C

The process at Platform C was simulated for a real production day with stable
conditions, and the measured data given for this process is measured at 12.00 for
this day. The day was a typical day with the exception that the produced water
injection system was not in operation, so the water was discharged to the sea. The
process flowsheet of Platform C is given in Fig. 4.9 in Appendix 4.A.

Composition data was available for (i) the reservoir fluids at the start of the
field lifetime and (ii) typical composition of the imported gas (which is injected
into the reservoir for pressure maintenance). These two fluids plus water was
mixed to produce well streams giving realistic water-to-oil and gas-to-oil ratios. The
compositions of these three fluids are given in Table 4.17. Properties of hypothetical
components (developed by the oil company) used to describe the heavy fractions
are given in Table 4.18. Calculated flow rates for each well stream are given in
Table 4.19. Calculated flow rates are flow rates for each phase in the three-phase
well streams estimated by the oil company. Measured flow rates for product streams
are given in Table 4.20. The oil and gas flow rates in each well were set to make the
simulated product streams fit with the measured product streams (Table 4.20) after
all other input data in the simulation was set. The more uncertain calculated flow
rates in the well streams (Table 4.19) were used to set the ratio of gas flow rates
from each well and the ratio of oil flow rate from each well. Since the produced
water was discharged to the sea, and not injected as usual, the flow rate of the
produced water was not measured. The water flow rates in each well was therefore
set equal to the calculated flow rate (Table 4.19).

Measured temperatures, pressures and flow rates set in the simulation are given
in Tables 4.21 and 4.22, while values set based on assumptions and information
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Table 4.17: Composition of fluids (molar fraction) used for simulation of feed streams of
Platform C. The composition of ‘gas’ is the typical composition of the imported gas. The
composition of ‘reservoir fluids’ is the composition of the reservoir at start the start of the
field lifetime.

Component Gas Reservoir fluids Water

Nitrogen 8.2·10−3 2.7·10−3 0
CO2 1.4·10−2 6.0·10−4 0
Water 1.0·10−6 0 1
Methane 8.6·10−1 1.6·10−1 0
Ethane 7.8·10−2 1.1·10−2 0
Propane 3.1·10−2 2.8·10−3 0
i-Butane 2.6·10−3 5.8·10−3 0
n-Butane 4.0·10−3 1.6·10−3 0
i-Pentane 4.7·10−4 3.7·10−3 0
n-Pentane 4.3·10−4 1.0·10−3 0
HypoA-1 2.4·10−4 0 0
HypoC-1 0 5.5·10−2 0
HypoC-2 0 8.3·10−2 0
HypoC-3 0 1.4·10−1 0
HypoC-4 0 2.4·10−1 0
HypoC-5 0 2.0·10−1 0
HypoC-6 0 9.5·10−2 0

Table 4.18: Molecular weight, M , normal boiling point, Tb, ideal liquid density, ρid.liq.,
critical temperature, Tc, and critical pressure, pc, for the hypothetical components used
to describe the heavy oil fractions of Platform C.

Component M , g/mol Tb, ◦C ρid.liq., kg/m3 Tc, ◦C pc, bar

HypoA-1 81.00 73.00 721.2 247.9 33.46
HypoC-1 98.78 85.76 754.3 269.3 35.50
HypoC-2 141.2 173.9 816.6 365.7 27.19
HypoC-3 185.8 240.5 861.0 434.1 22.71
HypoC-4 241.1 314.5 902.5 505.2 18.54
HypoC-5 404.5 487.1 955.3 647.0 10.45
HypoC-6 907.0 552.8 1007 710.0 9.610
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Table 4.19: Calculated flow rates of the gas (103 Sm3/h), oil (Sm3/h) and water (Sm3/h)
phases for each well stream entering the production manifolds at Platform C.

Well Gas Oil Water

High pressure production manifold
2 18.06 43.69 9.59
6 6.84 17.49 4.10
8 7.29 17.56 0.54
9 3.97 11.49 0.01
10 7.35 20.03 0.83
15 30.52 133.09 18.15
16 30.51 106.90 5.63
17 3.88 7.41 0.01
18 6.85 13.49 0.01
19 7.22 33.02 0.33
21 2.72 7.81 0.00
25 4.43 22.91 3.42
26 6.59 20.60 0.42
27 3.71 14.40 0.45
28 15.51 41.93 2.21
30 6.15 19.17 4.21
35 18.62 48.19 3.08
40 6.40 27.01 1.42
Low pressure production manifold
3 2.88 183.26 29.83
12 9.14 24.28 2.40
13 1.65 105.37 89.76
22 0.39 14.28 0.60
34 0.21 14.15 0.44
39 0.68 43.17 54.94
Test manifold
1 22.08 91.81 27.42

Table 4.20: Measured flow rates, F , in process steams leaving Platform C.

Produced fluid Variable Value

Oil F , m3/h 1147
Injected gas F , 103 Sm3/h 360
Gas lift F , 103 Sm3/h 22
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from documentation of the equipment are given in Table 4.23. The following sim-
plifications were done in the simulation:

• All identical parallel coolers, pumps and scrubbers were merged into one.

• The delivery and return temperatures of the cooling medium in each of the
coolers were set to the values for delivery and return temperature given in
the documentation of the seawater system (Table 4.23).

• Pressure drops and heat losses in tubes and separators were neglected.

• For heat exchangers where values for pressure drops were not direct functions
of measured pressures (Tables 4.21 and 4.22), pressure drops were set equal
to values found in datasheets (Table 4.23) or to 1.0 bar.

• A dummy pump was included to increase the pressure of the condensate
from 1st scrubber in the recompression train, to avoid inconsistencies in the
flowsheet. The pressure out of the pump was set to the pressure out from
the 2nd stage separator. In reality the pressure is increased due to height
differences.

Simulated values are compared with measured values in Table 4.24. The following
points can be noted:

• Most simulated temperatures (21 out of 28) are within the uncertainty of 1◦C
(Table 4.7) of the measured temperatures. The maximum deviation between
measured and simulated temperature is 3.7 ◦C, and this is either due to
measurements with higher errors than the assumed uncertainty, or due to
inaccuracies in the equation of state. Since deviations higher than 1 ◦C only
take place in a few of the wells, the effect of this is assumed to be negligible
compared to the error sources mentioned in Section 4.4.

• Simulated pressure of water and oil entering the water and 1st oil pumps,
are 2.75 bar, while the measured values are 4.20 and 3.96 bar, respectively.
These deviations are found because height differences are not taken into con-
sideration in the simulation. As discussed for Platform A [126], this has little
impact on the overall results.

• Simulated flow rates in the oil export and gas treatment sections are within
an uncertainty of the measured values of 10% (Table 4.7).
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Table 4.21: Measured values for pressure, p, temperature, T , and flow rate, F , set in the
simulated process flowsheet of Platform C. Part I.

Process stream Variable Value Process stream Variable Value

High pressure production manifold Well 21, valve, in T , ◦C 50.5
Well 2, valve, in p, bar 85.8 Well 25, valve, in T , ◦C 58.5
Well 6, valve, in p, bar 95.9 Well 26, valve, in T , ◦C 60.9
Well 8, valve, in p, bar 93.9 Well 27, valve, in T , ◦C 57.0
Well 9, valve, in p, bar 92.1 Well 28, valve, in T , ◦C 60.9
Well 10, valve, in p, bar 95.6 Well 30, valve, in T , ◦C 64.2
Well 15, valve, in p, bar 65.4 Well 35, valve, in T , ◦C 67.8
Well 16, valve, in p, bar 77.0 Well 40, valve, in T , ◦C 64.4
Well 17, valve, in p, bar 110.5 Low pressure production manifold
Well 18, valve, in p, bar 105.4 Well 3, valve, in p, bar 14.61
Well 19, valve, in p, bar 83.7 Well 12, valve, in p, bar 90.2
Well 21, valve, in p, bar 96.5 Well 13, valve, in p, bar 13.04
Well 25, valve, in p, bar 87.4 Well 22, valve, in p, bar 70.2
Well 26, valve, in p, bar 94.1 Well 34, valve, in p, bar 48.4
Well 27, valve, in p, bar 80.8 Well 39, valve, in p, bar 22.5
Well 28, valve, in p, bar 94.5 Well 3, valve, out p, bar 9.20
Well 30, valve, in p, bar 94.0 Well 12, valve, out p, bar 8.08
Well 35, valve, in p, bar 96.6 Well 13, valve, out p, bar 9.36
Well 40, valve, in p, bar 88.5 Well 22, valve, out p, bar 7.85
Well 2, valve, out p, bar 47.1 Well 34, valve, out p, bar 8.05
Well 6, valve, out p, bar 47.0 Well 39, valve, out p, bar 8.22
Well 8, valve, out p, bar 47.0 Well 3, valve, in T , ◦C 71.1
Well 9, valve, out p, bar 47.0 Well 12, valve, in T , ◦C 61.7
Well 10, valve, out p, bar 47.1 Well 13, valve, in T , ◦C 70.9
Well 15, valve, out p, bar 47.8 Well 22, valve, in T , ◦C 56.0
Well 16, valve, out p, bar 47.4 Well 34, valve, in T , ◦C 57.2
Well 17, valve, out p, bar 47.2 Well 39, valve, in T , ◦C 71.8
Well 18, valve, out p, bar 47.0 Test manifold
Well 19, valve, out p, bar 46.9 Well 1, valve, in p, bar 60.4
Well 21, valve, out p, bar 46.9 Well 1, valve, out p, bar 14.76
Well 25, valve, out p, bar 46.9 Well 1, valve, in T , ◦C 68.4
Well 26, valve, out p, bar 46.9 Recompression
Well 27, valve, out p, bar 46.8 1st compressor, in p, bar 1.24
Well 28, valve, out p, bar 47.0 1st compressor, out p, bar 7.14
Well 30, valve, out p, bar 47.2 2nd compressor, in p, bar 5.84
Well 35, valve, out p, bar 47.1 2nd compressor, out p, bar 17.5
Well 40, valve, out p, bar 47.0 3rd compressor, in p, bar 16.8
Well 2, valve, in T , ◦C 64.5 3rd compressor, out p, bar 45.7
Well 6, valve, in T , ◦C 66.1 1st cooler, out T , ◦C 30.5
Well 8, valve, in T , ◦C 58.0 1st compressor, out T , ◦C 164.7
Well 9, valve, in T , ◦C 60.6 2nd cooler, out T , ◦C 28.3
Well 10, valve, in T , ◦C 62.4 2nd compressor, out T , ◦C 123.0
Well 15, valve, in T , ◦C 71.8 3rd cooler, out T , ◦C 26.5
Well 16, valve, in T , ◦C 66.8 3rd compressor, out T , ◦C 125.1
Well 17, valve, in T , ◦C 51.7 1st compressor, in F , 103 Sm3/h 6.3
Well 18, valve, in T , ◦C 57.9 2nd compressor, in F , 103 Sm3/h 101
Well 19, valve, in T , ◦C 61.9 3rd compressor, in F , 103 Sm3/h 87
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Table 4.22: Measured values for pressure, p, temperature, T , and flow rate, F , set in the
simulated process flowsheet of Platform C. Part II.

Process stream Variable Value Process stream Variable Value

Separation and oil export Import compressor, out p, bar 184.3
HP degasser p, bar 46.0 1st cooler, out T , ◦C 27.0
Test separator p, bar 12.9 1st compressor, out T , ◦C 91.9
1st stage separator p, bar 7.22 2nd cooler, out T , ◦C 30.0
2nd stage separator p, bar 2.75 2nd compressor, out T , ◦C 91.6
Water pump, out p, bar 13.48 Imported gas T , ◦C 4.4
1st oil pump, out p, bar 12.48 Import cooler, out T , ◦C 29.0
2nd oil pump, in p, bar 9.46 Import compressor, in T , ◦C 9.0
2nd oil pump, out p, bar 99.1 Import compressor, out T , ◦C 52.5
Oil heater, out T , ◦C 98.0 Imported gas F , 103 Sm3/h 159
Export cooler, in T , ◦C 80.8 For gas lift, HP F , 103 Sm3/h 0
Export cooler, out T , ◦C 74.0 For gas lift, LP F , 103 Sm3/h 22
Gas treatment For injection F , 103 Sm3/h 360
1st compressor, in p, bar 44.4 Fuel gas system
1st compressor, out p, bar 94.3 Scrubber, in p, bar 39.0
2nd compressor, in p, bar 93.1 Heater, out T , ◦C 60.9
2nd compressor, out p, bar 184.9 To flare F , Sm3/h 0
Imported gas p, bar 110.2 To turbines F , Sm3/h 9650
Import compressor, in p, bar 108.7

Table 4.23: Split flow ratios, values for split flow ratios, r, overall heat transfer coefficient,
U , heat transfer surface area, A, pressure drop, ∆p, efficiency, η, mass fraction, x, pres-
sure, p and temperature, T , assumed or from documentation from process equipment for
Platform C.

Process unit Variable Value Source

Separation and oil export
Flow splitter r, - 0.5 Separation system manual
Oil-water heat exchanger, UA UA, kJ/C-h 1.85 · 106 Assumed, operators
Electrostatic coalescer, water in oil % 0.5 Product flow specification
Oil-oil heat exchanger, hot side ∆p, bar 1.5 Datasheet
Oil-oil heat exchanger, cold side ∆p, bar 1.5 Datasheet
Oil-water heat exchanger, hot side ∆p, bar 1.5 Datasheet
Oil-water heat exchanger, cold side ∆p, bar 1.5 Datasheet
Oil heater, hot side ∆p, bar 1.0 Datasheet
Oil heater, cold side ∆p, bar 1.5 Datasheet
Water pump η, % 75 Assumed
1st oil pump η, % 76 Pump performance curves
2nd oil pump η, % 74 Pump performance curves
Gas treatment
1st flow splitter, recirculation r, - 0 Assumed, operators
2nd flow splitter, recirculation r, - 0 Assumed, operators
Hot water system
Heating medium xwater, - 1.00 Hot water system manual
Delivery pressure p, bar 25.9 Hot water system manual
Delivery temperature T , ◦C 170 Hot water system manual
Return temperature T , ◦C 120 Hot water system manual
Cooling system
Cooling medium xwater, - 1.00 Assumed
Delivery pressure p, bar 11.4 Seawater system manual
Delivery temperature T , ◦C 10 Seawater system manual
Return temperature T , ◦C 45 Seawater system manual
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Table 4.24: Measured values for temperature, T , pressure, p, and flow, F , compared with
simulated values for Platform C.

Process stream Variable Measured value Simulated value

High pressure production manifold
Well 2, valve, out T , ◦C 61.5 61.6
Well 6, valve, out T , ◦C 62.7 62.9
Well 8, valve, out T , ◦C 53.9 53.2
Well 9, valve, out T , ◦C 58.6 56.5
Well 10, valve, out T , ◦C 58.5 58.2
Well 15, valve, out T , ◦C 70.7 70.9
Well 16, valve, out T , ◦C 64.7 64.7
Well 17, valve, out T , ◦C 43.4 43.6
Well 18, valve, out T , ◦C 51.6 50.7
Well 19, valve, out T , ◦C 59.9 59.8
Well 21, valve, out T , ◦C 47.0 45.9
Well 25, valve, out T , ◦C 56.7 57.1
Well 26, valve, out T , ◦C 57.8 57.1
Well 27, valve, out T , ◦C 55.5 54.7
Well 28, valve, out T , ◦C 57.1 56.8
Well 30, valve, out T , ◦C 61.5 61.6
Well 35, valve, out T , ◦C 63.7 63.6
Well 40, valve, out T , ◦C 62.1 62.1
Low pressure production manifold
Well 3, valve, out T , ◦C 70.5 71.0
Well 12, valve, out T , ◦C 53.0 51.3
Well 13, valve, out T , ◦C 70.6 70.9
Well 22, valve, out T , ◦C 52.0 55.7
Well 34, valve, out T , ◦C 54.9 57.4
Well 39, valve, out T , ◦C 70.8 71.9
Test manifold
Well 1, valve, out T , ◦C 64.9 65.0
Separation and oil export
Water pump, in p, bar 4.20 2.75
1st oil pump, in p, bar 3.96 2.75
1st separator, in T , ◦C 65.1 65.5
2nd separator, in T , ◦C 96.6 97.2
2nd oil pump, out F , Sm3/h 1000 1100
Gas treatment
1st compressor, in F , Sm3/h 240,000 230,000
2nd compressor, in F , Sm3/h 260,000 230,000
Fuel gas system
Heater, in T , ◦C 23.1 24.2
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Summary

Well-defined performance indicators can motivate optimal operation of offshore
oil and gas platforms. We evaluate several thermodynamic performance indi-
cators presented in the literature according to three criteria: thermodynamic
performance indicators should (i) evaluate utilisation of technical achievable
potential, (ii) evaluate utilisation of theoretical potential and (iii) evaluate to-
tal use of energy resources. The performance indicators are tested on four
North Sea facilities, and the results are discussed. We recommend using a set
of indicators for a thorough evaluation of oil and gas platforms: The BAT
(best available technology) efficiency on exergy basis, a task exergy efficiency
and the specific exergy destruction.

5.1 Introduction

Offshore oil and gas extraction was responsible for about 20% of the total gross
greenhouse gas emissions of Norway in 2011 [105]. The source of these emissions
were mainly due to/caused by the natural gas and diesel oil combustion on the
offshore facilities to meet the onsite power and heat demand. Reduction of CO2

and NOx emissions on oil and gas offshore facilities is a challenge, because perfor-
mance and reliability requirements, as well as space limitations, lead to conserva-
tive choices of technology. The overall design of such installations is similar for all
platforms. However, each oil field has specific natural characteristics (e.g. gas- and
water-to-oil ratios, pressure and temperature levels, reservoir fluid properties), each
platform has particular design setups (e.g. number of compression trains, export
specifications, unit inventory) and different oil recovery strategies (e.g. seawater or
gas injection, pressure depletion) are employed. Moreover, the production flows on-
site vary significantly over the field lifespan, which creates challenges in maintaining
efficient processing. Evaluation of such systems is complicated, and performance
indicators should be chosen with care to make a meaningful comparison.

Svalheim and King [110] pointed out that the performance of an offshore plat-
form can be measured by the specific volumes of carbon dioxide emitted or of gas
consumed onsite (fuel, venting and flaring) and by the specific power consump-
tion, on a net produced oil equivalent basis. However, it was underlined that these
metrics can be misrepresentative and favour facilities that process oil and gas with
higher energy contents. In addition, platforms with certain operating conditions
may be favoured, since they can more easily achieve their tasks with low power
consumption.

Possible other approaches, applied in similar research fields, are to compare
the overall energy use to that used when integrating state-of-the-art technologies
[58] or during optimal energy management [110]. These allow benchmarking of the
energy required and assessment of further potentials for energy savings. However,
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as also emphasised in [58], energy accounting does not provide information on the
extents and locations of the thermodynamic inefficiencies that are present in the
overall plant and its subsystems. Such information is given by an exergy analysis
[13]. A few exergy analyses of oil and gas platforms are reported in the literature,
with case studies conducted by Oliveira and Van Hombeeck [22] on a Brazilian
platform, by Voldsund et al. on a Norwegian platform [126] and a comparison on
four Norwegian platforms [129] as well as a generic analysis by Nguyen et al. [71].
Recommendations for improvement were discussed in these works, but the litera-
ture appears to contain no systematic discussions on thermodynamic performance
indicators that consider energetic and exergetic aspects of oil and gas platforms
and allow a rational comparison. The present work aims to help addressing this
gap by a further study of the four platforms simulated by Voldsund et al. [129]
and followed by these steps: (i) presentation of 3 criteria for suitable performance
indicators, (ii) definition and investigation of energy- and exergy-based indicators
and (iii) comparison of the four oil and gas installations and discussion of the
parameters.

The article is structured as follows. First, an introduction is given to the con-
cept of exergy. Criteria for suitable thermodynamic performance indicators are
given before the indicators themselves are presented. The results obtained for each
platform, with the different indicators, follow, and the relevance of these criteria is
discussed. Finally, concluding remarks are given.

5.2 Methodology

5.2.1 Exergy analysis

Exergy analysis derives from both the 1st and 2nd laws of thermodynamics, and
exergy is defined as the maximum obtainable work which can be extracted from
a matter in interaction with the environment. This does, for instance, lead to a
higher value for thermal energy with temperatures far above or below the ambient
temperature than with temperatures close to it. Exergy analysis differs from energy
analysis, which derives from the 1st law of thermodynamics only, and treats all
forms of energy as equivalent [50]. Energy accounting does not provide information
on the extents and locations of thermodynamic inefficiencies present within the
plant, at the contrary of an exergy accounting [58].

Exergy accounting

Exergy is not conserved in non-ideal processes and is destroyed to a certain extent
[50, 61]. The systems investigated within this study can be considered as open
systems operating at steady-state conditions. The destroyed exergy, expressed
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here as an exergy destruction rate, Ėd, is then the difference between the rates of
exergy entering a system, Ėin, and the exergy leaving it, Ėout, through mass flows,
work and heat transfer:

Ėd =
∑

Ėin −
∑

Ėout = ĖW + ĖQ +
∑
j

ṁjej . (5.1)

Symbols ĖW and ĖQ are the rates of exergy accompanying work and heat, respec-
tively, and ṁj and ej are the mass flow rate and the specific exergy of the stream
of matter j. This exergetic balance can be expressed as:

Ėp = Ėf − Ėd − Ėl, (5.2)

where [119]:

• Ėp is the rate of product exergy: it represents the desired results, expressed
in terms of exergy, generated by the system, process or component of consid-
eration

• Ėf is the rate of fuel/utilised exergy: it illustrates the resources expended to
drive the system of interest and to generate the desired product

• Ėd is the rate of destroyed exergy: it represents the thermodynamic ineffi-
ciencies of a system (entropy generation) due to the irreversibilities taking
place within its boundaries (internal)

• Ėl is the rate of lost exergy: it illustrates the thermodynamic inefficiencies of
a system caused by the transport of exergy with energy and material streams
to the environment (external)

The exact expressions for each of these terms depend on the system investigated.

Exergy transfer

The exergy flow rate transferred to the system with work is equal to its energy:

ĖW = Ẇ , (5.3)

while it depends on the system and environmental temperatures when transferred
with heat. For temperatures above the environmental:

ĖQ =

(
1− T0

Tj

)
Q̇. (5.4)

The symbols T0 and Tj are, respectively, the temperatures of the environment and

at the boundary of the system under study, and Q̇ and Ẇ correspond to the energy
transfer rates by heat and work.
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The exergy flowing with a stream of matter, e, can be expressed as the sum of
the kinetic, ekin, potential, epot, physical, eph, and chemical components, ech:

e = ekin + epot + eph + ech. (5.5)

Specific physical exergy accounts for temperature and pressure differences with the
ambient conditions (T0, p0) without considering any changes in chemical composi-
tion. It can be expressed as:

eph = (h− h0)− T0(s− s0), (5.6)

where h and s are the enthalpy and entropy calculated at the stream conditions,
respectively, and h0 and s0 the same state variables at environmental tempera-
ture and pressure. Similarly, the specific chemical exergy accounts for the maxi-
mum obtainable work resulting from the differences in chemical composition with
the composition of the environment, while maintaining the same temperature and
pressure. It is expressed as:

ech =
∑
i

xiēi︸ ︷︷ ︸
I

+

(
h0 −

∑
i

xihi,0

)
− T0

(
s0 −

∑
i

xisi,0

)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

II

=
∑
i

xi ¯̄ei︸ ︷︷ ︸
III

, (5.7)

where the term I represents the chemical exergy of the components in pure state,
with xi the mass fraction and ēi the specific chemical exergy, on a mass basis. The
term II corresponds to the decrease of chemical exergy due to mixing effects with
hi,0 the mass chemical enthalpy of the pure component i, and si,0 the corresponding
mass entropy at environmental conditions. The term III denotes the chemical
exergy of the components in the mixture, with ¯̄ei the specific chemical exergy of
the component i in the mixture. The specific potential and kinetic exergies are
assumed negligible in comparison to the chemical and physical exergies.

5.2.2 Thermodynamic performance indicators

The present study is among the first studies on the thermodynamic performance
of offshore oil and gas processing. The main aim is to investigate the usefulness of
several indicators. We consider that a useful indicator should:

1. Evaluate whether the technically achievable potential is utilised. A useful
indicator should answer whether the performance of the platform could be
enhanced further, considering all improvements that could be brought to the
system with the best technologies available. These improvements can, for in-
stance, be related to the use of more efficient equipment, such as compressors
and pumps, or to a better process integration.
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2. Evaluate whether the theoretically achievable potential is utilised. A process
with a given set of boundary conditions, such as temperatures, pressures,
compositions or flow rates, can never consume less exergy than in the re-
versible case. This case sets an upper limit for energy efficiency, and a useful
indicator should answer whether the process under consideration is far from
this limit. This criterion favours indicators that motivate both the use of best
available technologies and research and development of new solutions.

3. Evaluate the total use of energy resources. Oil and gas platforms may operate
under very different conditions (e.g. different feed compositions, tempera-
tures or pressures). The total use of energy resources for extraction of the
petroleum will vary significantly across oil fields, even when they all are run
as efficient as possible. The total use of energy resources should be a part of
the evaluation of performance of oil and gas platforms. Such indicators would
motivate the extraction of the least energy-demanding petroleum resources.

The two first criteria focus on the utilisation of potentials, i.e. the technically
and theoretically achievable potentials, while the third criterion is different as it
just focuses on quantification of the energy resources used.

In order to satisfy each criterion, the indicator should be sensitive to improve-
ments done in the process with respect to the criterion in question. A set of
indicators may be necessary to assess the different aspects of the performance of
an oil and gas platform.

Among thermodynamic indicators, we distinguish those that are based on en-
ergy and those based on exergy. They describe different properties of a process.
Definitions are given below for some typical and some special indicators.

Energy-based indicators

There exist several energy-based performance parameters for industrial processes.
One indicator already in use in the oil and gas sector is the energy used per unit
of oil and gas exported. When investigating only the oil and gas processing part
of the platform, the energy use corresponds to the use of power and heat in the
process. We name this factor the specific energy use. It can be given per standard
volume of oil equivalent (o.e.) export rate V̇export:

EnUvolume ≡
Ẇin + Q̇in

V̇export

. (5.8)

However, as emphasised by Svalheim and King [110], the calorific value of the
oil and gas produced onsite differs with the characteristics of the oil field. It is
therefore relevant to also calculate the specific energy use per energy exported:

EnUenergy ≡
Ẇin + Q̇in

˙LHV export

, (5.9)
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where ˙LHV export is the lower heating value export rate.

These energy performance indicators provide limited information on the perfor-
mance of the processes running on the offshore platform, as discussed by Svalheim
and King [110] and similarly by Margarone et al. [58]. In addition, they do not
address the different qualities of power and heat energy. They may not allow a
fair comparison of different facilities, as they likewise do not consider the specific
conditions of each platform, such as:

• the field conditions (e.g. initial pressure, temperature and well-fluid compo-
sition)

• the specifications of the oil and gas processing system (e.g. the export pres-
sures of the oil pumping, gas recompression and treatment sections)

• the possible additional processes (e.g. condensate treatment, seawater in-
jection, produced water treatment, crude oil heating, gas dehydration and
purification)

Margarone et al. [58] suggested evaluating the plant performance of an upstream gas
treatment facility by comparing it against the performance reachable with the best
available technologies (BAT). The proposed indicator, called the BAT efficiency,
ηBAT, is defined as the ratio between (i) the energy content of the fuel required
onsite by using the best available technologies for compression and pumping, and
(ii) the energy content of the fuel consumed onsite in the reference case. When
looking at only the oil and gas processing part of an oil platform, this corresponds
to:

ηBAT ≡
ẆBAT,in + Q̇BAT,in

Ẇin + Q̇in

, (5.10)

where the subscript BAT denotes that the variable is for a process with best avail-
able technologies. The state-of-the-art components are assumed to be:

• Intercooled compressors suitable for the relevant flow rates (i.e. without
gas recirculation to prevent surge) with an isentropic efficiency of 85% and
intercoolers with a maximum discharge temperature of 100 ◦C (if intercooling
does not cause formation of liquid droplets) and optimal pressure ratios in
the compression trains.

• Pumps suitable for the relevant flow rates with efficiencies of 85%.

Exergy-based indicators

An exergy-based indicator corresponding to the specific energy use is the specific
exergy use. It can be given per standard volume of oil equivalent exported:

ExUvolume ≡
ĖW,in + ĖQ,in

V̇export

, (5.11)
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or per exported exergy, Ėexport:

ExUexergy ≡
ĖW,in + ĖQ,in

Ėexport

. (5.12)

The specific energy use and the specific exergy use are both sensitive to reductions
in thermodynamic irreversibilities taking place within the studied system. An
indicator that measures this property directly is the specific exergy destruction,
ExD. It can also be calculated per standard volume oil equivalents exported:

ExDvolume ≡
Ėd

V̇export

, (5.13)

or per exported exergy:

ExDexergy ≡
Ėd

Ėexport

. (5.14)

The term exported exergy in Eqs. 5.12 and 5.14 refer to the exergy content of oil
and gas transported to the shore, and should not be confused with the term product
exergy.

The thermodynamic performance of a given system can be expressed by calcu-
lating any of these exergetic indicators. The ExD indicator of Eq. 5.14 describes in
a straightforward way the magnitude of the thermodynamic irreversibilities taking
place within the system boundaries.

In this work, we calculate two different types of exergy efficiency found in the
literature. The total exergy efficiency [55], also called the overall exergy efficiency,
is defined as the ratio of all exergy outputs of the system to all exergy inputs. We
choose to use the formulation where only the exergy of the output streams that
are useful (e.g. exported oil and gas) is taken into account as exergy output, while
the exergy of the waste outputs (e.g. cooling water and flared or vented gases) is
regarded as lost [30, 131]:

εtotal ≡
∑

out,u Ėout,u∑
in Ėin

= 1−
∑

out,l Ėout,l + Ėd∑
in Ėin

. (5.15)

Subscript u denotes useful streams, while subscript l denotes streams with exergy
that is lost. This distinction is of particular importance when the exergy of the
waste streams such as produced water and flared gas is significant. This efficiency
formulation is unambiguous and can be applied to any type of plants and processes.
However, the total exergy efficiencies take into account the exergy flows entering
and exiting a system without considering whether they are utilised in thermody-
namic conversions. They do not consider the purpose of operating the system under
consideration. This is the idea behind the definition of task exergy efficiencies.

The task exergy efficiency is defined as the ratio of the product exergy of the
plant to the fuel/utilised exergy. In the exergy analysis of the Brazilian oil platform
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performed by Oliveira and Van Hombeeck [22] the product exergy was defined as
the increase in physical and chemical exergy of the feed streams:

Ė∗p ≡
∑
k

Ėk − Ėfeed, (5.16)

where subscript k denotes product stream k, while subscript feed denote the feed
streams of the platform. The fuel/utilised exergy was defined as the exergy of the
fuel consumed by the utility plant:

Ė∗f ≡ Ėfuel. (5.17)

This gave the following formulation of the task exergy efficiency for the entire
platform:

εtask∗ ≡
Ė∗p

Ė∗f
≡
∑
k Ėk − Ėfeed

Ėfuel

. (5.18)

The same approach was used in the work of Voldsund et al. [126] for the oil and
gas processing plant of a North Sea oil platform (the platform that in this work
will be referred to as Platform A). Also here, the product exergy was defined as
the exergy increase in physical and chemical exergy of the feed streams:

Ėp ≡
∑
k

Ėk − Ėfeed. (5.19)

Since the control volume was drawn around the oil and gas processing plant, the
fuel/utilised exergy was defined as the exergy associated with the thermal energy
and power delivered to the process by the utility plant:

Ėf ≡ Ėheat
Q + ĖW. (5.20)

The lost exergy was defined as the exergy associated with the thermal energy
transferred to the cooling water:

Ėl ≡ Ėcool
Q . (5.21)

This resulted in the following formulation of the task exergy efficiency:

εtask ≡
Ėp

Ėf

= 1− Ėl + Ėd

Ėf

≡
∑
k Ėk − Ėfeed

Ėheat
Q + ĖW

= 1−
Ėcool

Q + Ėd

Ėheat
Q + ĖW

. (5.22)

Superscript heat denotes thermal energy that is added to the plant for heating pur-
poses, while superscript cool denotes thermal energy that leaves the plant through
the cooling system. Since the focus of this work is on the oil and gas processing
plant, Eq. 5.22 is used for calculating the task efficiency.
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5.2.3 Case studies

The four platforms investigated in this work are located in the North Sea region,
and they present most features common to the facilities operating in that area.
They differ by their age, oilfield conditions, system and process setups as well as
the recovery and operating strategies. The purpose of all platforms is to separate
oil, gas and water, and to deliver oil and gas at specified purity and pressure levels.
An extensive description of the so-called Platform A is presented in Voldsund et
al. [126], and all four platforms, as well as the modelling details, are described
extensively in Voldsund et al. [129]1. The main part of the process descriptions is
repeated here to facilitate reading.

Structural design of oil and gas offshore processing

Reservoir fluids are complex chemical mixtures containing crude oil, gas and wa-
ter — the chemical components range from branched and aromatic hydrocarbons
to various impurities such as carbon dioxide, hydrogen sulphide, vanadium, etc.
Physical and chemical properties of such fluids vary significantly across oilfields, as
a result of different gas- and water-to-oil ratios and of different reservoir conditions.

These natural differences result in different operating strategies and design
setups when building these facilities. The conceptual design setup is nonethe-
less similar and is presented in Fig. 5.1. Production manifold, staged separation,
oil/condensate pumping, gas recompression, gas treatment/compression and fuel
gas system are typical sub-systems present on an oil and gas platform.

Reservoir fluids are extracted through several oil and gas wells and enter one or
several production manifolds, in which the pressure is decreased and streams are
mixed before entering the separation sub-system. Oil, gas and water phases are
separated by gravity in two or more stages and the pressure is further reduced by
expansion in throttling valves.

Oil or condensate recovered at the outlet of the last separation stage is pumped
before export via pipelines or shuttle tankers, while water is treated and, either
discharged to the environment (separate reservoir or sea), or reused for injection or
lift. Gas, which consists mostly of light-weight hydrocarbons, is recompressed to a
pressure equal or higher than at the inlet of the separation train and is processed
afterwards in the gas treatment section. Depending on the export and injection
specifications, gas may be dehydrated and/or compressed. In parallel, seawater
may also be pumped and injected into the oilfield to maintain a high pressure and
to recover more petroleum over time.

1Also known as Chapter 4 in this thesis.
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Figure 5.1: A generalised overview of the oil and gas processing on a North Sea platform.
The arrows represent one or several mass streams while the blocks represent different
subsystems. Solid arrows are the same for all the studied platforms. Dotted arrows
denote flows that are not present at all four platforms.

Main characteristics of the four platforms

The four different platforms that are investigated in this paper present different
characteristics. The main ones are listed in the following bullet points and shown
in Table 5.1. The typical pressure variation through each platform process, from
the wells to the export and treatment sections for oil and gas, is illustrated in
Figs. 5.2 and 5.3, respectively.

• The first platform, denoted Platform A, has been operated for nearly 20 years
and exports oil with a flow rate of 133 Sm3/h. It has a gas-to-oil ratio (gas
and oil are given in Sm3 in the gas-to-oil ratio in this work) of 2800 and the
gas is injected back into the reservoir to enhance oil recovery by pressure
maintenance. Oil recovery is also improved by injecting water produced at
another platform. Produced water is cleaned and released to the environment.
The gas-to-oil ratio is currently increasing. The recompression train is run
in off-design conditions and anti-surge recycling is practiced to protect the
compressors. The three gas injection trains are run at full-capacity.

• Platform B has been in operation for about 10 years and produces gas and
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condensate with a gas-to-oil ratio of 3200. Both the condensate and gas are
exported, with flow rates of 239 Sm3/h and 761 · 103 Sm3/h, respectively.
The reservoir is characterised by its high temperature and pressure, and gas
and condensate are produced through pressure depletion. There is no need for
further compression and dehydration after the first separation stage, resulting
in a small power demand. Differently from Platform A, produced water is
injected into another reservoir for disposal.

• Platform C has been in operation for about 10 years and is characterised
by a heavy and highly viscous crude oil. There is therefore a significant
need for heating to enhance separation between the different phases. The
demand is met both by using waste heat recovered from the exhaust gases
of the power generation system and by heat integration with several process
streams. The gas-to-oil ratio is 190 and is currently increasing: 160·103 Sm3/h
gas is imported for injection and lift to ease oil recovery and to decrease the
density of the reservoir fluid. Oil is exported with a flow rate of 1106 Sm3/h.
Produced water is discharged to the sea.

• Platform D has been in operation for about 20 years and produces oil, gas
and condensate, as the propane and medium-weight hydrocarbons content
of the crude oil is significantly higher than for other crudes of this region.
A parallel condensate treatment section was integrated to reduce the power
consumption of the gas recompression train and to allow a better separation
of the different phases. The gas-to-oil ratio is 130 and the export flow rates
of oil, condensate and gas are 280 Sm3/h, 6 Sm3/h and 6.2 · 103 Sm3/h,
respectively. Gas and condensate are dehydrated, and heating is performed
to ease separation of the different phases and to regenerate the glycol agent.
Gas lift and water injection are employed to improve oil recovery. The gas-
to-oil ratio is currently decreasing, while the water-to-oil ratio is increasing.
The gas and oil production peaks are passed and the processing plant is at
present run in conditions far from the nominal design points.

The systems were assumed at steady-state conditions: batch processes such as
oil storage and intermittent leakages were not considered. Process flowsheets for
the processing plants of the four platforms are given in the Appendix. The system
analysis is delimited to the oil, gas and water processing plant exclusively, meaning
that the utility system, i.e. the power generation and waste heat recovery modules,
is not investigated. The focus of this work is on the processing plant, and inclusion
of the utilities would steal the focus since large amounts of exergy are transformed
or destroyed there. In the work performed by Nguyen et al. [71] it was shown that
for a complete platform 62–65% of the total exergy destruction is attributable to
the utility plant, while 35–38% is attributable to the processing plant. Most exergy
destroyed in the utilities is associated with the combustion taking place in the gas
turbines. Little can be done to improve this part of the process, unless power is
supplied by other means. Furthermore, gas turbines operating at the design point
are by far more efficient than gas turbines operating at off-design conditions. If the
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Table 5.1: Output streams and flow rates of Platforms A–D.

Platform A B C D

Output streams
Oil export none export export
Gas fuel fuel fuel fuel

injection export injection export
import
lift

Condensate export export export export
(mixed with oil) (mixed with oil) (mixed with gas)

Produced water discharge discharge discharge discharge
injection

Seawater cooling cooling cooling cooling
injection
(complement)

Product flow rates
Oil/condensate, Sm3/h 133 239 1106 280
Gas, 103Sm3/h 379 763 394 63
Prod. water, Sm3/h 67 12 250 1110
Inj. seawater, Sm3/h - - - 860
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Figure 5.2: Pressure profiles of oil for Platforms A–D, from well to outlet4 of production
manifold (1→ 2), from outlet of production manifold to outlet of separation train (2→ 3),
from outlet of separation train to oil export (3→ 4), see Fig. 5.1. The range on the y-axis
shows the range of the pressures in the wells in operation. (Only wells producing to the
HP manifold are included.)
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Figure 5.3: Pressure profiles of gas for Platforms A–D, from well to outlet of production
manifold (1 → 2) and from outlet of production manifold to outlet of gas treatment
(2 → 5), see Fig. 5.1. The range on the y-axis shows the range of the pressures in the
wells in operation. (Only wells producing to the HP manifold are included.)
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utility plant was included in the analysed control volume, several of the indicators
would to a large extend evaluate the performance of the utility plant, and to a
lesser extent evaluate the processing plant.

5.3 Results and discussion

All the presented performance indicators were calculated for each of the four studied
platforms. The two variants of specific energy use (Eqs. 5.8, 5.9) and specific exergy
use (Eqs. 5.11, 5.12) are shown for each platform in Fig. 5.4. The calculated
BAT efficiency (Eq. 5.10) and the exergy efficiencies (Eqs. 5.15, 5.22) are given in
Fig. 5.5. Fig. 5.6 shows the two types of specific exergy destruction (Eqs. 5.13,
5.14). We discuss each indicator, compare them with each other, and evaluate them
with respect to the three criteria set up in the methodology section.

The plot on the left hand side in Fig. 5.4 shows a very large variation in the two
EnU -indicators among the platforms. Platform A has a very high specific energy
use, 667 MJ/Sm3 o.e., because it compresses much gas, see Fig. 5.3 and Table 5.1.
It is followed by Platform D with 270 MJ/Sm3 o.e., Platform C with 136 MJ/Sm3

o.e. and Platform B with the lowest energy use, 20 MJ/Sm3 o.e. For all four
platforms at least 70% of the energy use was related to the compression work,
so in all essence, the sequence is determined by the total amount of compression
work needed. The good performance of Platform B according to this indicator is
explained by the high feed pressure and low gas export pressure (Fig. 5.3), and
therefore a small compression demand.
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Figure 5.4: Specific energy use, EnU , and specific exergy use, ExU , of Platforms A–D.
Subscripts ‘volume’, ‘energy’ and ‘exergy’ indicate whether the value is given per exported
standard volume oil equivalents, exported energy or exported exergy.
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Both EnU indicators give the same order of performance of platforms, but
platform A seems to perform worse when we apply EnUenergy (Eq. 5.9) rather than
EnUvolume (Eq. 5.8) for comparing the different facilities. This results from a lower
energy density in the exported oil equivalents of Platform A than of the other
platforms. Using oil equivalents exported as a standard for comparison is useful
from an economic point of view, since oil is paid for on a volume basis. However, the
ratio as presented in Eq. 5.9 is better from a thermodynamic perspective, because
it takes the calorific value into account

The plot on the right hand side in Fig. 5.4, which displays the exergy based
indicators, shows the same overall picture as the plot of the energy based indicators
(left side of Fig. 5.4). With the exergy-based indicators, the energy is evaluated
in terms of theoretical ability to perform work. In this approach, heat is valued
lower than power, and heat with higher temperature is valued higher than heat
with temperature closer to the ambient. The reason why the indicators give so
similar results is that very little, if any, heat is used on these platforms. This also
results in similar values for the two types of indicators. For Platforms A and B,
ExUvolume = EnUvolume since no heat is added to the processes on these platforms
at all. By closer inspection of the indicators of platforms C and D, we see that
ExUvolume < EnUvolume. These two platforms require some heat, and the exergy
transported with heat is smaller than its associated thermal energy. Platforms with
ExU ≈ EnU are typical for the North Sea area due to the low heat demand. In
other parts of the world, larger quantities of heat may be required. One example
is the Brazilian platform studied by Oliveira and Van Hombeeck [22], where the
petroleum enters the separation sub-system at a much lower temperature, and large
quantities of heat are used to preheat the feeds for enhancing the oil, gas and water
separation. For a comparison of oil and gas platforms world-wide, the use of ExU
instead of EnU would therefore make a difference.

In general, an exergy-based evaluation of performance is preferred to an energy-
based. In energy analysis all types of energy inputs or outputs are taken as equal,
while in exergy analysis the inputs and outputs are measured in terms of potential
to do work [50]. For the specific examples above, the use of specific exergy use
as a measure of performance instead of specific energy use motivates utilisation of
low-temperature heat for heating, instead of high-temperature heat or power that
could have been used for other purposes.

The specific energy use, EnU , and the specific exergy use, ExU , do not indicate
the improvement potential, neither the technical achievable nor the theoretical. In
this respect, they do not fulfil criteria 1 and 2. On the opposite, they illustrate
the total amount of energy resources used to extract the petroleum, and satisfy
therefore criterion 3.

From Fig. 5.5 we first note that the total exergy efficiencies of all platforms
are very high. All platforms have a performance within 98.0%–99.8% as measured
with this indicator alone. This is because the exergy content of hydrocarbons
passing through the system is very high. This property is characteristic for facilities
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processing oil and gas; see Margarone et al. [58], Nguyen et al. [71] or Rivero et
al. [84] for other examples. The total exergy efficiency alone may give the wrong
impression that there is limited room for improvement, or that no improvement
is needed. Kotas [50] and Tsatsaronis [119] support this view, arguing that the
concept of total exergy efficiency may be directly misleading. This type of efficiency
haslittle sensitivity to performance improvements, and may therefore hide potential
to reduce system inefficiencies, and mask improvement strategies. The total exergy
efficiency does thus not meet any of the three presented criteria.
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Figure 5.5: Values for total and task exergy efficiency and BAT efficiency on energy and
exergy basis calculated for Platforms A–D. The task exergy efficiency of Platform B is
not visible in the plot, but the calculated value amounts to −215%.

The task exergy efficiency as formulated in Eq. 5.22 ranges between 13% and
24% for Platforms A, C and D (see Fig. 5.5). However, for Platform B the calculated
value amounts to −215%. The negative value for Platform B is due to decreasing
pressure between inlet and outlet streams (cf. Figs. 5.2 and 5.3). The task of this
platform is different than for the Brazilian case where this formulation was first
used. In the Brazilian case, the task includes separation, compression and pumping.
The feed pressure was 11 bar, while the produced gas and oil pressures were 174
bar and 69 bar respectively. For platform B, the feed streams have high pressures
(122–125 bar) and the pressures required both for the produced oil and gas are
lower, and are reached by throttling. The tasks for Platform B are separation and
expansion.

Exergy increase due to separation is smaller than 200 kW in any case, and is
smaller than the amount of exergy destroyed by throttling. On Platform B, power
and physical exergy are utilised in order to achieve this small chemical exergy
increase, and product streams with lower physical exergy than the feed streams.
It is thus correct that Platform B has a low performance when comparing with
the theoretically achievable potential, even though the use of Eq. 5.22 may be
misleading.
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For Platforms A and C, the tasks are nearly the same as for the Brazilian case.
On Platform A, the required oil export pressure is lower than the feed stream
pressures, while the required gas injection pressure is higher. The task of this
platform is therefore mainly to perform separation and compression works, but
not much pumping. However, the gas-to-oil ratio is high and the produced gas
dominates the product of the task efficiency. On Platform C, the oil export pressure
is higher than most of the feed streams, and the gas injection pressure is higher
than all feed streams. Eq. 5.22 may therefore be used as an approximation for
these two cases.

On Platform D the oil export pressure is lower, while the gas injection pressure
is higher than the pressure of most feed streams. The task of the platform is
therefore separation and compression, but not so much pumping. The gas-to-oil
ratio is lower than for instance on Platform A. The task efficiency as formulated in
Eq. 5.22 is therefore less suitable for this platform.

In addition, Platform D has high water content in the feed (see Table 5.1) and
discharges a significant amount of water to the sea. The water discharge streams
on all platforms are waste streams, and the exergy content of these streams is in
practice lost exergy. In Eq. 5.22, the water is counted as a desired product. The
water flow rates on Platforms A–C are smaller than on Platform D and have thus
lower impact on the resulting efficiency. However, for Platform D, the high water
flow rate will impact the calculated efficiency formulated in Eq. 5.22.

The task efficiency, as formulated in Eq. 5.22, measures the utilisation of the
theoretical potential for Platforms A and C. Performance losses in all types of
processes, including throttling, compression, pumping and heat transfer, are taken
into account. However, since the tasks differ from one platform to another, and
because no distinction was made between product streams and waste streams, this
formulation did not give a realistic evaluation for all four platforms considered.
It should be further developed, to be suitable for evaluating several and different
types of offshore platforms. Criterion 2 is thus partly fulfilled. The formulation in
Eq. 5.22 does not evaluate whether the practical achievable potential is utilised, or
the total use of energy resources, so criteria 1 and 3 are not fulfilled.

The BAT efficiency is defined to show the potential of improvement by updating
old process units. These efficiencies for our platforms are ranging from 62% to 79%
on energy basis and from 62% to 74% on exergy basis (see Fig. 5.5). This implies
that the energy and exergy demands could be reduced to these percentages if state-
of-the-art compressors and pumps were integrated to replace the current ones. As
emphasised on the discussion on the specific energy use and the specific exergy use,
indicators on exergy basis are preferred to indicators on energy basis.

It may be expected that old platforms have a lower BAT efficiency than newer
ones. The technologies available on the market are continuously being improved
and old processes become less efficient with time, as a result of ageing and opera-
tion under off-design conditions. This is the case for our four platforms, and the
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consequences of ageing and off-design conditions are possibly seen. Platforms B
and C, which have been in operation for about 10 years less than Platforms A and
D, seem to perform slightly better.

The gas treatment facility studied by Margarone et al. [58] consumed twice as
much power as an improved layout with state-of-the-art technologies. Svalheim and
King [110] argued that the oil and gas facilities they studied had an excellent energy
performance and a small improvement potential. The four platforms studied here
seem to lie between these two scenarios. They have a similar or better performance
with the BAT efficiency than the facility studied by Margarone, but all of them
show a considerable improvement potential.

A limitation with the BAT efficiency is that it depends on the interpretation of
best-available-technology. For instance, the state-of-the-art compressor efficiencies
differ for the type of fluid processed the component subclass (e.g. centrifugal, axial,
reciprocating, etc.) and the pressure ratio, while efficiencies of pumps depend,
among other characteristics, on the magnitude and specific speed of the fluid volume
flow. In this work, all actual compressors and pumps were replaced by components
with adiabatic efficiency of 85%, while in reality the state-of-the art efficiency vary
slightly between the components. Replacements of heat exchangers and throttling
valves with more effective ones and expanders, if possible, were not considered.
Moreover, the BAT efficiencies cannot show any improvement potential for systems
where there is no mature technology readily available on the market. This is the
case of production manifolds: depressurization is achieved by valve throttling, and
multiphase expansion of fluids containing sand, water, oil and gas is currently not
feasible. Defining the state-of-the-art performance for mature technologies is also
an issue, as they evolve with time and may be improved in the future. In addition,
the indicator compares a specific platform design with the same design using state-
of-the-art technologies. The improvement potential associated with changes and
improvements of the process set-up is thereby not taken into account.

We conclude that the BAT efficiencies enable us to evaluate the potential for
improving the platforms by using the technologies already present on the market,
and they satisfy therefore the criterion 1. However, they can neither be used
for assessing the performance of a facility in relation to its theoretical achievable
performance, nor for estimating the total use of energy resources. The criteria 2
and 3 are therefore not fulfilled.

The last indicators studied in this work, the specific exergy destruction per oil
equivalent or per exergy exported (Eqs. 5.13, 5.14) are shown in Fig. 5.6. The
ExD indicators give, according to their definition, a direct measure of the exergy
destroyed. This is an essential difference compared to the ExU indicators, because
some of the consumed exergy is transformed into another form and exported as a
part of the product. Platform A seems to perform worst, with ExD of 523 MJ/Sm3

o.e., and Platform D follows with 192 MJ/Sm3 o.e. Platforms B and C have nearly
the same specific exergy destruction, with 43 and 74 MJ/Sm3 o.e. respectively. The
same conclusions as for Fig. 5.4 can be drawn; it makes little difference whether
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this indicator is used on oil- or exergy equivalent basis, but we suggest to use exergy
equivalents for the same reasons as discussed above. Platforms A and D perform
a little bit worse with the latter measure, reflecting that these platforms have the
lowest exergy density in the exported oil equivalents. The ExD indicators and
the ExU indicators, as shown in Fig. 5.4, follow the same trends. This is expected
because more work is performed, and more entropy is produced in consequence. An
exception to this rule is Platform B, which performs a bit worse compared to the
other platforms. Exergy entering the process with the feed streams is destroyed,
and this is not accounted for in the ExU indicator, at the difference of the ExD
indicator.
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Figure 5.6: Specific exergy destruction given per standard volume oil equivalents exported
and per exergy for Platforms A–D.

The ExD indicators do not evaluate the utilisation of technical achievable po-
tential, so criterion 1 is not fulfilled. If all included processes had been reversible,
the values for the ExD indicators would be 0, and in this respect the indicator
evaluate the utilisation of theoretical potential. However, as mentioned above, it
favours processes where only a small amount of work is needed. It is therefore par-
ticularly sensitive to the field and export conditions and criterion 2 is not fulfilled.
The indicators evaluate the total use of resources so criterion 3 is fulfilled.

The results from the reasoning above are summarised in Table 5.2. Criterion
1, to evaluate the utilisation of the technically achievable potential, is only fulfilled
by the BAT efficiency, but this efficiency presents some limitations. Criterion 2, to
evaluate the utilisation of the theoretically achievable potential, is fulfilled partly
by the task exergy efficiency found in literature for the Brazilian oil platform.
Criterion 3, to evaluate the total use of energy resources, is fulfilled both by the
EnU , ExU and ExD indicators. None of the indicators fulfilled more than one of
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the criteria.

Table 5.2: Overview of performance indicators and their fulfilment of the criteria for good
indicators.

Performance indicator Criterion 1 Criterion 2 Criterion 3

EnU No No Yes
ExU No No Yes
εtotal No No No
εtask No Yes, but... No
ηBAT Yes, but... No No
ExD No No Yes

The concept of the BAT efficiency could be improved by considering state-of-
the-art performance of all types of process units. When done on exergy basis,
this is similar to the approach of Tsatsaronis and Park [121], which distinguishes
between avoidable and unavoidable exergy destruction. The BAT efficiency could
be further developed by also considering possible improvements in process setup.

The EnU , ExU and ExD indicators fulfilled criterion 3. As discussed above,
the ExU indicator is preferred to EnU , because with the ExU indicator, the
different qualities of power, high temperature- and low temperature thermal energy
are taken into account. Further, the ExD present some benefits compared to the
ExU , because it does not punish installations for the part of the consumed exergy
that they export, while it does punish destruction of exergy provided through the
feed streams. The use of the ExD indicator is in accordance to Kjelstrup et al. [45]
who proposed that all companies should report their exergy destruction or entropy
production.

The ExD indicator can be developed further by applying the concept of avoid-
able/unavoidable exergy destruction presented by Tsatsaronis and Park [121], or
the concept of minimum entropy production presented by Johannessen et al. [40,
41] and Wilhelmsen et al. [133]. In the concept of minimum entropy production,
a fixed production target and other practical constraints are set for a process, and
an optimization is performed in order to find a value for the minimum entropy
production with the set constraints. These two approaches provide thus an alter-
native benchmark than the reversible process. The ExD indicator could with these
approaches fulfil criterion 1 in addition to criterion 3, because it would evaluate
the utilization of the technical achievable potential; it would be 0 if none of the
technical achievable potential was wasted.

The performance indicators recommended in the present work illustrate differ-
ent aspects of a platform performance and will vary over time. Information on
performance in different phases of life of an oil and gas facility could be helpful
for decision makers in making trade-offs between exergy costs of operation vs. in-
vestment costs of new apparatus. They could also ease a comparison with different
technologies, such as extraction of petroleum from tar sand.
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Since the scope of this work was to evaluate thermodynamic performance pa-
rameters, environmental parameters were not considered within this work. Emis-
sions of carbon dioxide from an oil and gas platform are, to a major extent, caused
by the onsite fuel consumption in diesel and gas turbines to meet the power demand
of the processing plant [105]. The widely-used environmental indicator, namely the
specific CO2 emissions per unit of produced petroleum, is therefore related to the
EnU and ExU indicators, as long as the heat and power is produced on onsite
utility systems.

The criteria chosen for evaluation of the indicators, focus on the thermodynamic
aspects of the indicators. Some may argue that a useful indicator would be one
that can easily be applied in practice, with a limited amount of resources and time,
and understood by all public types. The results of the present work may probably
be generalized to other processing plants involving significant amounts of transit
exergy. This may be other petrochemical facilities e.g. LNG production plants.

5.4 Conclusion and perspectives

In this paper, four oil and gas platforms of the North Sea type were compared
using several different energy- and exergy-based performance indicators. The list of
indicators used is not exhaustive, as other parameters illustrating the performance
of oil and gas facilities have also been used, see e.g. Rivero [83]. However, we
believe that the most central ones have been covered. Three criteria were listed for
a well-performing indicator and we conclude by the following recommendations:

• None of the studied indicators fulfilled all criteria alone, thus a set of differ-
ent indicators are needed for a thorough evaluation of thermodynamic per-
formance of oil and gas platforms.

• For an evaluation of oil- and gas platforms world-wide, we conclude that
exergy based indicators are better than energy based ones.

• The BAT indicator evaluates the utilization of technical achievable potential.

• The concept of task exergy efficiency evaluates the utilisation of theoretical
potential. The formulation studied here gives a realistic evaluation for plat-
forms with higher physical exergy in the output streams than in the input
streams. Further work should be done to find a formulation for task exergy
efficiency suitable for all platforms

• The specific exergy destruction ExD evaluates the total use of resources of the
installations. This indicator thus quantifies utilization of theoretical potential
of the process.
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• We recommend using the BAT efficiency on exergy basis, a task exergy ef-
ficiency and the specific exergy destruction when evaluating the thermody-
namic performance of offshore oil and gas processing.

• We support the reasoning of Tsatsaronis and Park [121] and propose to fur-
ther develop an indicator tailored for off-shore use, by including in a better
manner unavoidable and avoidable exergy losses in the process.

Nomenclature

e specific exergy, kJ/kg
ē chemical exergy of pure component, kJ/kg
¯̄e chemical exergy of component in mixture, kJ/kg

Ė exergy rate, kW
EnU specific energy use
ExD specific exergy destruction
ExU specific exergy use
h mass enthalpy, kJ/kg

˙LHV energy (LHV) flow rate, kW
ṁ mass flow rate, kg/s
p pressure, Pa

Q̇ heat rate, kW
s mass entropy, kJ/kg-K
T temperature, K

V̇ standard volume flow rate, Sm3/s

Ẇ work rate, kW
x mass fraction, -
ε exergy efficiency, -
η efficiency, -

Abbreviations
BAT best available technology
LHV lower heating value

Superscripts
ch chemical
cool related to cooling water
heat related to heating
kin kinetic
ph physical
pot potential
* overall platform

Subscripts
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BAT best available technology
d destruction
energy per energy (LHV) exported
export all export streams
exergy per exergy exported
f utilised/fuel
feed all feed streams
i component i
in input
j stream j
k product stream k
l loss
out output
p product
task task
total total
u useful
volume per exported standard volume
Q thermal energy
W work
0 environmental
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5.A Process flowsheet
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to the flowsheets presented in Chapter 4. See Figs. 4.7–4.10 in Appendix 4.A.
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Abstract

Exergy-based efficiencies are measures of the thermodynamic perfection of sys-
tems and processes. A meaningful formulation of these performance criteria
for petroleum separation systems is difficult because of (i) the high chemical
exergy of hydrocarbons, (ii) a large variety of chemical components, and (iii)
differences in operating conditions between facilities. We focus on application
to offshore oil and gas processing plants. Different formulations are applied
to four offshore platforms which differ by their working conditions and de-
signs. Several approaches from the scientific literature for similar processes
are presented and applied to the four cases. These formulations could not
successfully be used to evaluate our systems. They showed low sensitivity to
performance improvements, gave inconsistent results, or favoured platforms
operating under certain conditions. We suggest an alternative formulation
called the component-by-component exergy efficiency, which is applicable to
all petroleum separation systems. The component-by-component efficiency is
sensitive to process improvements and gives consistent results. It evaluates
successfully the theoretical improvement potential and allows a sound com-
parison of the thermodynamic perfection. In order to evaluate the technical
achievable improvement potential considerations about avoidable/unavoidable
exergy destruction can be taken into account. The component-by-component
efficiency ranges between 1.7 and 30% for our four cases.

6.1 Introduction

Conventional indicators for evaluating the performance of oil and gas platforms,
such as the specific power consumption, the specific CO2 emissions, or the energy
efficiency, present inherent limitations. The specific power consumption is defined
as the power consumed per oil equivalent exported, the specific CO2 emissions
as the amount of carbon dioxide emitted per unit of oil equivalent exported, and
the energy efficiency as the ratio of the energy exported with the oil and gas sent
onshore to the energy entering the system with the feed streams. Each oil field
has different natural characteristics (e.g. gas-to-oil ratio, well-fluid composition,
field size) and comparing different facilities with these metrics could be misleading.
They provide useful information on the energy use of the onsite processes, but they
cannot be used alone to compare the performance of different facilities [109, 110].

Exergy analysis is a quantitative assessment method that is based on both the
First and Second Laws of Thermodynamics. This thermodynamic method presents
advantages over a conventional energy analysis: it pinpoints the locations and types
of the irreversibilities taking place within a given system. As emphasised by Rivero
[83], the application of the exergy concept in the petroleum industry would pro-
vide more detailed and consistent information on the performance of petrochemical
systems. The exergy concept was introduced in the literature along with the con-
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cept of exergy efficiency, which aims at measuring the degree of thermodynamic
perfection of the process under investigation.

Formulations of exergy-based criteria of performance have been proposed from
the middle of the 20th century, with amongst others the contributions of Nessel-
mann [67] and Fratzscher [29, 30]. Both works reported the definition of the exergy
efficiency of a given system as the ratio of its total exergy output to its total exergy
input and discussed the advantages and drawbacks of such formulation. Grassmann
[31] and Nesselmann [68] suggested to define the exergy efficiency as the ratio of
the part of the exergy transfers that contribute to the transformations taking place,
i.e. consumed exergy, to the part of the exergy transfers that are generated within
the system, i.e. produced exergy. Baehr [10, 11] worked further on this concept,
and stressed the difficulties of providing a non-ambiguous definition of an exergy
efficiency, as different views on consumed and produced exergies may apply.

Further advances within this field include the studies of Brodyansky [16], Szargut
[114, 64, 113], Kotas [50] and Tsatsaronis [118, 120]. Brodyansky [16] suggested a
systematic procedure for calculating the produced and consumed exergies, without
regarding whether they are useful to the owner of the system. His work was based
on the concept of transit exergy introduced by Kostenko (cf. Brodyansky [16]) and
discussed also by Sorin et al. [100]. Szargut [114, 64, 113], Kotas [50] and Tsatsaro-
nis [118, 120] proposed to consider only the exergy transfers representing the desired
exergetic output and the driving exergetic input of the system, leading to the con-
cept of product and fuel exergies. Such considerations must be consistent with
the purpose of owning and operating the system of investigation [48, 49, 13, 62],
both from an economic and a thermodynamic prospect. Lazzaretto and Tsatsaro-
nis [51, 52] suggested a systematic procedure for defining the exergy efficiency at
a process component level. However, at a process level, a unique formulation may
not be available and several expressions may be appropriate [118].

Various expressions of exergy efficiency for separation systems have been pre-
sented in the literature [16, 50, 118, 101]. Cornelissen [19] investigated three for-
mulations for an air separation unit and a crude distillation plant. Different results
were obtained, illustrating the variations and lack of uniformity across the exergy
efficiency definitions [10, 11, 55]. Oliveira and Van Hombeeck [22] presented an
exergy analysis of a Brazilian offshore platform, with another formulation of the
exergy efficiency. This formulation was also used by Voldsund et al. [127, 128, 126]
for a Norwegian offshore platform. Rian and Ertesv̊ag [82] studied a liquefied nat-
ural gas (LNG) plant using an exergy efficiency formulated particulary for LNG
plants.

The literature seems to contain little, if nothing, on a uniform performance
parameter for petroleum processes. In this paper we present a formulation of
exergy efficiency that can be used on all types of such processes. The work was
carried out in three main steps:

• literature review of formulations of exergy efficiency for various petroleum
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processes;

• application of such formulations to the processing plants on four different
offshore platforms;

• derivation and application of a new formulation based on the experience from
the two first steps.

This paper is structured as follows: Section 6.2 presents the four oil and gas
platforms used as case studies in this work. Section 6.3 describes the theoretical
background, and Section 6.4 presents definitions of exergy efficiencies found in the
literature and their applicability to the four platforms. In Section 6.5 the derivation
of a new exergy efficiency suitable for petroleum separation processes is described,
together with the application of this efficiency to the four platforms. The outcomes
are discussed in Section 6.6 and concluding remarks are outlined in Section 6.7.

6.2 System description

6.2.1 General overview

Offshore platforms are large structures with facilities to extract and process pet-
roleum from subsea reservoirs. Petroleum is processed in a processing plant using
power (and often also heat) that is produced in a utility plant. The power is
produced by gas turbines fuelled with a fraction of the produced gas, or alternatively
heavy oil or diesel. A heating demand is either met by using fuel gas burners,
electric heaters or by waste heat recovery from the utility plant. A schematic
overview of the processing and utility plants are given in Fig. 6.1. The focus in this
work is on the processing plant.

Petroleum is a complex multiphase mixture: it contains a large spectrum of
chemical components, from light hydrocarbons in gaseous form (e.g. methane) to
heavy ones in liquid phase (e.g. naphtenes and cycloalkanes) and is extracted along
with subsurface water. The aim of the processing plant is to separate efficiently
the different phases to satisfy the different process and export constraints, and
to maximise the hydrocarbon production. Crude oil consists mostly of medium-
to heavy hydrocarbons in liquid form, while natural gas mostly consists of light-
weight alkanes. Differences across offshore platforms can be summarised as follows
[14, 21, 74, 42, 57, 78, 1, 125]:

• reservoir characteristics (e.g. initial temperature and pressure);

• fluid properties (e.g. chemical composition, gas- and water-to-oil (GOR and
WOR) ratios);
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• product requirements (e.g. export pressure and temperature, chemical pu-
rity);

• operating strategies (e.g. oil and gas recovery, gas treatment, condensate
export).

These differences induce variations in temperatures, pressures and flow rates
throughout the system as well as in demands for compression, heating, cooling,
dehydration, desalting and sweetening. The structural design of the processing
plant stays nevertheless similar.

In the processing plant oil, gas and water enter one or several production man-
ifolds in which the well-fluid streams are mixed and the pressure reduced to ease
separation between the liquid and gaseous phases. The well-fluid streams are fed
into a separation system where oil, gas and water are separated by gravity in one
or more stages, with throttling in between. Crude oil leaving the separation train
enters a treatment and export pumping section. Gas leaving the separation and
oil pumping steps enters the recompression train. It is cooled, sent to a scrubber
where condensate and water droplets are removed, and recompressed to the pres-
sure of the previous separation stage. It is then sent to the gas treatment train,
where it is purified and possibly dehydrated by triethylene glycol (TEG). Gas may
be compressed for export to the shore, lift or injection.

Production
manifold(s)

Separation train
Export 

pumping

Recompression train

Gas treatment

Fuel gas 
system

Produced water 
injection

Gas

Oil or condensate

Condensate/NGL
treatment
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Figure 6.1: General overview of the processing and power plants.
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Condensate removed from the recompression and gas treatment trains is (i)
either sent back to the separation train and mixed with crude oil or (ii) processed
in a condensate treatment section. Produced water enters a wastewater handling
train, in which suspended particulates and dissolved hydrocarbons are removed. It
is then discharged into the sea or enters an injection train where it is further cleaned
and pumped to a high pressure level. In parallel, seawater may be processed on-site
for further injection into the reservoir for enhanced oil recovery.

The cooling demand is satisfied by using a direct cooling medium, e.g. seawater
or air, or an indirect one, e.g. a glycol/water mixture. Heat exchanger networks
between the different streams flowing through the system may also be integrated
to promote heat integration.

Processes such as condensate treatment and natural gas liquid recovery are
uncommon offshore, with only a few applications worldwide. Oil and gas treatment
is generally limited to gas dehydration in the North Sea, whereas it also includes oil
desalting and gas sweetening in the Gulf of Mexico. Further details on oil and gas
processing are given in [56] and more specific information on North Sea platforms
are given in [14, 71].

6.2.2 Case studies

The four oil and gas platforms (Platforms A–D) investigated within this study are
located in the North Sea region and present specific design characteristics (Table
6.1). Flowsheets of the processes plants on each of the platforms and temperature
and pressure levels of the most important process streams are given in the appendix.

These four platforms, although similar in terms of structural design, present
significant differences in well-fluid processing and in operating conditions:

• The gas-to-oil ratio is either increasing (Platforms A, B and C), meaning
that the gas treatment train is run at full-design conditions, or decreasing
(Platform D), meaning that this subsystem is run in off-design conditions,
and that anti-surge recycling is practiced to protect the compressors.

• Platforms processing heavy and viscous crude oil (e.g. platform C) or with a
high propane content (e.g. platform D) require heating in the separation train
to enhance vapour-liquid separation and to meet the export specifications.

• The pressure at the final stage of the separation train (p3) is constrained by
the maximum allowable vapour pressure of the crude oil/condensate in the
pipelines and shuttle tankers, and is below 3 bar for all platforms.

• The pressure of the produced oil/condensate at the outlet of the pumping
section (p4) is either higher (e.g. platform C) or lower (e.g. platforms A, B
and D) than at the outlet of the production manifold (p2).
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• The pressure at the outlet of the gas treatment section (p5) is either higher
(e.g. platforms A, C and D) or lower (e.g. platform B) than at the inlet of
the separation system (p2). There is a need for gas compression in three of
the four platforms.

For more details about the processes taking place on each of these platforms, the
reader is referred to two previous works conducted by the same authors [126, 129].

Table 6.1: Comparison of the four offshore facilities discussed in this study. n means
not-included and y means included.

Platform A B C D

System characteristics
Age, years 20 10 10 20
Gas-to-oil ratio (Sm3 basis) 2800 3200 360 230
Gas-to-oil ratio trend ↗ ↗ ↗ ↘

System products
Oil export none export export
Gas fuel fuel fuel fuel

injection export injection export
import
lift

Condensate export export export export
(mixed with oil) (mixed with oil) (mixed with gas)

Produced water discharge injection discharge discharge
Seawater cooling cooling cooling cooling

injection
Additional processes
Dehydration n n n y
Condensate treatment n n n y
Water injection n n n y

6.2.3 Modelling and simulation

The process simulations were carried out with Aspen HYSYSR© [7] and Aspen PlusR©

version 7.2 [6], with the exception of the glycol dehydration system. Simulations
of the production manifolds, petroleum separation, oil pumping, gas recompression
and flaring were based on the Peng-Robinson and Soave-Redlich-Kwong equations
of state [77, 97]. The water purification and injection processes were simulated
based on the Non-Random Two Liquid (NRTL) model [81] and the dehydration
process on the Schwartzentruber-Renon equation of state [90, 91].
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6.3 Theoretical background

6.3.1 Exergy analysis

Exergy is defined as the maximum theoretical useful work as the system is brought
into complete thermodynamic equilibrium with the thermodynamic environment
while the system interacts with this environment only [114]. In this work, the
discussions on exergy efficiencies focus exclusively on the exergy associated with
mass and energy transfers.

Unlike energy, exergy is not conserved in real processes – some is destroyed due
to internal irreversibilities. On a time rate form and for a control volume with in-
and outgoing flows, the exergy balance is expressed as:

Ėd =
∑

Ėin −
∑

Ėout

=
∑(

1− T0

Tk

)
Q̇k − Ẇ +

∑
ṁinein −

∑
ṁouteout, (6.1)

where Ėd is the exergy destroyed inside the control volume, Ėin is all exergy enter-
ing the system and Ėout is all exergy leaving it. The symbol ṁ denotes the mass
flow rate of a stream of matter, Q̇k and Ẇ the time rates of energy transfer by
heat and work (Q̇ ≥ 0 indicates heat transfer to the system, Ẇ ≥ 0 work done by
the system) and e the specific exergy of a stream of matter. The symbols T0 and
Tk denote the environmental temperature and the local temperature where heat
transfer takes place. The subscripts in and out denote the inlet and outlet of the
system and k the boundary of the component. The exergy destruction rate can
also be calculated from the Gouy-Stodola theorem, which is expressed as:

Ėd = T0Ṡgen, (6.2)

where Ṡgen is the entropy generation rate inside the control volume.

Exergy destruction is also called internal exergy losses, since this is exergy
that is lost related to the irreversibilities taking place inside the control volume
under study. Exergy discharged to the environment without any practical use (e.g.
exergy content of exhaust gases from a gas turbine – exergy transferred to the
cooling water) is referred to as external exergy losses or just exergy losses [13, 119].
This waste exergy is destroyed when mixed irreversibly with the environment.

6.3.2 Flow exergy

In the absence of nuclear, magnetic and electrical interactions, the exergy associated
with a stream of matter is a function of its physical eph, chemical ech, kinetic ekin
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and potential epot components [13]. The molar exergy of a material stream is
expressed as:

e = eph + ech + ekin + epot. (6.3)

In this work, kinetic and potential contributions on the flow exergies are assumed
to be negligible compared to physical and chemical exergies.

Physical exergy accounts for temperature and pressure differences from the
environmental state and is defined as:

eph = (h− h0)− T0(s− s0)

= h− h(T0, p)− T0 (s− s(T0, p))︸ ︷︷ ︸
I

+h(T0, p)− h0 − T0 (s(T0, p)− s0)︸ ︷︷ ︸
II

, (6.4)

where h and s are the specific enthalpy and entropy of a stream of matter, re-
spectively. Terms I and II refer to the the temperature-based and pressure-based
components of the physical exergy [50], respectively, and are also named thermal
and mechanical exergies [118].

Chemical exergy accounts for deviations in chemical composition from reference
substances present in the environment. In this work, chemical exergy is calculated
using the reference environment defined in Szargut [114, 112, 65]. The specific
chemical exergy of a given mixture ech

mix is expressed as [88]:

ech
mix =

∑
i

xie
ch
i,mix︸ ︷︷ ︸

I

=
∑
i

xie
ch
i,0︸ ︷︷ ︸

II

+

(∑
i

xi (hi,mix − hi,0)

)
− T0

(∑
i

xi (si,mix − si,0)

)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

III

, (6.5)

where the mass fraction, the chemical component and the mixture are denoted by
x, i and mix, respectively. The specific exergy of a given chemical component is
written ech

i,mix when it is in the mixture and ech
i,0 when it is in a pure component state.

The term I illustrates the chemical exergy of each individual chemical component
in the mixture, the term II the chemical exergy of these components in an unmixed
form and the term III the reduction in chemical exergy due to mixing effects.

If no chemical transformations are taking place within a separation system, the
terms related to the chemical exergy of pure components cancel and the change in
chemical exergy is equal to the exergy used to perform the separation work [50].

The specific chemical exergy of hypothetical components ech
h is determined with

the heuristic correlations of Rivero [85]:

ech
h = βNHVh +

∑
xmte

ch
mt, (6.6)

where NHV stands for Net Heating Value, xmt for the mass fraction of metal
impurities, ech

mt for the corresponding chemical exergy and β for the chemical exergy
correction factor.
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6.3.3 Exergy efficiency

The definitions of exergy efficiency, as presented and discussed in the open litera-
ture, can be divided into two main groups, as suggested by Lior and Zhang [55]:

• the total, overall, input-output or universal exergy efficiency, which is defined
as the ratio of all outgoing to ingoing exergy flows;

• the task, utilitarian, consumed-produced, rational or functional exergy effi-
ciency, which is defined as the ratio of the exergy terms associated with the
products generated within the system, i.e. the produced exergy, to the exergy
terms associated with the resources expended to achieve these outputs, i.e.
the consumed exergy.

Total exergy efficiency

For a given open thermodynamic system at steady-state, the exergy balance can
be expressed as:∑

Ėin =
∑

Ėout + Ėd =
∑

Ėout,u +
∑

Ėout,l + Ėd, (6.7)

where Ėin and Ėout are the exergy inputs and outputs to and from the system,
associated with streams of matter and of energy, and Ėd the exergy destruction.
The exergy output consists of useful exergy output Ėout,u, and exergy that is lost

Ėout,l (i.e. the exergy of waste products that is not taken into use, but discharged
to the environment).

The total exergy efficiency εI is defined as the ratio of all exergy outflows to
inflows [19, 55, 131]:

εI−1 ≡
∑
Ėout∑
Ėin

= 1− Ėd∑
Ėin

, (6.8)

where some authors exclude the exergy associated with waste products [30, 131]:

εI−2 ≡
∑
Ėout,u∑
Ėin

= 1− Ėout,l + Ėd∑
Ėin

. (6.9)

The total exergy efficiency is claimed to be adequate when (i) the ingoing and
outgoing exergy flows are converted to other forms of exergy [19] or (ii) a major
part of the out-flowing exergy can be considered as useful, as it is the case of power
plants [55] or (iii) for dissipative processes and devices [61, 50].
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Task exergy efficiency

The concept of total exergy efficiency has been criticised as it takes into account
all the exergetic flows entering and exiting a system, without considering whether
they are utilised in the thermodynamic conversions. The task exergy efficiency,
on the opposite, differentiates the exergy flows undergoing transformations from
the exergy flows that are not affected, i.e. neither used nor produced. Grassmann
[31] proposed a general formulation for an exergy efficiency: he suggested the ratio
of the intended increase to the used decrease in ability to do work. In exergy
terms, this means that the exergy efficiency should be defined as the ratio of the
production of exergy that is desired to the reduction of exergy that is utilised. It
was emphasised that this performance criterion always has a value between 0 and
1, as the increased ability to do work always is smaller than the decreased ability.

Baehr [11] proposed a variant of this formulation, considering all the exergy
increases in the numerator and all the exergy decreases in the denominator. At
the difference of the expression proposed by Grassmann [31], the total production
and expenditure of exergy are considered, whether they are actually desired or
utilised within the system. It was pointed out that (i) exergy efficiencies based on
exergy differences are more sensitive to changes in the system than the total exergy
efficiency and are therefore more suitable and (ii) different numerical values could
be obtained with the formulation of exergy efficiency proposed by Grassmann [31],
as it depends on whether an exergy difference is considered as useful, used or none
of those.

Szargut [111, 114, 113], and Kotas [49, 50] argued that the exergy efficiency
should be defined as the ratio of (i) the desired output or useful exergetic effect and
(ii) the necessary input or driving exergy expense. Other authors name the same
terms exergetic product Ėp and exergetic fuel Ėf [119, 13]. The exergetic balance
(Eq. 6.1) can be rewritten:

Ėp = Ėf − Ėl − Ėd. (6.10)

Hence, the task exergy efficiency can be written:

ε ≡ Ėp

Ėf

= 1− Ėl + Ėd

Ėf

. (6.11)

Brodyansky [16] and Sorin [100] proposed to define the exergy efficiency as the
ratio of the total exergy output to the total exergy input, minus the transit exergy
Ėtr in both numerator and denominator:

ε ≡
∑
Ėout −

∑
Ėtr∑

Ėin −
∑
Ėtr

. (6.12)

The concept of transit exergy was introduced by Kostenko (cf. Brodyansky [16]),
and it was further developed by Brodyansky [16]. The transit exergy is the part of
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the exergy supplied to a system that flows through the system without undergoing
any physical or chemical transformation. The concept of transiting exergy is also
mentioned by Cornelissen [19], who applied this method to an air separation unit
and a crude oil distillation plant. The lack of ambiguity and the complexity of
the calculations were underlined, as this method requires a precise decoupling of
the exergy flows into their components. This efficiency can also be regarded as a
variant of the total exergy efficiency.

6.4 Exergy efficiencies for petroleum processes

In this section we conduct a literature survey of the derivations of exergy efficiencies
for petroleum processing systems in general, apply them to our four offshore pro-
cessing plants and discuss their relevance. An overview of the relevant definitions
are given in Section 6.4.1, while each of them are derived for offshore processing
plants and discussed in detail in Sections 6.4.2–6.4.5. The exergy efficiencies for
the utility plant, which consists of gas turbines, and some times also of a waste
heat recovery system, are not in the scope of this work, as they are well-established
definitions that can be found in the literature (see e.g. [50]).

6.4.1 Overview of definitions

Several approaches for the exergy efficiencies of petroleum processing systems can
be found in the literature [50, 22, 19, 127, 128, 126, 82, 120, 121]. In addition to
the total exergy efficiency, three different task exergy efficiencies are found. The
concepts of the task exergy efficiency formulations are summarised in Table 6.2.
For the types of task efficiencies where it is possible both to include waste streams
as product or as loss, we have chosen to systematically regard the exergy associated
with them as lost exergy.

Table 6.2: The concepts of three task exergy efficiencies found in the literature for
petroleum systems.

System Fuel Product

General separation [50] Added heat and work Physical and chemical
Offshore platform [22, 126] exergy changes

LNG plant [82] Added heat and work Chemical exergy increase
Crude oil distillation [19] + input physical exergy + output physical exergy

Distillation [121] Added heat and work Chemical exergy increase
+ physical exergy decrease + physical exergy increase
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Fig. 6.2 shows schematically the exergy streams entering and leaving the pro-
cessing plant, as well as the utility plant, and clarifies the notation used in the
following sections.

Exhaust gases
Air

Processing plant

Cooling

Utility plant

Efeed
Ed,PP

EQ,heat EW

Fuel gas

EQ,cool

ƩEk 

Feed Petroleum 
products 
and  water

k streams

Figure 6.2: Schematic overview of exergy streams entering and exiting the processing and
utility plants.

6.4.2 Total exergy efficiency

The exergy balance for the processing plant of the oil and gas facility can be
expressed as:

Ėfeed + ĖQ
heat + ĖW︸ ︷︷ ︸
Ėin

=
∑
k,u

Ėk,u︸ ︷︷ ︸
Ėout,u

+
∑
k,w

Ėk,w + ĖQ
cool︸ ︷︷ ︸

Ėout,l

+ Ėd,PP︸ ︷︷ ︸
Ėd

. (6.13)

The left-hand side terms consist of the exergy associated with the feed entering the
processing plant Ėfeed (i.e. reservoir fluid) and the heat exergy ĖQ

heat and power

exergy ĖW delivered by the utility plant. The right-hand side terms consist of the
exergy of the useful outlet material streams of the processing plant

∑
k Ėk,u (i.e.

oil, gas, condensate, fuel gas), the wasted outlet material streams
∑
k Ėk,w (i.e.

flared gas, produced water), the exergy lost in the cooling system ĖQ
cool and the

destroyed exergy Ėd,PP. All the left-hand side terms comprise the input exergy
Ein while the useful outlet material streams on the right-hand side are counted as
useful output exergy Eout,u. The produced water that is extracted along with oil
and gas is normally considered as waste, since it is discharged to the surroundings
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without being used. The exception to this rule is if the produced water is injected
back for enhanced oil recovery, which is a future plan for Platform D.

The total exergy efficiency without differentiating the useful from the waste
streams [67] is:

εI−1 =

∑
k,u Ėk,u +

∑
k,w Ėk,w + ĖQ

cool

Ėfeed + ĖQ
heat + ĖW

, (6.14)

while the total exergy efficiency considering only the useful streams is:

εI−2 =

∑
k,u Ėk,u

Ėfeed + ĖQ
heat + ĖW

. (6.15)

The total exergy efficiencies of all four processing plants (Table 6.3) range be-
tween 99% – 100% when waste streams are considered as a part of the product
and between 98% – 100% when waste streams are considered lost (Fig. 6.3). The
facility that presents the highest efficiency is Platform B, as gas is not compressed
before export and little power is required on-site.

Table 6.3: Total exergy efficiencies (%) without differentiating between waste useful
streams and waste streams εI−1 and with waste streams regarded as lost εI−2.

Platform A Platform B Platform C Platform D

εI−1 99.7 99.9 99.9 99.6
εI−2 99.5 99.8 99.8 98.0

The high numbers are caused by the inclusion of the chemical exergy of hydro-
carbons in the formulation of these exergy efficiencies, and the total efficiencies are
therefore always high. They can hardly be used to compare the performance of oil
and gas facilities, since (i) they give the impression that all platforms are similar
in terms of efficiency and (ii) they are poorly sensitive to improvement efforts.

Kotas [50] and Tsatsaronis [118] support this view in their works. They argue
that the total exergy efficiencies do not show the potential for reducing the system
inefficiencies, and that conclusions based on them would be misleading. Another
critique on the total exergy efficiencies is that they do not reflect the purposes of
operating these facilities, which are to separate the petroleum from the water, and
to export the oil and gas to the shore.

The same reasoning can be drawn for the energy efficiency that is used for
evaluation of some oil and gas platforms. On Platform D this parameter has varied
between 92% and 94% these last years, although the flows of exported oil and
gas have changed from day-to-day, and that flaring and venting was significantly
reduced. This indicator provides limited information when the performance of an
oil and gas system is analysed over time.
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Figure 6.3: Exergy input and useful output flows.

6.4.3 Task exergy efficiency: Kotas for general separation
systems, Oliveira for offshore platform

The exergy balance for the processing plant, Eq. 6.13, can be rewritten:

ĖQ
heat + ĖW︸ ︷︷ ︸

Ėf

=

(∑
k

Ėk − Ėfeed

)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

Ėp

+ ĖQ
cool︸ ︷︷ ︸
Ėl

+ Ėd,PP︸ ︷︷ ︸
Ėd

. (6.16)

The left-hand side terms can be identified as the resources required to drive the
processing plant, i.e. the exergetic fuel Ėf , while the difference of exergy between
the inlet and outlet material streams can be considered as the exergetic product
Ėp. This approach is similar to the one suggested by Kotas [50] and used by
Oliveira and Van Hombeeck [22] for petroleum separation processes on a Brazilian
offshore platform, and used for the processing plant of an North Sea oil platform
by Voldsund et al. [127, 128, 126].

This approach considers that the desired effect of the offshore platforms is the
difference of exergy between the inlet and outlet streams, i.e. the exergy increase
due to separation, and possibly the exergy increase with physical processes such as
compression. The resources required to drive the processing plant and to separate
the three phases correspond to the power and heat required on-site. The losses are
identified as the exergy lost with the cooling water Ėl and the rest is the destroyed
exergy Ėd.
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The expression for the exergy efficiency, denoted εII−1, is then given by:

εII−1 =

∑
k Ėk − Ėfeed

ĖQ
heat + ĖW

= 1−
ĖQ

cool + Ėd,PP

ĖQ
heat + ĖW

, (6.17)

which is similar to the expression of the rational efficiency for a generalised sepa-
ration plant [50].

Calculating the exergy efficiency with Eq. 6.17 (Table 6.4), it can be seen that
most exergy (>85%) consumed in the processing plant corresponds to the power
produced in the gas turbines (Fig. 6.4). This power consumption is related to the
compression and pumping demands on-site. The consumption of thermal exergy is
negligible in two cases, since heating is only required in the fuel gas system, where
power is used to drive electric heaters.

The exergy efficiencies as defined in Eq. 6.17 for the processing plants of Plat-
forms A, C and D are relatively low (' 13-24%). This is in accordance with the
findings of Kotas [50], who suggested that the rational efficiency of separation pro-
cesses is often low, because of the large compression ratios of the gas streams.

Table 6.4: Task exergy efficiencies (%) based on the approach of Kotas [50] and Oliveira
and Van Hombeeck [22] for generic separation systems.

Platform A Platform B Platform C Platform D

εII−1 12.7 -215 20.6 23.6

Platform B presents a negative efficiency, since the exergy of the output streams
is smaller than the exergy of the feeds. The pressures and temperatures of the oil
and gas are lower than those of the feed since there is no need for gas compression
before export. The reductions of physical exergy (' 12,200 kW) are thus higher
than the increases of chemical exergy (' 300 kW), leading to the negative value.
The same has been seen when this definition of the exergy efficiency has been
applied at the level of the separation module for another platform [127].

This case illustrates the limitations of applying this approach for evaluation of
our four different processing plants, and suggests that the differences of physical
and chemical exergy between the input and output streams should be considered
apart. The reduction of pressure throughout the platform results in a higher vapour
fraction of the streams and drives the separation. The expense of physical exergy
may therefore be accounted as a part of the resources spent to drive the processing
plant.
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Figure 6.4: Exergy fuels and products, based on the approach of Kotas [50] and Oliveira
and Van Hombeeck [22] for generic separation systems.

6.4.4 Task exergy efficiency: Cornelissen for crude oil distil-
lation, Rian and Ertesv̊ag for LNG plant

Kotas [50] suggested an alternative to Eq. 6.17 for air distillation plants, where the
physical and chemical exergy in the material streams are treated separately:

Ėph
feed + ĖQ

heat + ĖW︸ ︷︷ ︸
Ėf

=
∑
k

Ėch
k − Ėch

feed +
∑
k

Ėph
k,u +

∑
k

Ėph
k,w + ĖQ

cool + Ėd,PP

= ∆Ech +
∑
k,u

Ėph
k,u︸ ︷︷ ︸

Ėp

+
∑
k,w

Ėph
k,w + ĖQ

cool︸ ︷︷ ︸
Ėl

+ Ėd,PP︸ ︷︷ ︸
Ėd

. (6.18)

The exergetic fuel is now taken to be the sum of the exergy transferred as heat
and power and the physical exergy of the feed. Similarly, the exergetic product is
now taken as the difference of chemical exergies between the inlet and outlets of
the processing plant as well as the physical exergy of the useful output streams.

This approach is similar to the one applied by Cornelissen [19] for a crude
oil distillation plant and by Rian and Ertesv̊ag [82] for an LNG plant, where it is
suggested that all physical exergy of the feed streams is consumed along with exergy
associated with heat and power. The desired result is taken as the physical exergy
of the outlet streams, as well as the increased chemical exergy due to separation.

The expression for the exergy efficiency of the system (εII−2) is then given by:

εII−2 =
∆Ech +

∑
k,u Ė

ph
k,u

Ėph
feed + ĖQ

heat + ĖW
= 1−

∑
k,w Ė

ph
k,w + ĖQ

cool + Ėd,PP

Ėph
feed + ĖQ

heat + ĖW
. (6.19)
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When applying this approach (Table 6.5, Fig. 6.5), the exergetic fuel amounts
from 33 MW (Platform D) to 110 MW (Platform B). The major contributions to
the fuel are the physical exergy of the feeds and the power consuption. In any
case, it can be seen that most exergy consumed on the plant is used to produce
high-pressure gas, and that the separation effect is negligible in comparison.

Table 6.5: Task exergy efficiencies (%) based on the approach of Cornelissen [19] and Rian
and Ertesv̊ag [82] for crude oil distillation and LNG plants.

Platform A Platform B Platform C Platform D

εII−2 70.9 84.2 71.0 33.2

The platform that presents the highest exergy efficiency, as defined in Eq. 6.19,
is Platform B (' 84%), followed by Platforms A (' 71%), C (' 71%) and D ('
33%). The higher performance of Platform B can be explained by the high rate
of physical exergy transiting throughout the plant with the produced gas. Gas
is exported at nearly the same conditions as it enters, and its physical exergy
dominates transformations taking place on-site. On the opposite side, Platform D
presents a smaller exergy efficiency, because the lift and export pressures (' 175–
180 bar) are much higher than the feed pressures (' 11–45 bar) and the separation
pressures (' 1.7–8 bar). Significant amount of power is required to increase the
gas pressure, which results in high irreversibilities in the gas compression section.
Moreover, the water cut of the feeds is much higher (' 85–95% on a mole basis),
and the produced water is currently discharged to the sea at high temperatures,
and thus high physical exergies (' 6.1 MW), without being further used.
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Figure 6.5: Exergy fuels and products, based on the approach of Cornelissen [19] and
Rian and Ertesv̊ag [82] for crude oil distillation and LNG plants.

When this approach was used for an LNG plant, most physical exergy entering
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the system was pressure-based, and most leaving the system was temperature-
based. This is different in the present cases, where most physical exergy that
enters and exits is pressure based, and has not necessarily undergone exergy trans-
formations within the process.

6.4.5 Task exergy efficiency: Tsatsaronis and Cziesla for dis-
tillation columns

In the third alternative formulation of the task exergy efficiency, the fuel exergy is
defined as the sum of the physical exergy decreases between the inflowing feed and
the separated streams with a lower specific physical exergy (k−) and the exergy
associated with heating and power. The product exergy is defined as the sum of
the physical exergy increases between the inflowing feed and the separated useful
products with a higher specific physical exergy (k+) and the chemical exergy in-
creases between the feed and products. By separating between product streams
with increased and decreased specific physical exergy, Eq. 6.13 can be rewritten:∑
k−

ṁk− · (eph
feed − e

ph
k−) + ĖQ

heat + ĖW

︸ ︷︷ ︸
Ėf

=

∆Ech +
∑
k+,u

ṁk+,u · (eph
k+,u − e

ph
feed)

︸ ︷︷ ︸
Ėp

+
∑
k+,w

ṁk+,w · (eph
k+,w − e

ph
feed) + ĖQ

cool︸ ︷︷ ︸
Ėl

+ Ėd,PP︸ ︷︷ ︸
Ėd

.

(6.20)

The expression for the exergy efficiency of this system (εII−3) is then given by:

εII−3 =
∆Ech +

∑
k+,u ṁk+,u · (eph

k+,u − e
ph
feed)∑

k− ṁk− · (eph
feed − e

ph
k−) + ĖQ

heat + ĖW

= 1−
∑
k+,w ṁk+,w · (eph

k+,w − e
ph
feed) + ĖQ

cool + Ėd,PP∑
k− ṁk− · (eph

feed − e
ph
k−) + ĖQ

heat + ĖW
. (6.21)

which is similar to the expression of the exergy efficiency for a generalised distilla-
tion column, as discussed by Tsatsaronis and Cziesla [120].

The approach of Tsatsaronis and Cziesla considers the physical exergy decreases
as part of the exergetic fuel, and the increases as part of the exergetic product, which
is in accordance with the SPECO method proposed by Lazzaretto and Tastsaronis
[51, 52] and the previous works of Baehr [11] and Grassmann [31]. They define
physical exergy decreases and increases by comparing the specific physical exergies
of the outlet and inlet streams on a mass basis.
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Calculating this efficiency on a mass basis (Table 6.6), suggests that Platform
C presents the highest performance (' 54%), followed by Platforms A (' 48%), B
(' 39%) and D (' 39%).

Table 6.6: Task exergy efficiencies (%) based on the approach of Tsatsaronis and Cziesla
for distillation columns.

Platform A Platform B Platform C Platform D

εII−3,mass 48.1 39.0 53.9 38.8
εII−3,molar 38.2 1.7 49.3 39.3

The exergetic fuel includes two major contributions (Fig. 6.6), which are the
reduction in physical exergy and the power consumption. With the exception of
Platform B, most exergetic fuel consists of the power input (≥ 55%). The physical
exergy reduction is mainly caused by the decrease of pressure of the produced water
(Platform D) and of the exported oil (Platforms A, B and C) compared to the feed
pressure.

The exergetic product mainly includes an exergy increase of the gas flows, either
for injection (Platforms A and C) or for export (Platform B), with the exception
of Platform D, where nearly 40% of the exergetic product consists of the exergy
increase of the seawater pumped for injection. Such conclusions may be expected, as
the gas products mostly have significantly higher pressures than the feed streams.
An exception is the exported gas from Platform B, which presents both lower
pressure and temperature than the feed streams, but still displays a higher specific
physical exergy than the feed streams.

Applying the same expression on a molar basis, returns different numerical
values and conclusions (Table 6.6, Fig. 6.7). Furthermore, the exergetic fuels and
products differ slightly for Platforms A, C and D, and significantly for Platform B.
The inconsistencies are due to the different compositions of the feed and product
streams that are compared. For Platforms A, C and D a calculation on molar
basis lead to a somewhat higher or lower value for each exergy increase or decrease.
For Platform B, this results in a change from an exergy increase to an exergy
decrease, and thus in different calculations of the product and fuel exergies for
the gas export stream. Specific and molar physical exergy of the inlet and outlet
streams for Platform B are shown in Fig. 6.8. It can be seen that the specific
physical exergy of the export gas is higher than the specific physical exergy of the
well streams, while the molar physical exergy is lower.

Effects from this inconsistency may be small for distillation columns that sepa-
rate similar components, while for our application to oil and gas platforms, which
process highly different chemical components, the effect is considerable.
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Figure 6.6: Exergy fuels and products, based on the approach of Tsatsaronis and Cziesla
for distillation columns, calculated on a mass basis.
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Figure 6.7: Exergy fuels and products, based on the approach of Tsatsaronis and Cziesla
for distillation columns, calculated on a molar basis.
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Figure 6.8: Specific physical exergy of the inlet and outlet streams for Platform B, ex-
pressed on a mass and molar basis.

6.4.6 Applicability to offshore processing plants

The calculations of exergy efficiencies with definitions found in the literature, and
applied to our four offshore processing plants, raise several points of importance.
The expressions were derived for either similar systems (e.g. the approach of Kotas
[50] and Oliveira [22]) or systems which present common features to petroleum
separation systems (e.g. the approach of Rian and Ertesv̊ag [82]). In consequence,
they may not be fully applicable to the systems investigated in this work.

The total exergy efficiencies can unambiguously be calculated, but they can
hardly be used for suggesting system improvements, as they do not assess the
thermodynamic transformations taking place on-site. The task efficiencies reflect
the tasks of the systems they are used for. The formulations presented so far show a
few drawbacks and may favour or penalise platforms of a special type, or operating
under certain conditions. The exergy efficiency as defined by Kotas [50], which
was derived for oil and gas separation systems, fails for systems where the physical
exergy outputs are smaller than the inputs (Platform B). The one suggested by
Rian and Ertesv̊ag [82] is not directly applicable to oil and gas separation systems,
as they investigate a gas facility where natural gas is cooled and liquefied. This
refrigeration task is not found on any of the petroleum separation systems studied in
this work. The literal formulation of an exergy efficiency as proposed by Tsatsaronis
and Cziesla [118] has limitations, since the numerical values differ with the choice of
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a molar or mass basis. This approach may be applied at the level of each chemical
component, to quantify precisely the exergy transfers taking place, rather than at
the level of each material stream.

6.5 Component-by-component exergy efficiency

6.5.1 Concept

As seen in the previous section the formulation of an exergy efficiency for oil and
gas platforms is not straightforward, because of (i) the high transit chemical (and
sometimes also physical) exergy of hydrocarbon components, (ii) the large variety
of chemical components and (iii) the differences in process conditions and product
specifications among these facilities. In order to fully evaluate the performance of a
petroleum system and of separation processes, we propose the following definition
of efficiency. It builds on the same reasoning as presented in the work of Tsatsaronis
and Cziesla [121]. The increase of chemical exergy between all input and output
streams is taken as the first contribution to the exergetic product. The second
contribution is related to increases in physical exergy of useful product streams.
However, the specific physical exergies of the entire streams are not compared with
the specific physical exergies of the feed streams. For each feed stream, different
parts may end up in different products. Therefore, the physical exergy of each such
part in the feeds are compared with the physical exergy of the corresponding parts
in the products. The exergy that is spent in the system is taken as the power and
heat exergy consumed onsite, as well as the decrease of physical exergy of fractions
that lose physical exergy on the way from feed to product. This is the same concept
as that of the exergy efficiency that consider transit exergy [16], but carried out on
the chemical component level.

A schematic overview of the component flows for a system with two components,
two feeds and two products is shown in Fig. 6.9. The physical exergy of each part at
the outlet Ėph

j,k,out, will either have increased or decreased compared to the physical

exergy of the same part at the inlet Ėph
j,k,in. Since the exergetic fuel and the exergetic

product are evaluated at the chemical component level, this efficiency is called the
component-by-component efficiency.

6.5.2 Derivation

The physical exergies of the part of a stream coming from feed j, Ėph
j,k,in, and ending

up in product k, Ėph
j,k,out, are calculated using the following equations:

Ėph
j,k,in =

∑
i

ṅi,j,kê
ph
i,j (6.22)
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Ėph
j,k,out =

∑
i

ṅi,j,kê
ph
i,k. (6.23)

The symbol êph
i,j denotes the partial molar physical exergy of component i in feed

stream j, êph
i,k denotes partial molar physical exergy of component i in product

stream k and ni,j,k denotes the molar flow of component i from feed j to product
k.

Figure 6.9: Schematic overview of component flows in and out of a control volume for a
system with two components marked with different colors, two feeds at the left and two
product streams at the right.

For each component in each feed stream, it is assumed that the fraction of the
component ending up in each product stream is the same as the fraction of the total
amount of this component entering as feeds ending up in each product stream. For
instance, for methane in feed 1, it is assumed that the fraction of this methane
ending up in product 1 is the same as the fraction of the total amount of methane
ending up in product 1.

Physical exergy increases of parts of streams can be expressed mathematically:

(
∆Ėph

j,k

)+

=


Ėph
j,k,out − Ė

ph
j,k,in if Ėph

j,k,out > Ėph
j,k,in

0 if Ėph
j,k,out < Ėph

j,k,in

(6.24)

Oppositely, physical exergy decreases of parts of streams can be expressed:

(
∆Ėph

j,k

)−
=


0 if Ėph

j,k,out > Ėph
j,k,in

Ėph
j,k,in − Ė

ph
j,k,out if Ėph

j,k,out < Ėph
j,k,in

(6.25)
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The exergy balance, Eq. 6.13, can thus be rewritten:∑
j

∑
k

(
∆Ėph

j,k

)−
+ ĖQ

heat + ĖW

︸ ︷︷ ︸
Ėf

=

∆Ėch +
∑
j

∑
k,u

(
∆Ėph

j,k

)+

u︸ ︷︷ ︸
Ėp

+
∑
j

∑
k,w

(
∆Ėph

j,k

)+

w
+ ĖQ

cool︸ ︷︷ ︸
Ėl

+ Ėd,PP︸ ︷︷ ︸
Ėd

. (6.26)

This result in the following expression for the exergy efficiency (εII−4):

εII−4 =

∑
j

∑
k

(
∆Ėph

j,k

)+

u
+ ∆Ėch

∑
j

∑
k

(
∆Ėph

j,k

)−
+ ĖQ

heat + ĖW

= 1−

∑
j

∑
k

(
∆Ėph

j,k

)+

w
+ ĖQ

cool + Ėd,PP∑
j

∑
k

(
∆Ėph

j,k

)−
+ ĖQ

heat + ĖW

. (6.27)

This approach, at the chemical component level, takes into account the fact that
in separation processes the feed and product streams display the same chemical
components, but in different quantities. Gas mostly contains light-hydrocarbons,
which have much lower molecular weight than the chemical components of oil. As
different types of chemical components do not have the same thermodynamic prop-
erties (enthalpy and entropy) at the same environmental conditions (temperature
and pressure), this implies that different components carry different quantities of
physical exergy. Decomposing the physical exergy of a stream into the physical
exergy per chemical component allows therefore a more accurate calculation of the
exergy fuels and products. This formulation of exergy efficiency is not valid only
for oil and gas offshore platforms, but can be generalised to separation processes.

6.5.3 Results

The calculations of the exergy efficiency as given in Eq. 6.27, suggest that Plat-
forms D and C present the highest thermodynamic performances, while Platform
B presents the poorest performance (Table 6.7). With the exception of Platform
B, the major exergy fuel consists of the power consumed on-site to perform the
pumping and compression operations (Fig. 6.10).
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Table 6.7: Task exergy efficiencies (%) based on the component-by-component approach.

Platform A Platform B Platform C Platform D

εII−4 17.9 1.7 26.8 29.6
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Figure 6.10: Exergy fuels and products, based on the component-by-component approach.

Oil and gas platforms perform separation, pumping and compression work, but
in different magnitudes, and this explains some the large differences in terms of
efficiencies between the four facilities:

• Platform A processes oil, gas and water: the three phases are separated, oil
is pumped to another platform, gas is compressed to more than 200 bar for
further injection, and water is discharged to the sea at low pressures. The
separation work is small in comparison to the pumping work, and negligible
towards the compression one.

• Platform B processes condensate, gas and water: gas and oil exported at
a pressure lower than the feed pressure, and the separation work is mostly
driven by the decreases in physical exergy.

• Platform C processes oil, gas and water: oil is exported at a much higher
pressure than the feed pressure, and the pumping work on this platform is
significantly higher than on Platforms A and B.

• Platform D processes oil, gas, and significant quantities of produced water.
Seawater is also pumped for further injection, and small quantities of gas are
compressed and exported or injected compared to Platform A.
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6.6 Discussion

6.6.1 Sensitivity

The problems rising from the use of the total exergy efficiencies when evaluating
petroleum separation processes stem from the fact that these expressions include
the chemical exergy of hydrocarbons. The interest of these expressions of exergy
efficiencies is limited, because these indicators return similar numerical values for
all cases. They will indeed have so little sensitivity to changes in the system that
they cannot be used for assessing the improvement potentials of oil and gas systems,
or to analyse the different trade-off. All the task exergy efficiencies showed a clear
difference between the four facilities, and are also expected to be sensitive to system
improvements.

6.6.2 Feasibility and simplicity

The approaches found in the scientific literature presented all drawbacks compared
to the component-by-component efficiency, stemming from the fact that they were
derived for systems with partly different tasks. However, some of them require
significantly less calculation efforts. The use of the exergy efficiencies as defined in
the approaches of Kotas [50] and Oliveira [22], and of Cornelissen [19] and Rian
and Ertesv̊ag [82], requires flow, temperature and pressure measurements, which
are often already conducted, as well as crude oil and gas assays to estimate the
composition. The component-by-component efficiency requires significantly more
calculational efforts than the other definitions, since the calculations are done on a
component level, and the partial molar physical exergy of each component has to
be calculated.

6.6.3 Transparency

The expressions and numerical values of the exergy efficiencies are dependent on
the choice of:

• environmental state: the environmental temperature has a direct impact on
physical and chemical exergy, and the environmental pressure has an impact
on the physical exergy;

• system boundaries: the inclusion of the import and export pipelines and
of the gas lift system would impact the numerical values of the mechanical
exergy increases.

The choice of the environmental state and the system boundaries should be made
clear to allow a sound comparison of different facilities.
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6.6.4 Temperature-based and pressure-based exergy

The exergy balances and interpretation of product in the component-by-component
efficiency can be improved by decomposing the physical exergy term into its temp-
erature-based and pressure-based components. For example, one of the desired
outcomes of the processing plant is the export of gas at high pressure, which is
equivalent, from a thermodynamic viewpoint, to the production of pressure-based
exergy. The temperature-based exergy of gas streams is a result of the turboma-
chinery component inefficiencies, and is dissipated to a large extent in the export
pipelines. Pressure-based exergy increases should therefore be accounted as a part
of the exergetic product (desired outcome of the system), while the temperature-
based exergy increases should be considered as a part of the exergetic losses. These
considerations were also emphasised in the studies of Kotas [50], Cornelissen [19]
for oil and gas distillation systems, and Marmolejo-Correa and Gundersen [59] for
LNG processes.

Such decompositions would further increase the required computational efforts
[51, 52]. In the present cases it is expected that the decomposition would only very
slightly affect the numerical results, as the pressure-based exergy of gas generally
dominates the temperature-based exergy (96% against 4% in the work of Voldsund
et al. [126] for Platform A). The benefit of such an improvement in the efficiency
should be evaluated against the larger required computational efforts.

6.6.5 Theoretical versus practical improvement potential

Exergy efficiencies should give hints for setting meaningful benchmarks, and eval-
uate unambiguously the performance of the system under study. They should
provide a measure of the resources that are required to drive the processing plant
and platform, and of the desired outcome of these systems. One may argue that
these targets are not realistic, as there are practical constraints:

• economical – integrating other components or redesigning the system may
be costly, and possibly cause shut-downs of the plant during the installation
phase;

• technical – the structural design of the processing plant is partly fixed and
bound by the field characteristics (e.g. temperatures and pressures) and the
export conditions (e.g. purity);

• technological – the performance of a process component is limited by the
current technological advances (e.g. state-of-the art centrifugal compressors).

These constraints imply that only a part of the thermodynamic inefficiencies taking
place in petroleum separation processes can be reduced in practice, whereas another
part cannot be avoided.
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Bejan et al. [13] emphasised the difficulty of using the exergy efficiency for
comparing systems with dissimilar functions, which is the case of oil and gas plat-
forms. All platforms have the functions of separation, compression and pumping,
but due to differences in their operating conditions (field conditions and product
specifications), some platforms must do more compression (Platform A), while oth-
ers mainly do pumping work (Platform D), and some may do less of compression
and pumping, and thus almost only separation (Platform B). In general, pumps
are characterised by a higher exergetic performance than compressors, which again
are more exergy efficient than systems with separation tasks. Different systems
present different potentials for improvement.

One way to overcome this problem may be to evaluate different subprocesses
separately. If for instance the performance of separation was evaluated individu-
ally, or similarly the performance of compression or pumping, the platforms could
be compared on a similar basis. The issue of comparing systems with dissimilar
functions would be eliminated.

Another way to tackle this is to define an additional performance indicator that
evalutes the performance related to what is practically achievable. The following
resonings may be applied:

• Tsatsaronis and Park [121], who defined the unavoidable exergy destruction
as the exergy that is destroyed when the current components are operated
at their maximum efficiency, considering technological limitations that could
not be overcome in the near future, regardless of the investment costs;

• Margarone et al. [58], who proposed to compare the current plant perfor-
mance against that obtainable when integrating the state-of-the-art tech-
nologies present on the market;

• Johannessen et al. [40, 41], who suggested to set a state of minimum entropy
production or minimum exergy destruction for a given operation target, and
the difference between the current value and this minimum would be consid-
ered as an excess loss.

Such approaches could both give a more realistic target for each platform, and allow
a comparison between them on how well they utilise their practically achievable po-
tential. The main criticisms against these approaches are the degree of subjectivity
when defining the state of unavoidable exergy destruction, and the high sensitivity
of such targets to future technological achievements.

6.6.6 Performance and ageing

It is generally admitted that the performance of oil and gas platforms decreases
with time, as a result of ageing and degradation of the on-site components and
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processes. Meanwhile, the main function of an offshore platform may change over
time due to changing operating conditions. For instance has an increased gas-to-oil
ratio for Platform A resulted in more necessary compression work over the last
20 years, while increased water-to-oil ratio for Platform D has resulted in more
pumping work necessary. Thus, using exergy efficiency to monitor installations
over time may give results that are biased by the change in the relative importance
of compression, pumping and separation over time, if not approaches such as those
mentioned in Section 6.6.5 are taken into use.

Such issue may not be faced in the case of other petrochemical processes, since
the variations over time of the gas and water contents of the feed are not as signif-
icant.

6.6.7 Significance

Exergy efficiency indicators may be coupled to other performance criteria, such as
the specific power or exergy consumptions, which assess the expense of resources
for a given unit of oil and gas. The latter illustrate different aspects of the current
operations.

For instance, taking the component-by-component efficiency, one can conclude
that Platform B presents the smallest exergy efficiency of the four investigated
cases. It should be noticed that this facility has also the smallest specific power
consumption, because there is very little need for compression. This characteristic
illustrates the effects of the field conditions and export specifications, on the system
performance.

6.6.8 Generalisation

The component-by-component efficiency presented in this paper may be of interest
for petrochemical systems other than oil and gas platforms. It can be applied
to industrial systems where petroleum is fractionated, since similar processes take
place (compression, expansion, separation, distillation).

Some of the major differences are:

• the much greater amount of heat exergy consumed in some separation pro-
cess, as large quantities of heat are required to preheat oil and to sustain the
temperature gradient of distillation columns [83]. Separation of the oil frac-
tions in refineries is therefore more temperature-driven than pressure-driven,
at the difference of oil and gas platforms.

• the quantity of exergy destroyed in distillation columns in refineries represents
a non-negligible part of the total exergy input, at the difference of oil and gas
platforms where it represents less than 3% in any of the studied cases.
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Although oil and gas platforms and oil refineries aim at separating the hydro-
carbons composing the oil and gas mixtures, the performance of both systems may
not be directly comparable since the structural design setup are fundamentally
different.

6.7 Conclusion

Exergy efficiency definitions found in the scientific literature for similar systems
had drawbacks such as (i) low sensitivity to efficiency improvements, (ii) calcu-
lation inconsistencies or (iii) favoured facilities with certain boundary conditions
when applied to the four offshore processing plants. Based on these experiences,
the component-by-component efficiency was proposed. This efficiency is sensitive to
process improvements, gives consistent results and evaluates successfully the theo-
retical improvement potential. However, it requires high computational efforts. It
ranges between 1.7 and 29.6% for our four cases. This efficiency is applicable also
to other petroleum processes.
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Nomenclature

e specific exergy, J/kg

Ė exergy rate, W
h specific enthalpy, J/kg
p pressure, Pa
s specific entropy, J/(kg·K)

Ṡ entropy rate, W/K
T temperature, K
x mass fraction, -
y component/sub-system exergy ratio, -
β chemical exergy correction factor, -
ε exergy efficiency, -
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Abbreviations
GOR gas-to-oil ratio
LNG liquefied natural gas
NHV net heating value
OP overall plant
PP processing plant
TEG triethylene glycol
WOR water-to-oil ratio

Superscripts
ch chemical
kin kinetic
ph physical
pot potential
Q heat
W work
+ increase
- decrease
ˆ partial molar
∗ relative

Subscripts
cool related to cooling
cv control volume
d destruction
f fuel
feed feed
gen generation
h hypothetical
heat related to heating
i chemical component i
in inlet
j stream j, feed stream j
k heat transfer stream k, exergy stream k, product stream k
l loss
mix mixture
mt metal
out outlet
p product
tr transit
u useful
w waste
0 dead state
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6.A Process details

The tables with pressures and temperatures in key streams are not included in this
section, because they are identical to Tables 4.2 and 4.3 in Chapter 4.

6.B Process flowsheet

The process flowsheets are not included in this section, because they are identical
to the flowsheets presented in Chapter 4. See Figs. 4.7–4.10 in Appendix 4.A.
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Chapter 7

Conclusions and perspectives

This thesis presents the first exergy analyses of offshore oil and gas processing in
the North Sea. In this chapter the different cases that are studied are summarised.
Then conclusions are drawn separately for the exergy mapping, the considered
improvement options and for the studies concerning performance indicators.

7.1 Case studies

Exergy analyses of the oil and gas processing plants of the following North Sea type
offshore platforms were carried out:

• An oil platform with oil export and high gas injection rate. It is a real case
based on measured data, and the analysis is presented in Chapters 2 and 4
(Platform A).

• An oil and gas platform that exports oil and dehydrated gas. This is a
generic model based on literature data with six different feed compositions.
The results are presented in Chapter 3 (generic model, Cases 1–6).

• A platform exporting condensate and gas. The reservoir pressure is high
while the gas export pressure is low, and the gas is not dehydrated. It is a
real case based on measured data, and the analysis is presented in Chapter 4
(Platform B).

• An oil platform exporting viscous oil. Gas is used for injection and gas lift.
It is a real case based on measured data, and the analysis is presented in
Chapter 4 (Platform C).

177
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• An oil and gas platform with high water cut that exports oil and dehydrated
gas, and has a separate condensate treatment section. It is a real case based
on measured data. The analysis is presented in Chapter 4 (Platform D).

The exergy analysis of Platform A (Chapter 2) was performed with decomposition
into pressure-based, temperature-based and chemical exergy, and a detailed uncer-
tainty analysis was carried out. In the analysis of the generic model (Chapter 3),
the impact of feed composition was examined in particular, and the utility plant
was included in the analysis. Platforms B–D were analysed with focus on compar-
ison of these platforms and Platform A (Chapter 4). The cases of Platforms A–D
were then used to evaluate the applicability of different performance indicators to
offshore oil and gas processing plants (Chapter 5), as well as different formulations
of the exergy efficiency (Chapter 6).

7.2 Exergy consumption, destruction and losses

The processes taking place in the oil and gas processing system consume exergy
in form of heat and power produced in the utility plant. For the cases studied
in this work, the power consumption is in the range of 5.5–30 MW, or 20–660
MJ/Sm3o.e. exported. The heat demand is for all cases low enough to be covered
by utilising waste heat from the utility plant and/or by heat integration between
process streams. Electric heating takes place to a minor extent (less than 0.4 MW).

The major power demand (40–78%) is associated with the compressors in the
gas treatment system in all cases, with the exception of Platform B and Case 4 of
the generic model. These differences can be explained by the gas export pressure,
which is lower than the reservoir pressure in the case of Platform B, and by the
large amount of heavy components in the feed, and thus the great power demand
of the oil export pumps in Case 4. The recompression- and oil pumping sections
appear to be the other significant power consumers, together with the seawater
injection system for platforms where this process is installed.

For a complete offshore platform, the major part of the exergy destruction and
exergy losses takes place in the utility system. In the analysis of the generic model,
it was shown that 62–65% of the total exergy destruction occurs here, while 35–
38% takes place in the oil and gas processing system. Out of the losses, 56–59%
are lost with exhaust gases while the rest are lost with flared gas, cooling water
and wastewater, and is therefore related to the oil and gas processing plant.

The total exergy destruction within the oil and gas processing plant is in the
range of 12–32 MW, or 43–517 MJ/Sm3o.e. exported. Most exergy destruction is
related to pressure increase or decrease. Inefficiencies in the gas treatment section
causes 8–57% of the total amount, destruction in the recompression section amounts
to 11–29%, while irreversibilities in the production manifold accounts for 10–28% of
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the total exergy destruction. The separation and oil/condensate export sections are
of varying importance with 4–27% and 1–24%, respectively. The exergy destruction
in the gas treatment and recompression sections appears partly in compressors,
coolers and anti-surge recycle streams, while the exergy destruction in production
manifolds is due to throttling. In the separation sections, the destruction appears
due to throttling, mixing and heating, and in the oil/condensate export sections
the destruction is mainly due to pumping and cooling.

Exergy losses due to flaring are significant on Platform A (5.0 MW), in the
generic model (10–13 MW) and on Platform D (4.7 MW) for the studied production
days. The exergy losses associated with flaring fluctuate with time, as flaring is
practiced on a discontinuous basis. Exergy losses with produced water is significant
on Platform C (5.6 MW) and Platform D (22 MW). Most of these losses are related
to the chemical exergy of water and can hardly be utilised.

It was found in Chapter 3 that the variability of the feed composition has little
effect on the split of thermodynamic inefficiencies between the oil and gas process-
ing system and the utility plant, while the impact on the distribution of exergy
destruction between subsystems in the oil and gas processing system was higher.
In Chapter 4 it was pointed out that the gas treatment systems and production
manifolds had high irreversibilities for the four platforms considered, while the
contributions of the recompression, separation and oil export sections varied across
the different platforms. Platforms with high gas-to-oil ratios and high pressures
required in the gas product presented the highest power consumption and exergy
destruction.

7.3 Measures for improving thermodynamic effi-
ciency

Measures are proposed for reduction of exergy destruction and exergy losses. The
following two points present mature technologies that can increase the thermody-
namic performances of the oil and gas processing systems significantly:

• Limit flaring by installing flare gas recovery systems. The exergy losses due
to flaring can then almost be eliminated under normal operation. A flare gas
recovery system is already installed on Platform C.

• Improve gas compression performance. Compressor efficiencies are generally
low on the studied platforms, and anti-surge recycling is frequently performed
as a consequence of off-design conditions. Re-wheeling of existing compres-
sors or installation of variable speed drive systems can improve compression
efficiency and eliminate anti-surge recycling. In Chapter 3 the high impact
of compressor efficiencies on total power demand was demonstrated, while in
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Chapter 5 it was shown that the exergy consumption could be reduced to 62–
79% with the use of best available technology for compression and pumping.
However, it is unrealistic to aim for continuous operation with best available
technology, due to varying feed compositions and flow rates.

The exergy destruction in the production manifolds may be reduced by integra-
tion of additional production manifolds and separators at higher pressure levels,
integration of multiphase expanders or multiphase ejectors. Such solutions are not
in common use yet, and multiphase expanders or ejectors face additional issues at
the present conditions with sand and other impurities. However, multiphase ex-
panders may also be an option in the separation sections. Exergy lost with cooling
water can be reduced by better heat integration between process streams. The heat
demand is low, and most of it is covered with heat integration or waste heat re-
covery already, but the small amounts of electric heating (Fig. 4.2, Chapter 4) can
be reduced by heat integration, wich is done on Platform B. This picture may be
different for offshore platforms in other parts of the world, where larger amounts
of heat may be requred. It has been suggested to utilise physical exergy in the
produced water or cooling water by injecting it to enhance oil recovery instead of
treated seawater, and that varying feed flow rates and compositions can be handled
by installing several compression trains in parallel. Looking at the whole offshore
platform, utilisation of physical exergy in the exhaust gases from the utility plant
in bottoming cycles present a significant improvement potential.

The benefits of the proposed measures will always be evaluated against in-
vestment costs and the general demand for simple, reliable and compact process
equipment on offshore installations.

7.4 Performance indicators

Several thermodynamic performance indicators have been discussed (Chapter 5),
but none of them could at the same time evaluate (i) utilisation of technical achiev-
able potential, (ii) utilisation of theoretical achievable potential and (iii) total use
of energy resources. Thus a set of indicators has to be used to evaluate the ther-
modynamic performance. The following indicators are suggested: specific exergy
destruction, BAT efficiency on exergy basis, and exergy efficiency.

Different formulations of exergy efficiency for petroleum separation systems were
obtained by applying approaches found in the literature for similar processes (Chap-
ter 6). They all had drawbacks such as low sensitivity to efficiency improvements,
calculation inconsistencies or that they favoured facilities with certain boundary
conditions when applied to offshore processing plants. A new definition, called the
component-by-component exergy efficiency, was suggested. This definition could
sucessfully evaluate the theoretical improvement potential.
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The challenges in defining performance indicators for evaluation of offshore oil
and gas platforms lie mainly in the high variety in boundary conditions of the
systems.

7.5 Further work

The exergy analyses and process data that now are published, opens for possible
further work on this topic. It is suggested to perform advanced exergy analysis to
quantify avoidable and unavodable exergy destruction, to gain further insight into
the real improvement potential of the processes, and to further develop performance
indicators for offshore oil and gas processing by applying this concept.

Furthermore, it would be interesting to quantify the effect of installing produc-
tion manifolds and separators at higher pressure levels. The option is technically
achievable today, but the potential to actually increase thermodynamic efficiency
and decrease power demand is not known.

It would also be valuable to perform exergetic life cycle assessments of the
studied processes. This option requires more data available from the industry, as
the processes need to be evaluated at different life cycle stages. Such studies would
give more insight into the performance of oilfields throughout their life cycles, and
this knowledge will be useful under the planning of new installations. Examples of
exergetic life cycle assessments of offshore oil and gas extraction can also motivate
the industry to perform such analyses for expected life cycles in the planning stages
of the development of new fields. By taking the production of process equipment
into account in the analyses, alternatives with more complex processes can be
evaluated against the standard solutions on a rational basis.
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